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INTRODUCTION 

> 
The purpose of this work i , lo'jexplorelsome possible f^rtufe oul- 

comes of the recent increase in oil prices.  The study investigates the 

pattern of the future price structure of oil .md energy, the resulting 

flow of revenues to the OPEC countries, in particular to the Arab oil 

producing countries, and the implication of these developments to the 

economic growth and foreign capital accumulation of the Middle Eastern 

countries on one hand and to the world economic, financial and monetary 

structure on the other hand. •^ 

Accordingly, the study is divided into three parts.  Part ■Owd' dealj 

with the market for energy and oil and derives ^ome future scenarios 

with the emerging projections ofiil»^ price^f-oi^ PartJTwo projects 

alternative levels of oil revenues to the oil-producing countries and — 

derives  from these projections and other assumptions>estimates 0/ the 

future economic growth of the Middle Eastern countries and ^he «mplUd 

■''>■'    accumulation of foreign capital.-^y these countries. 

H'art Thfe<;Ä d i scusses the'poss ible investment strategies concerning 

the accumulated capital that may be implemented by the Middle East oil- 

producing countries and analyzes the implications of the world economy. 

It suggests some alternative estimates of investment portfolios to which 

the oil revenues may be directed. 

The final chapter summarizes the findings and the main economic and 

political conclusions. 
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PART ONE:  THE WORLD OIL MARKET 

Our mam purpose   is   to   lay out  some  possible   scenarios of  future 
possib e pr.ces of oil.     Many experts  have   tried   in  the past  to fore- 
cast o. I   pnces and   failed.    We would   like  very  much  to avoid   it      We 
shall   therefore present   the complexity of   the problem  involved and 

K;'V!  5e!!r!l  a,ternative  tour« Price patterns.     The  reader will   be 
able  to add h.s   subjective evaluation  to each of   these patterns      We 
will   use   them  in order   to derive alternative   levels of  future oil 
revenues and  then concentrate on  their   implications   for  the   (a)   Inter- 

TlT^nfT^^/^l'   (bi   the   inter?aJ,OM'   "•*.   (O   the economic 
yrow h of   the M.ddle  East  Countries,   (d)   their   Investment   strategies 
and  (t)   the  economies of   the oil   importing countries. 

Three complex   forces determine oil   prices: 

2. 
3. 

The supply of oil; 
the demand for oil; 
the competitive structure of the world oil market 

Since oil Is only one form of energy source, it must be regarded 

!lll SZ! L 'SiES* market ? a Wh0,e-  Ther*for*. our dl5tusslon will have the following structure: 

1. Estimations of supply of energy, where oil Is treated 
separately from non-oil energy sources.  (Chapter I) 

2. Estimations of demand for energy.  (Chapter II) 

3. Estimations of oil demand as a residual between total 
energy demand and non-oil supply.  (Chapter II) 

**.     A description of the competitive structure of the 
world oil market.  (Chapter Ml) 

5.  Analysis of various scenarios of world oil market 
structures. For each of these scenarios the relevant 
demand and supoly of oil will be analy?ed. from which 
price estimates will envrge.  (Chapter IV) 

Ph£C£DINO Pit» BLAMUIJUT /ILMKD 
1, -   N-—      UM r 
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Chapter   I 

SUPPLY  OF   ENERGY  Af4D OIL 

We shall   define   the supply of oil   (and energy)   as  a schedule 

(function)  of output   associated with  various  price   levels.     Thus  the 

estimate of oil   (and energy)   supply  for any  future  period   is  not  a 

total  of a  certain   jniqu'  quantity,  but   a schedule of quantities   in- 

creasing with price.     With  the   increase   in energy prices,   there   is  a 

greater   incentive   to  invest   in exploration and  to produce   incremental 

oil   and other energy sources  at  higher production  costs.     The  greater 

price covers  the  higher   incremental   cost   and provides  profits   for 

those who are engaged   in  this  activity. 

One should differentiate between  the  short-term supply  schedule and  the 

long-term one.     Since development of new oil   fields  and substitutes 

takes   time,   the   long-term supply schedule   is  greater  than  the short-term 

one.     This  may help  to understand  the basic structure of  the oil   supply 

schedule.     Due  to the   low prices of oil   in  the   recent  past,  each country 

that had oil   fields   limited   its output   and exploration  to a  very   low 

pace.     In   the  Middle   East   the situtation was,  however,  somewhat  unique. 

Tremendous oil   reserves were proven by   relatively   low  investment  and 

the availability of oil  has  been  very   large.     The  cost  of extracting 

the oil   is only between  $0.10 and $0.20 per barrel   and this   includes 

also recovery of past   investments.     This  unique  position   requires   that 

we break  down  the world oil   supply   into two components as  shown   in 

the diagram on  the   following page. 

•' 
«ga« 

FKICCDINP Pißt  B^tllUNOT /ILMSD 
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Middle Eastern Schematic 
Oi I Supply 

Non-Middle Eastern Schematic 
Oi I Supply 

DIAGRAM I 

The diagrams  are of  course  only  a fchematic   representation.     They 

indicate  that   the Middle  East   can produce oil   in  very high quantities 

at   relatively  very   low and quite  constant  cost  before  its oil   reserves 

are depleted. 

For the rest of the world the situation is more "normal". The dia- 

gram shows first that the initial cost is higher than in the Middle East 

and also that   furthe.    increases   in oil   production entail   escalating costs, 

T-rhnically,  we   could  combine  these  two  diagrams   into one and  claim 

that   the   resulting schedule   reflects  the world oil   supply.     This,  how- 

ever,   is  very misleading since   it  distorts   the actual  market structure. 

It  would  be   right   only   if   the  oil   irarket  would operated  under  "free" 

competition, which   is  clearly not   the case. 

In  the  following sections we  shall   present   some   rough estimates of 

the   long-tern supply schedule of oil   and other non-oil   sources of energy. 

——— 
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wnt  „, „e- S„Urc« of  FI.I4.   (fro. A.  b,ginn.n9 of  ..p.or.„on  to norn». 

ou.pu.). a.«  .h. o^riod  r^utr.d .. d,..lop .»».tltut. «ur«. ond .chi ». 

„or™,  ou,pu,.     th.  Period  «.«IfW  is   ro.phiy  fl«  .0  flf— Y"". 

A9.i„.   in  IM «idd..  UH  *- oil   n.l* "Y  *  "™"°* '"0  '"• 

cr..«  .H.  .«.I   P'Ov,n   r«.rv«   in  th.   ion,  run.      it   I.  *u.  possible 

that   th. M>IM feasible output  of oil   at  tbe v.r,   I« pries   (either 

constant  or  risin, slowly)   is n,uch qraat.r  than  ,h. present  Wll— 

,.„,ble   level.    Vet  despite *. fact   that m are no, able  to estate 

,hes.  lon9-t.r™ supply curves  in  the Hiddle East,  it   is no. expected 

.h.1  the Hiddle-East  output -ill   reach even  its present mtlmm feasible 

outpu,   in  the next  decade.     We shall   concentrate,   therefore, on estl«.- 

„„<,  th.   ion,- PPly of oil   and non-oil  energy  in  the non-Hiddle 

East   countries. 

The  supply of energy   (as a  function of energy prices)   is   the  SUT 

tota.  of  the  supply of   the -in  source of energy:     petroleum,  gas.  coal, 

water powe.   (hydroelectricity.  nuclear energy,  solar energy and other 

sources).     The supply  of petroleum  is   the  sum of  the  supply of oil   from 

oil   fields  and the supply of  synthetic fuels:    shale-oil.  tar sands, 

nguefaction of coal.     Extracting oil   from these sources   is based on 

certain   production processes, which add to the cost  of  the oil. 

We shall first sun^arize estimates of the supply of oil from its 

various sources, and then add some indicative estimates of the supply 

of other sources of energy. 
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^•       Pftroleum 

n» supply of „„.,.„. „,,,„, .,oken down |iieo ^ fo(|(i((Bt 

"compcnents"- 

United States   "Normal"  1,8 
United  States--new  sources 
Western  Europa--new sources 
OPEC—Middle   fast 
0PEC--non Middle  East 

•u'J.iM;«*"*"  """'■""■> *"*•'  W *-'•« m4 others' 

'•     U.S.   "Normal"   kQ 

To,.!  ou,pu,   ,.   „72 Nas  ,., bi|,ion k|      Th.5 ^^^  ^^ ^ 

-r».. price oo,  higher th4n  „ b,.    „  „„ price  ^ ^^   ^^^ 

.  trend of decline of about  2 percent  a year. 

Stodie, .ade  in  tf,e   !«•,"  indicite . pri„ „„„^^ >f ^^ 

.. .11   fro. this  source between   ., to  .8.     ftl.   is a s^  tota,  of price 

.-sticities of „iidcat  d „gs.  success  ratio and size of discoveries" 

».fore appiyin, these studies  to our purposes. M shouid note  that: 

-  fron, the   l950s  to  i580s  there  has been a  trend towards a 

decline   in   the scale of  the  supply  functions,  due  to  the 

exhaustion of  the available  resources. 

"txtludlng  the conmunist   countrleT'ls.e above)' 

, *** 

«•e, no..  Johns Hopkins Press, I96<t 

Erickson. E.W., and Spann. R.M.  "Prir, p.„ , »■ 

- Natural Cas in the U.S.... ^mSi^SuJS^T'jL,  ed 

"»S« Append,. I for s^ary of the,, stud,... „^ 

-.      ■■■»  .-, - 
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- The estimates of these findings refer to the lower section 

of the supply curve (at a low price range) only. 

The scale effect will be accounted for by the assumption that the 

whole supply curve shifts to the left at two percent a year, so that 

at a price level of $3 per crude barrel, output will decline.  At higher 

prices we apply the lower estimates of elasticity, about .3. to the lower 

scale output.  We regard this as the long-term elasticity, which will 

be reflected in the 1980 output (thus "long-term" in our case is seven 

years). Specifically, this means that the estimated 1980 supply at $3 

is «bout 8? percent of the 1973 supply, i.e., 2.5 billion bbl.  At high- 

er prices the amount supp.ied (at .3 arc elasticity) is estimated as 

follows: 

TABLE I 

ESTIMATED SUPPLY SCHEDULE 
OF "NORMAL" ^8 AT I960 

Price $ Output (b.bl) 

$3 2.5 
14 2.7 
$5 3.0 
$6 32 
$7 3.3 
$8 3-5 
Ü 3-6 

I 

For 1985 we assume the same supply curve. 

The Federal Energy Administration (FEA) estimates of the normal ^8 

output at different prices are considerably lower.  For I98O it estimates 

an output of 2.1, 2.2, and 2.'» billion bbls. at prices of $*•, $7 and $11 

per bbl.  At these same prices, output will reach 2.1, 2.6 and 3-3 bill- 

ion bbls. in 1985.  The range of price elasticity of supply for 1980 
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estlnwted by  the  FEA   is  extremely   low:     .08 to   .2.     For   I985  these elas- 

1. icities   «re  somewhat   higher   (.35   to   .5). 

2 .     United  Sr.Hes--New  Sources 

fl)   Secondary  and   tertiary   recovery of old oil   fields,     ■»'he  normal 

technique extracts only about   1/3 of  the oi;.     Using available 

techniques   for   further  recovery will   result   in estimated cost 

of about   $10 p?r barrel.     The  reserves are estimated at   30bbl. 

However,  assuming  that   by   I985 more efficient   techniques will   oe 

applied  it will   be possible  to extract  about or.-  half of  »hese 

reserves at  a cost  of  $5*6 per barrel.     Annual  output   in    985 

is  thus estimated at   1/2  billion barrels.    Additional  output 

of   1/2 billion barrels   is possible at  $10 per barrt|.     No output 

is  accounted   for   in   I98O. 

H   Offshore  48:  The  reserves  are estimated between   10-50 billion 

barrels.     Annual output   in   I980--I/2 billion barrels  and   in   I985-- 

?   billion barrels.     Cost:     $l»-5 per barrel.     (The  FEA estimates 

are similar). 

c) Aiaska—Prudhoe  Bay:     Reserves  are estimated at   15-30 billion bar- 

rels.     Cost:     $4-5 per barrel.     Output   in   I98O   (and  1985)-- 

I  billion bar.els       (The  FEA unofficial  estimates  are  .3 billion 

barrels   in   I98O and   .5 billion barrels   in   I985). 

* This  section draws  to a great  extent   from discussions with 
Merman  Kahn. 
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d)    Alaska--Naval   reserves:  This  area has   been explored only   rouqhly, 

It   indicates  a significant   proLability  for   t reniendously high 

reserves:     25-120 billion  barrels.      It   is  assumed that  output 

from this   source will  not  start   before   the   1980s.     In   1985 how- 

ever,   the output  may  reach a   level  of   1   or  2 billion barrels. 

The  cost:      $5-6  per barrel. 

•)     Out-continent  shelf: This  source has  not   yet  been explored.      It 

is assumed   that   recoverable   reserves  as of   1985 will   reach  about 

30 billion   barrels.     Output   in   I985 may   reach   I   billion barrels. 

Cost:     $5-6  per barrel. 

f)     Other  sources:   It   is  reasonable  to assume  that  at  high prices 

the   incentive  to explore  further  sources  of oil  will material- 

ize   in  some   unexpected  recoveries.     We  therefore 'guestimate" 

that  by   I985 additional   supply will   appear at  a price ra-je of 

$6-8 per   barrel.     We  indicate here a   figure of   I  billio.    bar- 

rels. 

These supply  sources  are summari?ed   in  the   following table: 

TABLE 2 

ESTIMATED SUPPLY  SCHEDULE  OF NEW SOURCES 

ST OIL  IN THE  jTTTj     I9B0,   I9B? 

PrTc« 
($) 

$^5 

$5-6 

*-8 

Source 

Offshore 
Alaska--Prudhoc B«y 
Alask«--Nav«l   Reserve 
Total  at   IM 

Secondary  ( tertiary 
recovery 

Out  continental  shelf 
Total  at   $S-6 

Tertiary  racovary 
Other  unspecified 

sources 
Total  at  $6-8  

Output Output 
I960 1985 

(bll'l'jn barrels/year) 

0.5 
1.0 

I 
I 
1 
3 

0.5 
1.0 
TT 

0.5 

1.0 
JX 

l^serves 
1985 

(billion barrels) 

10-50 
10-30 
25-120 
«-200 

15 

IS 

r" 

—   : 
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Total   ClWuUtlvf   supply   of    I hi-   U.S.   at    1980   .vnl   198S   is   the   sum 

total  of  the Normal   '♦S output   jnd oew sources.     This  supply  schedule 

is   indicated  below   (at   rounded   fiou'-es). 

T *BLE 3 

IST I MATED  U.S.   SUPPLY  SCHEDULE:      1980.    1985* 
(bi11 ion barrels/year) 

Price 1980 1985 
>/bbl Output Output 

3 2.5 2.5 
I 30 3.0 
5 M 6.0 
6 ^7 7.5 
7 
8 

«4.8 
5.0 

8.5 
95 

This  "long  term" supply  schedule  is  just   a  reference base.     It   is 

subject   to a qreat  number of r.ual i feat ions.  since   it   is   based on a  large 

number of  strong assumptions  and questimates."       And   indeed,   it differs 

greatly   from the   FEA estimates.     We  feel,  however,   that   the  latter pro- 

jections  underestimate  the eff.etiveness of   the  high  price   incentive on 

the develooment  of oil  output.     Yet,  since  the  ^ole question   is subject 

to uncertainty,  we have  no other  choice but   to  select   some "reasonable" 

benchmarks,   and  apply a  sensitivity analysis.     Thlf  will   be made  in  the 

course of analyzing  the market. 

Another point that should be noted is that this schedule assumes 

certainty with regard to the oil prices. If. for example, future oil 

prices at   the  higher   range are  uncertain,   it will   greatly  reduce the 

% 

*The  figures  are  rounded to a direction  that   "smooths" the schedule 

MHMMtlM. 

**Hopefully   the errors   in  these  guestimates  cancel   each other, at   least 

partly. 

— : 
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incentive  to explore or  develop  sources which  are expected  to cost 

$6-8 per barrel.     This has  a direct   implication  to the price  policy 

In  the U.S.   (see  below). 

The supply elasticities   implied from this  supply  schedule are: 

TABLE ^ 

PRICE ELASTICITY OF U.S. PETROLEUM SUPPLY. I98O. 198$* 

Price 
$ per barrel) Elasticity Elasticity 

1* 
5 
6 
7 
8 

0.60 
2.0 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 

0.60 
k.O 
1.25 
0.80 
0.80 

* Figures are rounded 

It turns out that the supply elasticity for I98O at low prices 

is about .6 (the exception of 2.0 at $5 results from the Alaskan-- 

Prudhoe Boy's oil that is already being developed.  Excluding this source 

we have at $5 an elasticity of .67). At a price range greater rhan $6, 

the elasticity is low, about .2. 

As to 1985, the supply is more elastic.  The high elasticity of 

the %k-S  price range results from the estimate that, at this price rä;.ge, 

high output will appear from Alaska and offshore.  The price elasticity 

at the higher price range is estimated at .8. 

3.  Western Europe 

There is extremely limited information on which to base estimates 

Of  oil supply schedule of Western Europe.  The main source is the North 

S«t,  Houthaker and Kennedy** assume that by 1980 the annual oil output 

**. 
houthakker,  H.   S. ,  and  Kennedy,  M. ,   "Demand  for  Energy as  a Functior. 

of  Price," unpublished paper,   (December   1973?). 
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of   rhr North Sea ^iM   be  close   to   1.5 billion  barrels.     Odell     indicates 

„   total   oil  output   for Western  Europe  of  2.2  billion  barrels  by   I?80. 

and 2.75 billicn  b-jrrels  for   I985.     Both assune  a price   level   not  smaller 

than   $5  per  barrel.     These   references  are   the  basis   for   the   following 

rough guest inate. 

TABLE   5 

WESTERN EUROPE OUTPUT.  1980, 1985 
(biI I ion barrels/year) 

»rice 

($) 

I9B0 
Output 

1985 
Output 

3 

5-8 

0.5 
1.0 
1.5 

0.5 
1.0 
2.75 

coun 

The   implicit   assumptions  here  are: 

a. At   low prices   there will   be  some development   in  the   1970s, 

but   if  prices   r-main   low,   it  will   stop   in   the   1980s. 

b. For technological reasons it is hard to increase output beyond 

1.5 billion in 1980. But by 1985 it will be possible to util- 

ize  the capacity  as  predicted by Odell. 

This estimate,   however,   is  subject   to great  uncertainty. 

k,     0PEC--Middle East 

As we have seen,   the supply  schedule of  the  OPEC Middle  Eastern 

tries  is horizontal   at   a  very   low   level  of   S.10-.20 per  barrel. 

MWell     P R.,  "The  Availability of   Indigenous   Energy   in Western  Europe 
1973-1998 with Special   Reference  to Oil   and  Natural   Gas."   1st World 
Symposium,  Energy  and  Raw Material i.  Paris,  June   197'«. 
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With  transportation  cost   it   amounts   to  $1.50  per  barrfI .     U«  shall   treat 

this source of oH   separately when we analyre  the   role of  these countries 

in  the market   structure.     Having monopolistic  power,  we  do not   regard 

the cost  curves  of  these  countries  as  supply  curves. 

5.     0PEC--Non-Middle  East 

Since  the non Middle  East   countries  provide only  a small   share of 

the OPEC oil,  we  take  these countries as  a group and assure  that  they 

will  provide  their "normal" output  at  a price of  $6 per barrel.    Higher 

prices will   induce them  to   increase output   gradually,   reaching  3 percent 

growth per year at   $8.     Their  total   1980 output will   be as   follows: 

TABLE 6 

PROJECTED OUTPUT OF OPEC NON-MID EAST  COUNTRIES 

Price Output 
(bi II ion  barrels/year) 

2.9 
3.0 
3-2 
3-: 
3o 
3.6 

The implicit price elasticity of this supply schedule is between 

.1 at the lower price range, and .2 at the higher one.  For I985 we 

assume an output greater by 10 percent, at each respective price level 
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6-      "^«"»t   of   the   Wo. Id;1 

The "ReM of the World" output (excluding the cotmunist countries) 

in 1973 was 2.6 billion barrels. We assume a supply elasticity similar 

to that of non-Middle East OPEC countries (between .1 and .2). We have 

the   following  supply   schedule   for   I98O: 

PRICE(S) 
1980 OUTPUT 

(bi I I ion barrcIs/year) 

1985 supply schedule is essumed to be 10 percent  reater. 

7.  Synthetic Fuel 

Technologically it is possible to produce oil fro?» various sources, 

at an estimated cost of $7-9 per barrel. At this cost there is no long- 

term economic constraint on supply that may be repaired to fill up a gap 

between all conventional petroleum sources of supply and world demand. 

Indeed the cos: estimate may change with the qainir.g of practical exper- 

ience.  Nevertheless, we chose the higher price figures on which to base 

our analysis. We assume that at a price of $9 per barrel, the long-term 

supply of all these sources put together is horizontal (i.e.. "unlimited") 

at the possibly reguired range of output. 

Since it takes time to develop these sources, we assume that the 

"unlimited" output can be reached by 1985.  This may not be the actual 

case.  If programs to develop these substitute sources are not vigorously 

» ■ 1—^ -» 
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pushed ahead, the I98S supply of oil from these sources may very well 

be limited.  The assumption of "unlimited" supply is based only on tech- 

nological feasibility, and not on political or institutional possible 

barriers. 

In I98O the output of oil from substitute sources will of course 

be limited.  We assume it can reach a level of 1/2 billion barrels, all 

produced in the U.S. 

8.  Summary 

The world estimated   schedule of  petroleum for   I98O  and   1985   (exclud- 

ing  the Middle East   and   the communist   countries)   Is  summarized   in  the 

following  table and  diagram. 

TABLE 7 

SUMMARY OF  ESTIMATED OIL   SUPPLY   SCHEDULE  OF NON-hlDDLE   EAST  COUNTRIES,   I98O,   I985 
(billion barrels/year) 

Price 
(S) 

1980 1985 
U.S. Dther Mon- Total U.S. Other  non Total 

oid  East Mid East 
:ountries «■oun tries 

2.5 5.8 8.3 2.5 6.3 8.8 
3.0 6.5 95 3.0 7.0 10.0 
M 7.^ 11.9 6.0 9.3 15.3 
^.7 7.6 »2.5 7-5 9.'« «6.9 t.i 7-9 12.7 8.5 9-7 18.2 
5.0 8.1 13.1 9.5 10.0 19.5 

? «.i 8.1 ll.i 'unlimited' --- b'un 1 imi ted' 

The supply elasticity for I98O at the price range of $3 to $6 per barrel 

averages .6, between $6 and $8 it averages .25- For 1985 the respective 

elasticities   (excluding  substitutes)   are   1.0 and   .k. 
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at   a price of   $7 per barrel,   the  output  and  consurrption of  coal   will 

rise  k percent  per  year up   to   1980.     At  a price of  $k per  barrel  we 

assume  two percent  output   growth.     At  prices higher  than   $7 per barrel 

we  do not  have estimates  of  coal   supply,  but  given   the  assumption of 

"unlimited" supply of oil   substitiMOS. wo do not  have   to  reiy on  such 

coal   supply estimates. 

Thus   the   1980 coal   supply   is  sun.mari?ed as   follow.: 

$3 6.75 billion oil   bbl.   equivalent 
^ 775 billion o.i I   bbl.  equ'valent 
$5-7:     9.00 billion oil   bbl .  equivalent 

For   1985 we assume a   further   increase by  ten percent   (i.e.   »wo 

percent  per year). 

C.       Natural   Gas 

The world output of natural gas in I573 (excluding conmunist coun- 

tries) was ik  trillion cubic feet. i.e.. 6 billion oil barrels equivalent. 

This output is assumed to increase stepwise from two percent per year at 

a price of $4 to three percent at $5. four percent at $6 and five per- 

cent at $7-8.  Thus we have the following supply schedule for lf,80. 

PRICE 1980 GAS SUPPLY 

6.0 
6.9 
7.'. 
7.9 

$7-8 8.5 

For 1985 we assume a furt»-er increase of te., percent (I.e. two percent 

per year) 
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D Other   Sources  of   Energy 

Other  sources  of  enorqy.   like   hydroelect   icity .   nuclear  energy, 

so'ar  enerqy.  etc..   anounted   in   1973   to 2.5  percent   of  the  total   out- 

put   of  enerqy.  which   is  an equivalent   of  about   .8  billion  barrels      It 

is  assured   to  reach   in   I98O and   1985   respective   levels  of   1.2  and   2.0 

bi I I ion   barrels. 

E- Non-Oil   World   Energy   Supply 

The  above 9%t\m»te% of   the  non-oil   energy  supply  schedule  of   the 

various   sources  are  summarised  in   the   following  table.     The schedule   is 

"smoothed"  somewhat   by  a simple   interpolation. 

TABLE 8 

ESTIMATES   OF  NON-OIL  WORLD  ENERf.Y  SUPPLY   198(3,   iqflc; 

(bi I I ion  barrels/yar) 

PRICC 
,15/bbn 

1980 QUANTITY 1985  QUANTITY 

14.0 14.0 
15 8 18.0 
17.1 19.0 
18.1 20.0 
18.5 21.0 
18.7 21.0 

9 18.7 21.0 

We  shall   laier make use only of  the   I98O estimates.     The   I985 ones we 

brouqh.   in  order   to provoke comments,  which may   improve  them. 

/ 

--' •—■• 
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F.        U.S.   Non-Qi I   Energy  Supply 

The non-oil   energy  supply   for   the  U.S.  was  derived on  the  basis 

of  the same assumptions  as   in   the preceding world case.     The   1980s 

estimates  are summarized below. 
/. 

TABLE 9 

ESTIMATES OF U.S. NON-OIL ENERGY SUPPLY. 1980 

(billion barrels/year) 

PRICE($/bbl] QUANTITY 

9 

72 
8.1 
8.7 
9.2 
9.5 
9-6 
96 
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Chapter I I 

THE DEMAND FOR ENERGY AND OIL 

. 

During the post World War II period the world oil consumption 

increised steadily and quite fast, from 2.76 bil. bbls in 1950 to 20.5 

bil. bbls in 1973. an annual rate of Increase of more than 9 percent.  On 

the basis of this past development, pre-October 1973 projections were made 

that estimated that total demand would increase roughly at 7 percent per 

year.  According to these estimates,' I98O consumption would be about 

31.8 bil. bbls, or 55 percent greater than in 1973-  (This is the medium 

among three projections.) 

Given the relatively small increase In oil production In the non- 

OPEC countries and the trememdous availability of reserves in the Mid 

East, it was estimated that by I98O the Mid East would account for kO 

percent of total oil production as compared to 30 percent in 1970 and 25 

percent in I960.  Thus it was generally expected that the dependence of 

the world on Mid East oil production would incrtrse to critical levels. 

These estimates, however, should be viewed in the context of the 

overall demand for energy. We shall therefore start our discussion with 

this subject. 

Every forecast of future energy (end/or)  oil demand must take 

into account the factors that affect demand by explicitly forecasting the 

magnitude of these factors and by inquiring inte t'ie nature of their 

effect on demand.  Two nuin factors will be discussed here, the price 

level and the income level. 

C.f., United Nations, Report of the ad hoc panel of experts on 
Projections of Demand and Supply of Crude Petroleum and Products. January 
1972, T 

KBCKDINO PiOl E^ANUUUT iflLMKD 
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The effect of  price on  the amount   deman-led   is often an   important 

factor.     The  pre-October   1973 estimates of  future oil   consumption   implic- 

itly assumed   that   the price of oil  would not   appreriably   rise.     This may 

be a source   for errors.     Obviously   the   lower   the  price  the greater  the 

amount  demanded.     The  price effect   is  measured by   its  elasticity.     Elas- 

ticity   is a coefficient   that  shows   the  percentage by whicn  the quantity 

demanded  rises  as  ;»   result of a one percent  price   reduction   (or  the other 

way around,   i.e.,   the percentage of quantity   reduced  resulting  from a one 

percent price   increase).     Since quantity  and price change   in opposite 

directions,   the price elasticity   is  a coefficient   less   than  zero. 

During   the   1950s  and  the   l9S0s  oil   prices  were  decreasing  from an 

average of   $2.0^4 per barrel   in   '\3kB  to  $1.30 per barrel   In   1967.     In   view 

of  the world   inflation during those years,   the   real  price declined   to one- 

third   {'.)  of   its   iO^S   level.     Without   shifting  the discussion  to the 

reasons   for   this  decline   (whether   it was  an  outcome of  free competition 

or was   (perhaps)   a "grand design" of  controlling bodies on  the market), 

it clearly  accelerated  the  rate of   increase of oil   consumption.     This   is 

explained by   the  following  reasons. 

1. It encouraged  the substitution  of oil   for coal.     And  indeed 
the  share of coal   in  total  world ener   y consumption declined 
from 61   perv.«nl   in   1950  to  28  percent   in   1973,  while  the 
percentage of  oil   in energy  consumption   Increased from 28 
percent   In   1950  to kü percent   In   1973- 

2. It was profitable  to develop energy   Intensive production 
technologies,   since  they  substituted other   Inputs at a 
declining energy  cost. 
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3-  It was not worthwhile to develop technologies and methods that 
save energy since the value of :he savinc,» was lower than the 
cost. 

So the pt-♦ trend of fast increase In oil consumption resulted not 

cnly from the past increase in the national produt-t, but also from the 

declining price level. 

B. The Income L last ic i ty 

The effect of increasing income rn demand is measured by the income 

elastic!ly of demand.  This measure shows the percentage increase of 

demand resulting from a one percent increase in income or Gross National 

Product (GNP) under constant prices.  Since the historical data on In- 

creasing oil consumption reflects a period of declining prices a *imple 

relationship of these two variables overest imates the income effect.  In 

other words, the past ratio of increased consumption f,   increased income 

incorporates the positive effect on consumption of the declining prices. 

Once he price elasticities are estimated, the price effect on past con- 

sumption can be separated out and the income elasticity thus estimated 

without bias.  In fact the two elasticities are estimated simultaneously 

by the same statistical method.  One should, however, note that the lower 

the estimate of price elasticity the greater the associated income elas- 

ticity. Thus consistency requires that the selection of income and price 

elasticities be made together. 

C. Empirical Estimates of the Price and Income Elasticities of 
Demand for Oil 

The most comprehensive estimates of the price elasticity and income 

elasticity of demand for oil products were made by Houthakker.  His econo- 

metric model estimates the short term elasticity as well as a parameter 
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which   reflects   the   time adjustment  of   demand.     From  these   two estimates, 

th«   long-term elasticity   is  derived.     Houthakker applied  this model   to 

various  energy products of different   regions  and countries   in different 

time  periods.     A selected  summary  of  his  estimates   is  shown   in   the 

following  table  ! 

TABLE  10 

LONG-TERM  DEMAND  ELASTICITIES 

f>r LC?. Pa*' 'ci SI Income tlast ici ty 

U.S.   Gasoline -.1* + .98 
OECD  Gasoline -.82 ♦1.30 
U.S.   Residential  Oil 
OECD Residential  Oil 

-1.00 ♦1.60 
-1.58 ♦1.60 

|U.S.   Residential   Elrctricity -.80 ♦I.M 

Projections of world demand and  supply of oil  presented by  Houthakker 

and  Kennedy   imply price elasticities  of a^regate demand  for oil   on a country 

basis  as   follows: 

Japan: -.75 
Europe:       -.20   to -.M) 
U.S.A.:       -.30 

The  price elasticity estimates   for   the specific products  are extremely 

high.     Yet   the   implied price ela'ticities   for  the aggregate country  demand 

are   lower. 

Houthakker's   findings   indicate  surprisingly high   long-term price 

elasticity.     Even   if we  take  the   lower   range  figure of about  --30,   it will 

have a  substantial  effect or<  future  demand.     If  the price   level   In   1980 

is  still   three   times higher  than   in   1973t   the  total  oil   consumption   in 

*Houthakkcr,  H.   S.  and Kennedy.   M. ,   "Demand for Energy as a  Function 
of  Price," unpublished paper,   December   1973- ;  Houthakker,   H.   S.,   "The 
Price Elasticity of  Energy  Demand," Mimeo,  Committee  for Economic  Develop- 
ment,   December,   1973. 
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1980 will be about 35 percent lower than it would have been at constant 

prices.  It also means that if the price of energy in 1970 had remained 

at its real ^S level, that is some 100 percent above its actual level, 

total consumption in 1970 would have been 15 percent lower than it 

actually was. 

Indeed, one should read Houlhakker's results with care (as he him- 

self indicates).  They are based on some oil products in a partial 

market and moreover they measure the elasticity at the Inwer price range. 

Since elasticity at a higher range may be different, it is hard to pro- 

ject from past findings elasticities that apply to the future.  That is 

why we have chosen Houthakker's lower estimates rather than the higher 

ones. 

A second source for calculating elasticity is implicit in the demand 

forecast by the Federal Energy Office (dated June 3. 197'«).  From the 

different consumption levels forecasted for 1985 at $*», $7, and $11 per 

crude barrel, the implied demand elasticity for energy is ;j_l0 and for 

oil ^_20.  The greater elasticity of oil demand is explained by the pos- 

sible substitution between oil and other energy sources. 

On the basis of these findings we chose to anclyze the sensitivity 

of energy demand with respect to the following 20 combinations of price 

and income elasticities. 

Price elasticity:   -.10; -.20; -.35; -.50. 
Income elasticity:  ♦.SO; ♦.75: +1.00; +1.25; ♦l.SO. 
For details see Appendix 2. 

We shall  proceed here,  however, with 9 plausible coi*inatIon$ of 

np-  -.10,  -.20,   -.35 and Nv-  .75.   I.OO and  1.25. 

■■ ■  ■— 

—  - 
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0        Estimates  of   198^WoHd i-.n*r9Y  ^^^ 

On  tHe bas.s  of   t.e  discussion and  tHe  considerations  presented   .« 

for energy by   the   foHowinp schematic diagram. 

DIAGRAM 3 

cr^fHATIC  ENERGY  OEHAND 

lt   „  assured here   that . .IM- consumption of ^  li essentia,   to any 

gU.n econ^y.     Thus,  even  if prices   reach extraordinary high   ieve.s. 

wm   increase   from Q, up.   in  such a manner  that  the elasticity of   the 

demand curve   in   the section   to  the  right  of  ^  is  constant and egua,   to 

the e^ir.cany  derived esti^tes of e.asticity.     The demand  function   is: 

(1) P  -        K  

Or alternatively: 

(2)       Q " QH + ^ 
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»-?» 
The  price  elasticity of  this   function   Is: 

Np 

Thus,   the price elasticity  declines  as  Q decreases   (i.e..  as  price   in- 

creases). 

On  the basis of   1973 price and consumption,  alternative parameters 

of K were derived  for alternative   levels  of  price elasticity.     This  pro- 

vided us with  a series of alternative  demand  functions   for   1973-     The 

1980 estimates  are derived  from the   IS73  functions  by   increasing  the 

values of  the  parameters  Q* and K by  a certain proportion.     Assuming   In- 

come will   rise   31.6 percent   in   the   1973-1980 period   (i.e.,   ^ percent  a 

year),   this  proportion   is  simply 0.316   •  N     (N ■   the   income elasticity). 

The   1980 energy demand  function   is   thus 

(I.3I6N  )K 

Q198O -   (I.JI*y)S| *  P       • 

The   following   table  presents  nine   such world  demand  schedules  of 

energy  for   I98O,   for  various  combination» of  price elasticities   (-10, 

-.20,   -.35)   and   income elastic!ties   (0.75.   1.00.   1.25).     It   is   followed 

by a diagram of  these  functions. 

TABLF.  II 

ESTIMATED WORLD ENERGY DEMAND SCHEDULE, 1980 

Income  E)«tt icity 75 1.ÖÖ 1.S5           1 
Prlc«   Elasticity .10 20 35 • IC .20 35 .10 .20 35 

fr\cm 
38.0 38.O 38.O 1*0.'. 40.4 40.4 42.8 42.8 42.8 

$«. )7.0 361 3*». 7 39.A 38.4 36.9 41.8 40.7 39.1 

8 36.5 3'».9 32.7 38.8 37.2 34.7 41. 1 39.4 36.8 
36.1 Wi 313 38.4 36.4 333 40.7 38.5 353 

8 35.8 336 30.'. 38.1 35.8 32.3 40.4 37.9 34.3 
35 6 332 ! 297 37.9 354 316 40. 1 37.5 335 

$9 35'. 32 9 291 37.7 35.0 31.0 40.0 37.1 32.8 
$10 353 32.7 28.7 37.6 34.7 30.5 398 36.8 32.3 
$11 352 325 28.3 37.5 34.5 30.1 39.7 36.6 31.9 
$12 351 323 28.0 37.4 343 29.8 39.6 36.4 316 
Mgh 3^2 30.«. 24.7 36.4 32.3 26.3 385 34. ? 27.8 
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DIAGRAM    k 

LLLL^TED WORLD ENERGY  DEMAND  SCHEDULE.   198O 
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It  should be noted  thai   the elasticity by which  this  function   is 

identified,   refers  only  to one point where price-  $3.     At  higher prices 

the elasticity   falls  sharply,   reaching zero at  high prices.     Detailed 

description of   these schedules and  their elasticities  appear on  the  com- 

puter prints of Appendix 2. 

E Estimates  of  World   Demand   for   Oil.    1980 

The  demand  for oil   is  defined as   the balance between   the demand  for 

energy  and  the  supply of non-oil  energy.     The  demand  for oil   is more 

elastic  than  the demand for energy as a whole,  because  it   is  affected 

by   two  factors:     (D   the price elasticity of energy demand,  and   (2)   the 

price elasticity of non-oil  supply.     Thus  as  price  rises,  the amount 

demanded  for oil   falls more rapidly  than  that  for energy. 

In   the   following  tables  and diagramo we present nine alternative 

oil   demand curves   for  the world.     These demand 

schedules are  derived from the nine energy demand functions presented 

in  the preceding section.     Thus   they constitute combinations of  three 

price elasticities   for energy   (-.10.   -.20.   -.35)  and  three   income elas- 

ticities   (.75.   1.00.   1.25).     Altogether we have constructed 27 oil 

demand curves   (for   the world and  for  the  U.S.).     The nine curves  pre- 

sented here are  derived  from the base estimate of non-ol1  supply.    Another 

set of nine curves   is  constructed under non-oil  supply smaller by   10 per- 

cent  than  the base estimate  (-10 percent),  and  the third set  Is  for 

oil   supply greater by   10 percent  than  the base estimate  (+10 percent). 
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TABLE I? 

ESTIMATED WORLD OIL DEMAND SCHEDULE. I98O 

[income Elast ici ty 
jPrice Elast ici ty 

Price 

59 
SIO 
$11 
$12 

"TT 
10 

2^.0 
21.2 
19.^ 
18.0 

17.3 
16.9 
'6.7 
16.6 

16.5 
16.i< 

20 

2'4.0 
20.3 
17.8 
16.1 

15.1 

IM 
1^.2 
u.o 
13.8 
13.6 

35 

2^.0 
18.5 
15.6 
13.2 

11.9 
II.U 
10.i« 
10.0 
9.6 
9.3 

w 
10 

26.'« 
23.6 

21.7 
20.3 
19.6 
19.2 
19.0 
18.9 
18.8 
18.; 

.20 

26.^ 
22.6 
20.0 
I8.3 

17.3 
16.7 
16.3 
16.0 
15.8 
15.6 

• 35 

26.i» 
21. I 
»7.6 
15.2 
13.8 

12.9 
12.3 
11.8 
11.1« 
n.1 

TTT 

28 
26, 
2V 
22, 
21. 
21. 
21. 
21. 
21. 
20. 

12. 

e 
0 
0 
6 

9 
k 
3 
I 
0 

9 

■ 20 

28.8 
2^.9 
22.3 
20. *♦ 
19.^ 
18.8 
IS.'* 
18.1 

17.9 
17.7 

■ 35 

28.8 
23.3 
19.7 
17.2 
15.8 
U.8 
U.I 
13.6 
13.2 
12.9 

- 

- ••- -^ -*- -*■ *.-ii. ■ ■ 1 ^ m^  -, 
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DIAGRAM S 

ESTIMATED WOPLD OIL DEMAND SCHEDULE, iqftn 
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«eadin,   these  d^„d  .chedüles  sh<Äys   that  „  -   „^  of  ^^   ^^^^ 

th. .980 on ^ana will be considerabIy lower than at a price of $3> ^^ 

•n cases where   thee,asti(:ityislcw.     The   foMowlnc,  table  shows   the 

Percentage of   the expected demand at  price of  $3. 

TABLE  13 

OIL   DEMAND AT  HIGH  PRIfF<; 
(Amount   at  Price   $3»'T5QT" 

N. Hr 

• 75 
.75 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

•75       -.10 

S3 » S9 $12 

.20 
-35 
-. 10 
-.20 

35 
125      -.10 
'•25      -.20 

-'•25      -.10 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

75 
67 
55 
77 
69 
58 
78 
71 
60 

70 
59 

72 
6? 
^7 
7^ 
6^ 

68 
57 
39 
71 
59 
1*2 

73 
6! 
^5 

T^e  tah.e shcs.   for examp.e.   that   in   the cases where   the demand e.astic.ty 

-   IO-..I.   the  amount   demanded at   S9 per  barrel  wi, I   be about   30 percent 

-r   than at   S3.     This  considerable dec.ine of  de.nd   is exp.ained not 

-iy by  the energy  de.^nd elasticity   (which  causes  a  dechne  for energy 

-~- by only   7 percent),   but  „inly by non-oi,   sopp.y at   the higher 

P-es.     (This  point  might  have .een over.oo.ed   in  soW estimates of 

f-.re oil  demand at  higher prices.   ,*, wer, pub|ished  ^^ , 

We  tu.n n^  to present esti^tes of energy and oil   demand  for  the 

"•S.     They wi,,   be   Iater   incorporated ^^   ^     ^^  ^ ^^ 

"«rket  scenarios. 

—»--»-•^r— 
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The  demand  for e. ergy   in   the  IJ <;     s     .     . 

below      TK- , o'agrams  appear 

aga.n.   like   in   the case of   »K 

.       , ^'^^'^-^-eci by  subtracting^ 
supply  schedule of  non-oil   energy   fr(im  fh 

th#   f ^     ^  the enftr^  ^^ schedule.     ,„ 
fe   text   the   latter   table  descrih. 

bvsht 
deSCr,beSn,neo''d«^ schedules derived 

b——hew estates  of   the non-oi,   supply. 
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EST IHATFn  U.S.   OIL   DEHAND SCHEDULES.   IjSO 

Income  Elasticity 
^rice  Elasticity 

Price 

$3 

$6 

$7 
S8 

$9 
$10 
$11 
$12 

I 
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DIAGRAM / 
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The magnitude of the relative effect of the higher prices on the 

U.S. oil demand is summarized in the following table. 

TABLE I ^ 

OIL DEMAND AT HIGH PRICES--U.S. 
(Amounts at Price $'^TooT 

Ny NP "   1 II   1 H     | §:i 

.75 .10 100 
f 

75 58 57 
.75 .20 100 57 M kl 
.75 • 30 100 Mi 27 23 

1.00 .10 100 70 63 6! 
1.00 .20 100 61 51 W 
1.00 • 30 100 ^s 33 28 
1.25 .10 100 72 65 63 
1.25 .20 100 63 14 51 
1.25 .30 100 51 n 33 

The table show, that th«« price effect on the U.S. demand for oil Is 

very considerable, in fact greater than In the case of world demand.  Thus 

again in cases where energy demand assumes lowest price elasticity, the 

demand for oil at $9 per barrel will be between 35 percent and ^O percent 

smaller than at a price of $3.  Again, this effect is attributed not only 

to the energy demand elasticity (in which case the demand declines by 

only 6 percent) but primarily to the non-oil supply elasticity.  Thus at 

higher prlv'es it is expected that there will be a considerable increase 

in the supply of non-oil energy sources which will cut down the net energy 

demand, i.e., the demand for oil. 

G  Estimates of 1980 U.S. Demand for Import of Energy 

The U.S. demand «chedule for energy import Is the balance between 

the energy demand and supply schedules.  Ir. order to derive i t, we have 

now to subtract ft m the oil demand schedule (In the preceding section) 

the U.S. supply schedule of oil.  As mentioned above, 27 alternative oil 
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demand schedules were  derived.     To 21  of   them we  applied  3 alternative 

oil  supply  schedules   (base,  base +10 percent,   base  -10 percent).     The 

result was  63 alternative net demand schedules   for   import of energy 

(primarily oil  and  some  gas).     Twelve of   these  schedules ar»   illustrated 

in  the  following  table. 

TABLE   17 

U.S.   NET  DEMANb FOR  ENERGY   IMPORT,   I98O 
(BiI.   bbls   per  year) 

■('l  j2! ULiü  12 ■(6). (7)   (81 (9) (lö) ILÜ (|2^ 
i'icome  Elasticity 
Price Elasticity 
Non-oi I   Supplv 
Oil   Supply  

T~5 1.0 1.0 I 1.0    1.0    1.0 0.75 0.75 0.75 .1.25 1.25 1.25 1 
0.1 0.1 0.1    0.2     0.2    0.2   0  35 0.35 0.35    0.I 0.1     0.1 

HOIfc same -10t «-10/  same  -\0% *\0l same  -10*|*10? sa-« -101 
*\0% same -10^  HO^, san»  -101 [»10^  same -101 [»101 same -10^ 

Price 
S3 

ss 
S6 
S7 
ia 
$9 

$10 
Ml 
$12 

5.9 6.9 7.9   5.9    6.9 7.9    ^.3    5.9   6.9   6.9 7.8 8.8 
»4.0 5.1 6.2    3-5    k.1 5.8    2.0    3.1    k.l    ^.9 6.0 7.1 

11.4 2.7 ^.O    0.7    2.1 |.4|-l.l     0.2     1.5    2.^4 3-7 5.0 
0.5 1.9 3.2 -O.**    1.0 l.k -2.H -1.0   0.3    1.4 2.8 4.2 

-0.1 1.3 2.8-1.0   0.4 1.8-3.2-1.8-0.'«   0.8 2.3 3.7 
-0.5 0.9 2.^-1.6-0.1 1.^-3.9-2.^-1.0   o.k 1.9 3.3 
-I.I O.k \.3,-2.2-0.7 0.8-^.7-3.2-1.6-0.2 I.? 2.8 
-1.2 0.3 1.8-2.3-0.8 0.7-^.8-3.3-1.8-0.3 1.2 2.8 
-1.2 0.3 1.8'-2.l» -0.9 0.6-5.0-3.5-2.0,-0.3 1.2 2.7 
-I.3 0.2 1.7i-2.5-I.O 0.5-5.1-3.6-2.1,-0.4 1.1 2.7 

The most   interesting  finding  from  these data   is   the price   level   at 

which  its net  demand   for oil   import   is  not  greater   than  5 percent of   its 

total oiI   demand. 

As   Is   the case with world net  demand,   the   table   is split   into  fotr 

sections.     Columns   I   to 6 give  results which  follow  fra    the most   reasonable 

assumptions.     Columns   7  to 9  represent   the extreme  case of   low demand, 

while columns   10  to   12   represent  the extreme case of high demand.      In 

addition,   the  table   incorporates varying supply  assumptions   (no change   in 

tstirwted supply as well   as a   10 percent   increase and decrease  in estimated 
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supply).     Hence,   column   12  gives   the extreme case where  demand  is highest 

and supply   lowest.     It  shows   that at   a price of  $6.   demand  for energy 

in excess of   internal   supply   (imports)   is  above  ^ bil.   bbls  per year; 

and at a price of   $9,   such  demand  is  close  to  3 bil.   bbls  per year.     In 

order  to become   ind. pendent   In   this case,   the  U.S.   needs   to plan on a 

long-term price  of   $9  and   the  development   of  substitutes   in   the  3 bll. 

bbl   range. 

In  the extreme oppos.te  case   (column   7).   characterized by   the   lowest 

demand and  the greatest  supply,   the  U.S.   achieves   independence at a price 

of  $5 and  in  addition possesses  capacity   for export   in excess of   1   bil. 

bbls per year,  export   capacity of M bil.   bbls  at   $6.   and nearly  5 bil. 

bbls at  S9.     Should  this  particular case be applied  to  the whole world, 

full   independence  from OPEC  Middle East oil   is achieved at a price 

approaching  $6/bbl. 

However,   it   is expected  that   these extreme cases are  highly unlikely 

to prevail.     They are   inc'uded here  to provide   the boundaries of  the 

feasible   region.     It   is much mnre   likely   that   the  situation expected 

to prevail   lies   in  the mediun :ases.     Such a one   is  here   represented   in 

column 5.     It  gives   the  U.S.   excess  demand of   I   bil.   bbls  per year at 

P-$6   (7 percent  of   its  energy   demand and   18 percent  of   its   total  oil 

demand).     At   P   $9.   the  U.S.   has excess  supply of   .7 bil.   bbls.     Independ- 

ence   is achieved between  $7 and  $8. without   recourse   to  the  development 

of substitutes. 

This medium-range result is subject to uncertainty. Excess demand 

at P-S6 could deviate easily from the prodiction by 1 bil. bbls, while 

independence  could be achieved at any  price between  $6 and  $9- 

ÜB 
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Given this relatively wide ranqe of possible outcomes, the question 

is raised over the most appropriate minimum price to be set.  In order 

to make profitable the development of substitutes, the minimum price must 

be set at $9.  However, such a price appears unre. I istically high since 

it creates considerable excess supply in most of the probable cases. 

Such a situation will, of course, be welcomed by oil importing nations, 

which would then be faced with the prospects of a world glut of energy. 

A minimum price of $6 is not expected to make the U.S. fully independent, 

the exceptions being those relatively extreme cases.  But. on the ether 

hand, the reasonable dependence on imports is not unmanageable.  Should 

such a price persist in the world, a reasonable net demand for OPEC 

Middle East oi of 3-10 bil. bbls per year would be created, barring 

the most extreme cases. 

If the minimum price is set above $6, it will reduce the net demand 

for imports (or increase the excess supply for export) by about | bil. 

bbls per year for each $1 incremental increase in price.  The usefulness 

of a very high minimum price can be questioned, since at lower prices $1 

incremental price increase reduces net demand for oil by 1 to 2 bil. 

bbls per year.  Hence, a policy approacl. ^imed at the $6-7 range of 

the price scale promises to be more efficient. 

At this price oil-substitute development programs are unprofitable; 

they could be implemented only if government subsidy is secured.  However, 

it may be worthwhile to encourage some development of oil substitutes, 

in spite of their higher economic cost, in order to provide some 

"Insurance" against unexpected deviations from the forecasted pattern of 

future oil demands and supply.  This would Increase the probability for 

—-^r- 
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curlier  technological   improvements   in  the production of oil   substitutes 

should  the world  price   Increase.      If affected on a  relatively minor 

scale   (i   to i  bil.   bbls  per ye.ir) .   the  total   annual   subsidy of  $3 per 

barrel  would not   constitute  an  excessive burden  on   the  economy.     All 

research and development of   technologies  to produce oil   substitutes 

should be encouraged and  financed by  the government.     It  should be 

considered as a   long-ierm  investment  designed   to assure a continuous  flow 

of energy supply   in   the   long   term at   the   lowest  possible social   cost. 

Now that we  have derived estimates of supply and demand  for oil, 

for  the world and  for  the  U.S., we  turn to discuss  the market  competitive 

structure.    Or,  the basis   ->f  these  data and structure we  shall  derive 

estimates of  future oil   prices,   under various  market  scenarios. 

— 
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Chapter III 

THE OIL MARKET STRUCTURE 

In this chapter we discuss the market structures of the oil -narket 

and its implications to the setting of oil prices. 

A. Classification of Market Sfucturrs 

a) Competitive Market 

In J competitive market  each  producer  behaves  as   if  he   is  a 
price taker  and  therefore adjusts his output   to the current 
price.     Each consumer behaves under the  same assumption. 
There   is  no agreement  either among producers or  among consumers 
or among producers and consumers as  to price setting.      In this 
case the market  price will   be determined by  the   intersection 
of the supply  and demand curves. 

b) 01 i yipo I y 

Under an oligopolistic  structure,  a great   share of  the produc- 
tion   is  done  by a  small   number of producers  each one of which 
is relatively   large.     These big producers may also organize as 
cartels and  thus become a monopoly. 

c) Oligopoly with Price  Leadership 

Urder thi*-   structure one of  the members of  the oligopoly   is 
the price   leader who sets  the prices.     It  achieves   its  unique 
standing either  because   it   is  the biggest  producer with a size 
equal,   say,   to all   other producers  together,  or due  to   Its 
lower production cost. 

d) 01 i gopo I y  vjs .   01 i gop sony 

This   is a  structure where  there  is a  small   number of producers 
and against   th«m a small   number of consumers.     This may happen 
when each consuming country centralizes   its oil   purchases.    A 
number of countries can organize  in a "consumer cartel." 

B. Main Factors   in  the Oil  Market 

Neither of the above models describes correctly the coir.plex oil 

market. Yet the oil market has characteristics of some of the above 

structure.     It   is clearly not  a  free competitive market.     It  has a 
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number of  big producers   («ike the big corporations   in  the past  and   like 

the big producing counrries  at  present)   and  thus has oligopolistic 

characteristics.     Some of   the countries may become price   leaders and 

above all   some major producers  are organized   in a cartel,   OPLC   (Organi- 

zation of  Petroleum Exporting  Countries). 

Some of   the consumers  are organized as an oligopsony  through the 

concentration of  their  purchasing  by  government,   national   bodies.     The 

governments of  the consuming countries can exercise power on markets  by 

a  system of  tariffs and  subsidies. 

In order   to understar J   in a more precise manner   the oil  market 

structure,   let  us  review each of  the main factors   in  this market. 

| .     The  Production  and   Consumption  Patterns 

Table   I 8   shows the overall  production and consumption pattern  in 

the oil  market.     The main characteristics  revealed   in  the  table are: 

1) A SMII  group of  countries   (the OPEC group)   produce S5 percent 
of  the total  world output.     Their exports constitute $6 per- 
cent of the total   international  oil   trade. 

2) A  small  group of  countries are pure consumers.     These   include 
Western Europe and  Japan.     Their  total   imports  constitute 
(A percent of   the  total   international  oil   trade. 

3) The  U.S.   is  the   largest consumer,   that produces only 63 per- 
cent of   its own consumption.     Its   imports constitute close  to 
i9 percent of  total  world  trade. 

U)     The developing countries  are net   importers of   12 percent of 
the  total  world  trade. 

5)     Canada,   the communist countrie:. and the rest  of  the world are 
self-sufficient,   with minor   insignificant  surpluses or deficits. 

Thus the main "participants"  in the world oil market are OPEC pro- 

ducing countries,  the big  pure   importing countries,   and  the U.S.A. 
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t.     The  OPEC   Countries 

Tabl«   1 ^   shows  the di^tributior  of production among  the OfEC 

countries.     The OPFC countries  are divided   into four groups:      (I)   the 

Arab sheikdoms   (the "S" countries);   (?)  other Arab countries   (Libya 

and   lraq--the "LQ" countries);   (3)   Iran;   (M   non-Middle  East  countries. 

Groups   (I)  and   (2)   together  constitute OAPEC   (Organization of Arab 

Petroleum Exporting Countries).     Groups   (I).   (2),   (3)   together will   be 

referred  to as  the Middle Eastern OPEC  countries.     The  relative   impor- 

tance and power   in the oil   market   for each country depends on   its  share 

in  total   output  and on   its  potential   output  as   indicated  by   the  size of 

its proved  reserves.     The Arab  sheikdoms are by  far the most   Important 

oil   producers.     In   1973 they  provided U2 percent  of  total   OPEC output 

and controlled 55 percent of   its  reserves.     Saudi  Arabia   is  the most 

significant with 23 percent  of  OPEC output and one-third of   its   total 

reserves.     The OAPEC provide  56 percent of  total  output  and  have  70 per- 

cent of  total   reserves.     Iran   is  second to Saudi  Arabia   in  terms of out- 

put,   19 percent,   but   lagging   in  terms of  reserves   (one-sixth). 

All   the Middle Eastern members  together provide 7^ percent  of 

total   OPEC output  and possess  close  to 85 percent of   its   total   reserves, 

As we have  seen,   the OPEC  countries export 96 percent  of  the  total 

world   import of oil.     This makes   it  possible  for OPEC  to become a very 

strong monopoly   in  the world oil  market.     In order to achieve monopoly 

power.   OPEC must  be tightly organized as a cartel.     Despite   its  success- 

ful   actions   in the recent   past,   it   is hard to conceive of   OPEC as  a 

tight,   stable cartel.     Internal   conflicts among the countries   limit   its 

stability.     It   is more appropriate  to describe OPEC as  an oligopoly   in 
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which two major producers. Saudi Arabia and Iran, compete for price 

leadership; OPEC constitutes a framework sometimes operating as an 

effective cartel (as in the 1973-7^ crisis) and sometimes a mere window- 

dressing to the real h*o-leader struggle.  In this situation three 

scenarios may emerge. 

1) OPEC operates as a tight cartel, where Saudi Arabia and i ran 

compromise on OPEC policy 

2) Saudi Arabia becomes the price leader, with OPEC eithe; offi- 
cially dissolves, or remairs as a mere formal, insignificant 

framework 

3) Iran becomes the price leader 

In the following discussion we shall not discuss scenario (3). be- 

cause we regard it as highly improbable.  Scenario (1) will be analyzed 

as a case of monoooly and scenario (2) as a case of oligopoly with price 

leadership by Saudi Arabia. 

3.  The U.S. 

The U.S. currently consumes 29 percent of the world oil output. 

Of this consumption. 63 percent is produced and 37 percent is imported. 

In 1973 this import constituted 19 percent of total worlf^ imports, tho 

highest of any country. Moreover, this import has been increasing fast 

in the recent years due to increased oil deficiency as indicated from 

Table 2C. 

This "oil gap" which was retained quite constant at a one-billion- 

barrel level during the mid-I^O's.  However, after 1967 it has been 

increasing fast as the table indicates.  Due to the high U.S. consump- 

tion level a relatively modest increase in U.S. consumption with stable, 

and even somewhat declining output, strongly «ffected the world market. 
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TABLE 20 

U.S. OIL PRODUCTION AND CONSUhFTION 

Product ion Consumplion Deficiency Def/Con (3;) 

1963 2. 730 3,7^5 1.015 27 

1967 3.197 ^.351 1,15* 27 

1970 3.'♦97 5.07'« 1.577 31 

1973 3.329 5.950 2.619 M 

Source:  BP. 1973. op. :i t 

x 
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Th. U.S. h.. pot-ti.l -sources for incre.sin, Us .H output. 

As we heve ,-. the cost o. producin, f™. these source, v.ries bet-een 

5U end S9 per b.rr.1. M the .erKet prices pre.eH in, before October 

„73 there wes e. encuurag^ht to dcv^op these so-rc.s. At the high 

price of 58 to 510 .here is a greet ihcentive to deveiop the oe. sources. 

„„«v.r. uncertainty as to the continue. ^„ of the high prices .ay bar 

.eveio^ent. To diminish this uncertainty the U.S. go 1 can foi- 

,« either a poiicy of administrative support to reach independence 

\     ~~iirsj nf  assurinq a minimutn market price 
(Project independence), or a poi icy of assurmg 

u-  »• « «f hnth  We shall discuss these 
by protective '.•riff, or a comb.nat.on of both. 

policy measures below. 

1,  Western Europe and Japan 

These countries put together are the «ain importers and consumers 

of OPEC oil. They have no, manifested in the pas. controMing P«e. in 

a mooopUonis.ic sense. They may. h»ever, organize yet as purchasing 

cartels in subgroups or in a single group, with or without the U.S. 

5.  The 0i1 Companies 

The major oil corporations migh, also be considered as an oiigopoly. 

The "seven big sisters" (E.xon. Te.aco. «.If. Mobil, S-andard Oil of 

California. British Petroled and Royal Dutch Shell) control the produc- 

tion of the major part of the Western World output. In the pr.-OPEC 

period this description of oligopoly -ouid have been proper. With OPEC 

„overrents taking control of the Mrket and becoming the mo., signifi- 

cent factor, the impact of the big corporations as an independent market 

control center has much diminished. This became particul.riy noticeable 
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K o the U S oi» conpanies were 
• ^ «* the i97^ oil embargo when the U.^. 

inth.p_do  .e  7  , ,. t((. ^^ «. .Mr «- 

n,ade topartic.pate (at least 

country. 

L » in the >9S0s ardM960> 

.^he^ana^Osthe^orCcorp ^ 

n the world market.  OPEC was not .nexisten 
influential bod.es -n the wor 

• r-  . ..ntil 1970. The oil pr.ee policy was 
l960 and was not signif.cant unt.I 1970 

>Mrl1v by the major oil colorations, 
managed pnmar.ly oy m« HTlining  In 

. , thm  reai level of oil prices was decl.n.ng. 
.During this per.od the real 

•  DerbarrelofHlddleeastollwasabout.2.  In W. the 

19U8 the pr.ee per barre T^ng into account the world 

ci '»n oer barrel.  i'.*'ng 

,„.. ,<, price was aboUt cn.-thlrd of th. 1* 

.,  ,^^ and its maintenance at low 
decline In o.l pr.ee, and ;n 

t ares.-t of fre. competitive nw^rketstructu.e. 

1960s wa. not a resu t t of the world o I outr-'t and 
itmA Tk  oercent of tne v«r.u 

1950 the OPEC countries suppled 23 per 
nt as of I960 and to 30 percent .n If». 

this increased to 28 oercent as    * 
* »hU oil was concentrated in 

mtr    ,„ production and «rtatl«! of Wl. 
rnps steady a« that p.r.od I. -as »"■ 

h.ndsofif.corpor.t,on,    U     J      ^^^^ 

sible, if nof fo ^a ..c. ,< —      ^ ^ 

rea, I«...  ,, was by a.. ™an5 poss.bl. to avo 

resu,ted ,,. U. por.cy of ***** *~ 
^ ^r  consaouanc» ra.U.d ^ 

, ric. ofoil  Th. first is th. rap.d process oy 

"Mee above). The second is the discouraging of e.P I or. 

5ubstituted coal (see above). And indeed. while In 

•   for new oil reserves, especially In the U.S. 
t.ons for new o.  » reserves, 

^ 33 percent of the non-cor.nun.st world o 1 
19^9 the U.S. possessed 33 perce 

* 
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its share had qradually declined, reaching 7 percent only in 1969, ö.-d 

rrtnaininq at this rate ever since.  At the same time the Middle East 

share in the non-communist world oil reserves increased from 33 percent 

in 19^9 to 72 percent in 1969. 

As a result of these developments, which were caused by the low 

price policy, the OPEC countries, and particularly the Middle East ones, 

reached in the early 1970s a position in which they possessed a monopo- 

listic power on the oil market.  An analysis of this situation and the 

implications for future oil prices are presented in the following 

chapter. 
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Chapter IV 

FUTURE OIL PRICES 

A brief look at the present structure of the oil market indicates 

the monopolistic power of the OPEC Middle Eastern countries.  This 

constitutes a decisive factor in estimating future oil prices.  The 

second main factor in the world oil market is the U.S.A. which has a 

great potential to develop oil and other sources of energy.  We shall 

therefore analyze in this chapter the following market scenarios: 

1. OPEC 

A. M.E. OPEC countries operate as a cohesive cartel. 

B. M.E. OPEC countries' cartel is broken.  The S countries 
behave as price leaders. 

2. U.S.A. 

A. U.S.A. does not exercise its potential power to affect 
the level of world prices. 

B. U.S.A. determines a domestic minimum price of $6 per barrel 
and barrel equivalent. 

Thus we have k  scenarios wh.ch constitute the combinations of 

IA2A. I62A. IA2B, IB7B.  We shall refer to them as: 

IA2A 
IB2A 
IA2B 
IB2B 

OPEC cartel - OC 
S price leader - SPL 
OPEC cartel • U.S. minimum price ■ OCL'S 
S price leader ♦ U.S. minimum price - SPLUS 

A.  M.E. OPEC as a Cartel 

The cartel operates as 9 price leader oligopolist. According to this 

model, It determines Its output as If It were a monopolist with regard 

to the net, . esidual oil demand which it faces.  This net oil demand Is 

the balance between total oil demand and non-Middle East oil supply. 
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It thus determines Us output so as to maximize its profits, within 

this residual market. The net demand curve for this case Is derived 

schematically in the following diagram. 

I.  The Demand For Middle East Oil 

In the preceding chapters we have made some assumptions with regard 

to the structure of the demand function for energy and for oil, as well 

as, the supply function of non-oil energy and of oil 

These assumptions were subject to sensitivity analysis under the 

following conditions: 

Income elasticity of energy derand;  .75, 1.00, 1.25 
Price elasticity of energy demand:  -.10, -.20, -.35 
Supply curve of non-oil energy:  base, base + 10?, base - \0% 
Supply curve of oil:  base, base + \0%,   base - 101 

This sensitivity analysi» provided the following output: 

A. Energy demand functions. 

We obtained 9 alternative functions, constituting all 
combination' of the 3 rltrs of income elasticities times 
the 3 rates of price elasticities. 

B. Oil demand schedules. 

The oil demand schedule is the balance obtained after 
deducting the non-oil supply from the energy demand. 
Thus we have altogether 27 oil demand functions (from 
each of the 9 energy demand, 3 non-oil supply alternative 
are deducted).  These two types of demand schedules were 
presented in Chapter 2. 

C. Net oil demand. 

Net oil demand is defined as the balance of oil demand 
and non-Middle East oil supply.  In fact this is the 
world oil demand from the Mid-Eastern countries. 

> 
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DIAGRAM 9 

OIL DFWANO, OIL SUPPLY AND NET OIL DEMAND 

00 - World Oil Demand 

SS • Non-Middlp East Oil Supply 

ND ND - Net ON Demand for Opec-Mid East ON 

—r- 
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non-Middle '.ast supply   Thus  ill rK- „ •    • 
MM y.  mus, .ill the price elasticities are greater 

than one. especially at th. price ranges below $9 per barrel. 

2 •  O^'EC Price Determn^r ;^n 

1" >his ,e.Mrlo OPEC r^ards th. above demanH 5chrdu,e as , 

-opoli».  „ thui „„ th. pr|c. 50 as to ^.^.^ iti ^^ 

T.kPn, th. co„ of prod.c.io. and transpor.a.ion a, $1.5 par bbl.. 

.ha «.!..„„„ „f prof|„ actual|y ^ans ..«i^,,^ th. „^„^^ 

°f »ha na. oH ravanua, d.rl„ad froa, .h. r„erv„> This „ ^.^.^ 

by the following procedure: 

I.  Set the annual guantity to be produced 

3.  Calculate the annual net revenue. ((P-1.5) , ol 

The resets of this procedure will be shown below. 

ß-  S Countries as Price Leaders 

The S countries have the capaci,, to become the sol. "price leaders" 

r- .he 01, .ar.et.  „ they prefer to 9.,n this position, ,bev can ^ 

It.     They have enough reserves on which to base thair price p.,Iey< and 

«he high revenues are less essential for then,, since they don-, have 

as man, domestic opportunities for Investments as Iran has.  The S 

entries can become price leaders either with cooperation or without 

cooperation of iran and/or the CQ countries.  In this case, they wil, 

«. .he price by the fo,lowing mode,.  They wil, ,., Iran and LQ determine 

their output first, then, after deducting this output f™ the "net oi, 

demand" curve, they .11) get their own net d^nd.  With r„ard ,0 

^Which means:  ma.imi.in, the p'resen, value of the oi 1 reser"ver 
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this demand and market, they will determine their output so as to maximize 

the net present value of their reserves. 

In working some possible outcomes of such a policy, we have made 

an assumption that  ran and LQ will reach in 1980 a normal output of S 

bil. bbls.  We have chosen this figure simply because it constitutes 

a consensus of several different forecasts (see table). 

TABLE 11 

NORMAL OUTPUT OF IRAN & LQ COUNTRIES, 1980 (ESI I HATES) 
(bil. bbls.l 

The Forecast Iran  Libya   Iraq  Total 

Technol ogy Review 1 9 .8 1 ,k 5.1 
Tr ipart ite 3 2 .7 i .1 5.0 
Chase 2 8 .8 1 \ 5.0 

Source: "Projected World Petroleum Demand/Supply Balances," 
Tetra Tech Inc., Chase Manhattan Bank, July 18, 
197^.  "Energy Self-Sufficiency, An Economic 
Evaluation," Technology Review, May, 197'«. 

The Technology Review and Chase's estimates are almost identical. 

Despite the Tripartite differs somewhat in the country estimates, its 

total is also consistent with the others. 

Thus the net demand in I98O for the S countries is simply 5 bil. 

bbls. less than the demand facing the M.E. OPEC countries put together. 

The resulting price policy of this scenario will be summarized below. 

C.  U.S.A. Pricing Policy 

The above two market scenarios were made under the assumption that 

the U.S.A. will not actively intervene in the market.  If it does not. 

It Is possible for the OPEC countries to follow a policy of erratic price 
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fljctuations (around a certain desired mean figure).  This will intro- 

duce a great uncertainty to the energy business that will discourage and 

deprive the other countries (and entrepreneurs) from development of their 

energy sources.  As a resjlt, the supply of non-OPEC energy will not 

reach the levels forecasted in the abo/e < ,jply curves, and the monopolistic 

power of OPEC will be enhanced. 

In order to avoid this development, some certainty with regard to 

future prices must be introduced.  This can be achieved in each importing 

country simply by fixing a minimum price, below which prices will not go 

down.  The minimum price can be maintained by imposing a protective 

tariff, adjustable to the world price.  Thus if OPEC countries reduce 

the world market price below this minimum price, any import will be 

subject to tariff at a rate equal to the appropriate balance. 

It is highly inconceivable that all the oiI - importing countries will 

follow this policy.  Yet even if the U.S. alone introduces it, it will 

have a decisive effect on the world prices, merely because the energy 

supply of the U.S. is the biggest. 

Despite it is possible to impose any minimum price, we have chosen 

only one price for the scenario--$6 per barrel.  We cjneentrate on this 

one because it is a turning point at the U.S. energy supply curve.  At a 

lower price this supply curve is elastic, and above this price it is 

much less so (except net price of $9 where substitutes are introduced. 

But as we shall see this is an overshooting). 

The introduction of a minimum price policy at $6 per barrel causes 

a change In the oil market model we presented above.  This change can 

be incorporated as follows. 

- 
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Let us look again at the U.S. energy supply curve at price range 

$3-$b (in bil. bbls.). 

p rice Non-Oil Increase of Oil Increase of Total 
Supply N.O.S.  at 

Price-$6 
Supply O.S.   at 

Pricf$6 
Increase 

3 7.2 2.0 2.5 2.2 k.2 
A 8.1 I.I 3.0 1.7 2.8 
S 8.7 0.5 M 0.2 0.7 

m 
6 9.2 0.0 M 0.0 0.0 

The table shows by how much the U.S. energy supply will Increase 

when the price is $6 rather than $3, S1», and $5.  When the U.S. maintains 

a minimum price-$6, the world supply (which includes the U.S.) at lower 

price, will rise by this increased amount.  At prices of $6 and up, the 

world supply will not change.  As a result the world net oil demand from 

M.E. OPEC countries will decline by these appropriate amounts, for prices 

below $6 and will remain like in the preceding case at prices of $6 and 

above.  By introducing these changes in the world net demand, we incorporate 

the impact of the U.S. minimum price policy on the world market. 

I•  H.E. OPEC as a Cartel, U.S.A. Introduces Minimum Price Policy 

The analysis of this market scenario is identical to 0C scenario. 

The only difference refers to the derand curve that the cartel faces. 

In the present case it is smaller than the original one at prices lower 

than $6 per barrel, by an amount equal to the increased amount of U.S. 

supply. 

?■   S Countries as Price Leaders, U.S. Conducts Minimum Price Policy 

Again we have a similar case to the SPL one, where the demand curve 

of the S countries shifts to the left at prices below $6 by the increased 

amount of U.S. supply. 
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D" The  Demand   For  QPFr  nil 

E*chof   the   tables   below  presents   12   illustre 
schedule f '""«ration, of   the dernand 

schedule for  each of   the  four market   s. 
market   scenarios.     In each  ^KI 

1-6  present   fs. '*•   columns 
present   the more  probable  "central"  • 

central     type demand   schedule       r«i 
7-9  Dre«.„, ^«-neauie.     Columns 

9 present   extreme   low demand   schedules  and        , 

^«-     -ppendi.  3    63  s    ^ ^ ^^  ^ -.^,y 

are presented. ^  ^   ^  ^ "^   —  ^ each scenario 

An   illustration of  six nf »K    -. 
six of the demand  curves   i<  «.- 

f«ii     • curves   is presented   in  the 
foMow,ng  set  of diagrams. In each dI. 

show    , ^^ fOUr dernand  schedules are shown   for  each nf   n.     e e 

each of  the  four  scenarios.     A   is  the H 
S   the derT«nd  curve  for  OPEC 

countries  and  B   i..   »^ C 

*M  B   's   the same demand when  the U S    conH     . 
price DoMr .. inducts a minimum 
Mnce policy at   $6       c   i«  »k- ^ 

#••     i-   is   the demand   for  rh«  c 

0üntr,eS  ^  D   iS  ^-*  — ^U.S.   retaining  the mlni^  $6pr.ce 

e,«t'C   in  the   lower        I ^^ ^  hl9h'y 
*   ,OWer  Pr'ce  range and differ   in  thei       . 

hlnh eir  «'asticity   in  the 
hf9her   ran9e-     ""«  ^ing effected  by  the  vario 
to price and   I ^sumptions with regard 

^-—--ities of   total   world  energy demand 
Particularly with  r d 

y<,ra  to  the var ous   level c ~( 
--m«,......,,^ "•"•'—.. gysupi>ly 

"■-^'•'•-.-<..r.IW...ump,lo„t)wt 
•T UW NIMI* f... .in •, , v   ,9B0  '"« governments 

*M  "'"  h»««  '"H  con.rol  of  thai, nn 

-—— «n-, S.^^,, COS,50fP^i0" 

'orlo„ing procrtür,. "•'-»«-'. Ml«.., », ,„. 

-^»-T ^'"- - 
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ENERGY:  WORLD DEMAND SCHEDULES 
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For any given demand curve, wc calcu!ate first the total net 

revenue at each price level (after deducting $1.5 from the price, as 

production and transport ion costs).  On the basis of the proven reserves 

we then calculate the number of years each Jevel cf output (and price) 

can last.  We then derive the present value (at 8* discount rate) of 

these reserves (which is the present value of the flow of the net revenues 

for that period).  The price at which the present value is maximized 

Is the most profitable one. 

The following table summarizes the pricing policy which maximizes 

the present value of reserves under the four market scenarios for 63 

sensitivity-analyzed cases.  Each case is defined by income (Ny) and 

price (Np) elasticities of de-nand as well as by the level of supply 

(Normal ■ 0, 10^, lower - -, and 10/ higher - ♦).  Each of the scenarios 

is characterized by 3 figures, the first being the price, the second is annual 

revenues as of 1980 (in billions of dollars).and the third the number 

of years of reserves before depletion. 

The O.C. column Is the OPEC cartel scenario.  The SPL column is the 

scenarios under which the S countries became price leaders.  The 0CUr. 

column is the OPEC cartel with U.S. minimum price scenario and the SPLuS 

is the S country price leader scei.ario with U.S. minimum price.  The 

last two columns of the table represent the estimated annual revenues for 

the S countries under the OPEC cartel scenario (S/OC), and under this 

cartel scenario with U.S. minimum price (S/OCUS).  Attached to these figures 

are the following signs: 

♦ to indicate gain from breaking the cartel 

to indicate loss from breaking the cartel and 

■ to indicate indifference. 

— —— 
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F.       The  Revenues 

Tne net   revenues of   the Middle Eastern countries  depend on  the 

income    and  price    elasticities of  demand   for energy,   on  the one  hand, 

and on  the  price elasticities of  supply,  on  the other.     At one extreme 
■ 

(high demand, low supply),revenues will reach $100 billion per year, 

whiie at the other extreme, revenues will drop as low as $20 billion 

per year. The highest revenue seems highly unlikely; the lower revenue 

has a somewhat greater, but still low, probability.  Revenues between 

$25 and $1«5 billion per year appear to be most probable.  They correspond 

to many combinations f elasticities of demand and supply, at reasonable 

levels.  In any case, revenues above $60 billion per year are unlikely. 

On the basis of these findings, we have chosen to analyze the 

accumulation of capital and their four alternatives:  $100 billion/year, 

$7S billion/year, $50 billion /year and $25 billion/year.  As to the 

revenues before 19^0, we have made some adjustments to these figures. 

r,.   Prices 

The mair; factors that determine the level of the expected pri^e are, 

of course, the elasticities of the demand and supply.  Most important is 

the elasticity of supply.  Price will remain high even in most of the 

cases of relatively low demand with supply rising at the slowest pace. 

Yet, If supply rises in a normal and fast pace, prices wlJ be much 

lower, except for the case where demand will rise very sharply. 

For the cases of high price, $9 per barrel was chosen as a reprecentative 

one.  in these ca'es the price may well be higher.  However, above $9, 

oil substitutes will be developed faster to provide an increasingly 

greater supply.  In the long run, this llirlts the price of oil to under $9. 
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If   the OPEC cartel   is broken  by  the S countries,   they will   tend  to 

determine much   lower  prices.      In  rainy  cases,   they will   gain   fiom   it.      In 

the case of  Ny -   1.25 Np -  .2  and  S  - 0,   the OPEC cartel   will   maximize 

profit  at   P -  S9 and  revenues  -   $36 billion/year.     The S countries, 

however,   in  this case will  do  somewhat   better  by cutting price  to S'I 

and  getting   total   revenues of   $26  billion/year.     They vill   gain  from   It 

not only   in  terms of  profits  but   also politically,   since at   the   lower 

price   Iran's   income will   be  smaller and   its  rate of economic   growth and 

accumulation of  foreign capital   will   be greatly hampered.     This will 

put   the 3 countries   in a much  stronger   relative positiu..   in   the Middle 

East.     As a matter of  fact,   this  political  consideration makes   it 

worthwhile  for  thr  S countries   to break  thr cartel  and  follow their 

profit  maximizing  policy at   low prices,  even   If   they  lose  some  profits. 

^s   in  the case of Ny -   1.25 Np  - 0.2,   S - -10?.     In this case,their 

share   In  the cartel   will  give   them an annual   income of  $3/4  bill Ion/year, 

while going on their own wll I   provIde  them wlth $28 bllI ton.     Prices will 

be cut  from $9  to $6.     In this case,   their   income   Is   lower.     Yet,   politically 

thev gain.     5o,  even   in such a   case  they may prefer  to break  the cartel. 

We  have made a  sensitivity analysis  for different demands and   supplies 

that   apply  to  these  scenarios.     Out  of  63 different cases   it   was  found 

that   the b counries will  gain  from breaking  the cartel   In  33 cases,  and 

will   lose.   In  terms of   Income,   in 23 cases,  and  remain   indifferent   '>-.,    7 

cases.  These  losses are always  small  and may be worthwhile for   tne political 

gains.     Thus  there   Is a great   incentive  for the S countries  to break  the 

cartel   and   reduce  the prices.     One of   the reasons  that makes   tils attractive. 

In   termj of  profit   lies  In the   fact   that   the S country reserves are much 

larger  than  the other Middle East   countries'   reserves. 

mmmmi 
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The   introduction of a U.S.   minim« price policy doesn't   have a direct 

substantial   impact  on  the OPEC  cartel   pricing.     In only a  few cases does 

it  change  the optimum p. ice for   the cartel,  and   in most of   the cases   It 

drives  the cartel   prices up,   the   reason being  that   at  prices   lower  than 

$6,   the net dividend for  the Middle East oil   is  smaller.     This doesn't 

mean  that   the minimum price policy  has unfavorable effect.     By   introducing 

stability,   it   reduces  the   incentive for  the cartel   to follow a  policy 

of   unstable,  erratically  fluctuating,  prices.     Such a policy would  have 

impaired   the development of energy production   in  the non-OPEC  countries. 

In  the case where  the 5 countries break  tSe cartel,   the  U.S.  minimum 

price policy has als» very   little  effect on  the  S countries'   pricing.     In 

a very few cases  these prices wiI I   be somewhat   lower and  sometimes  higher. 

However,   it   sharply  reduces  the  number of cases   in which the  S countries 

increase  their  profits by breaking  the cartel.     In  fact   it   is  reduced  to 

II   cases only,  while   in   '•6 cases   they   lose  from breaking the cartel 

and   In 6 cases  they are   indifferent.     The   Incentive to break  the cartel 

is   reduced when  the U.S.   follows  a minimum price  policy.     In conclusion, 

the general   pattern of  the cartel   is  to keep price»,   higher,   close  to 

$9/bbl.     On  the other  hand,   if   the cartel   \t  broken the S countries will 

determine  their price around  $4,   and only   in  seldom cases,   it  will   be  $6. 

H.       Concluding  Comments 

We now can conclude the an(lysis as of  this  stage as  follows: 

I.     For  the sake of assuring  a constant   flow of energy  supply   it   Is 

essential   to prevent   the oil   prices  from falling  below $6 per   barrel.     This 

can  be  secured   in  the U.S.   by minimum price policy assisted  by adjustable 

pi Jtect ive  tariffs. 
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PART   TWO:      ACCUMULATION   OF   CAPITAL 

In   the previous part we explored  some possible patterns  for   future 
oil   prices.     These provided a basis   for est'mates of alternative   flows 
of oil   revenues  for   ihe Middle Eastern oil  countries.     We are now able 
to   investigate  the   implications of   these  revenue  flows   to the economic 
development   and  growth of   the Middle  Eastern oil   countries  and   to  the 
accumulation of capital   in  the form of  foreign   investment.     This  will 
be presented   in  this part.     Chapter   5 will   lay  the assunptions  under- 
lying  a  policy of  maximizing domestic   investments   for economic  growth. 
Chapter  6 describes   the model  of economic  growth and capital   accumula- 
tion we  have used   in order  to make our  projections and  it will   specify 
the   list of alternatives we have made   in  the course of  sensitivity 
analysis of  the model.     Chapter  7 summarizes   the main projections of 
economic  growth and  foreign capital   accumulation,  as derived  from  the 
model,   and compares  various alternative magnitudes. 

PhSCUIIC Ptat  B^AtfUNOT /ILMKD 
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Chapter V 

SETTING PRIORITIES FOR DOMES TIC INVESTMENT 

In the first part of this study we have developed some alternative 

proections of oil revenues that the Middle East oil producing countries 

may expect to receive from the rest o» the world in the next decade. 

The obvious question is:  Wnat will these countries do with these revenues' 

In order to answer this question we must develop a framework of goals 

and criteria that underlie these countries' decisions with regard to 

utilization of the revenues. 

On t ie basis of statements made bv leaders of these countries, and 

of opinions of experts and connon knowledge, we assume the .allowing set 

o f goa1s: 

1. to build a  strong,  nonvulncrable.   domestic economy; 

2. to   increase the domestic  standard of   living; 

V     to  increase national   security. 

*«.     to maintain and strengthen t^e power cf  the currant  regine; 

S.     t>   increase the nation's political   pow^r   in the world. 

A.       Consur  tjpn 

It could be argued that the above goals would be achieved simply 

by utilizing the revenues to increase curre'-.t consumption to a maximum 

level. Indeed, ihis would maximize the standard of living. But it is 

quite clear tho» the other goals are not efficiently fulfilled by such 

a policy. However, consumption can be increased not only Ly spending 

the increased revenues on Imported goods and services. Another way to 

increase consumption is first to invest the revenues at nome and abroad 

PNCCEDIIO PiOl B^AJK- 

*va 
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and then use the returns on the investments for consumption.  In this 

way the o'* r goals will be more efficiently met. 

These arquments. however, <jre only theoretical.  In practice the 

increased oil revenues rannot be immediately consumed by the oil-producing 

countries for a number of reasons that put limits on th« rate of the 

increase in consumption.  These reasons are as follows: 

1. In man/ of these countries the population ,s small relative to 
the increase in oil revenues. An extraordinary per capita level 
of consumption would be required to absorb the revenues. 

2. A change in any behavior pattern requires time.  A Bedouin In 
a tent is not ready to move directly to a villa, 

3. Normally consumption changes as a function of the change in 
expected future income, much less in terms of current windfalls. 

b.     The use of outright gifts to the population to induce consump- 
tion could undermine the social and iconomic viability of any 
country. 

5.  The oil revenues are expected to flow only for a limited (un- 
certain) time period.  If at least a part of the revenues is 
not saved and invested, a drastic fall in the level of consump- 
tion will occur as soon as the flow of revenues drops. 

In v'ew of these limits to increased consumption, the goal of an 

increased standard of living can reasonab'y be better met by an invest- 

ment process that will generate permanent future income rather than by 

immediate spending on imports o. consumption goods and services.  The 

future return on these investments will be utilized partly frr increas- 

ing the standard of living and partly for further investment and accumu- 

lat ion of capital, 

In light of the size of the increase in oil revenues to OPEC coun- 

tries and the current limits on consumption, it is expected that most 

of the increased revenues will be Invested, while only a small proportion 

will be immediately consumed,  A schematic representation of this process 

appears below 
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B.  Domestic Investments vs. Foreign Investments 

The first investment policy question refers to the priority with 

regard to domestic versus foreign investment.  The question is simply: 

Which of the two strategies is more efficient in achieving the set of 

goals 1isted abo^e? 

1, Building a Strong, Non-vulnerable Doniestic Economy.     Domes- 

tic investments may develop the agriculture and the irrigation system; 

build an industrial base; provide private and public housing; construct 

roads, ports, communication systems, and other elements of economic 

infrasfucture; build schools, hospitals, and other social and p-iblic 

institutions; and improve the standard of other services.  Foreign invest- 

ments will merely provide the returns that will finance greater imports. 

Thus, we can conclude that domestic investment would achieve these goals 

better than foreign investment would. 

2. Increase the Domestic Standard o/_ I • vi-r j..    Both investment 

strategies will result in increasing the standard of living.  't is dif- 

ficult to determine which strategy, [f followed ty itself, would achieve 
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higHer .evels of productivity and returns that would contribute to the 

futüre standard of iiving.  The law of diminishing returns suggests that 

a mixed strategy, in which the investments woo.d be split between the 

two. would result in the highest returns and futcre standard of living. 

3.  - ^M^tlon,! S.curitY.    Domestic investment strengthens 

tHe economic base of the country, thereby increasing the level of national 

security.  Foreign investment, on the other hand, does not have a clear- 

cut ef ec on national security.  Since foreign investment is subject to 

po.itical risks of investment confiscation it may have a negative effect 

on the national security. 

i,r 1LLiiLL1ijMrL1 gd yrgathgUM the:Power of the^Kreni^e^im^ 

Domestic investments have a mixed effect on the stability of 

the current regime.  The short-run prestige of the current regime is 

enhance as employment opportunities are created and domestic construc- 

tion and development attain impressive proportions.  In the long run. 

however, the higher the rate of domestic investment, the larger will be 

the si« of the resulting modern proletariat and intelligentsia within 

t.e population, classes that may challenge traditional, less modern 

regimes.  This modernization process can slow somewhat if agriculture 

and irrigation represent a larger share of domestic inve.tment.  Such a 

cour.e. however, might produce less than satisfactory results with re- 

spect to the other pals.  Moreover, the capacity of agricultural and 

irrigation investments is limited.  A major domestic investment program 

cannot avoid industrial development  and education expansion.  In the 

long run it may make the current regime more vulnerable. 

• 

-~ 
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S. Increasing the Country's Politica! Power in the World. Both 

domestic and foreicin investment strengthen the country's international 

political power.  Again, it seems that a mixed strategy can maximize it. 

The above discussion can be summarized as follows: 

a. Domestic investment is the most efficient policy with regard 
to goals I and 3. 

b. A mixed strategy is the most efficient policy with regard to 
goals 2 and 5. 

c. With regard to goal k,   it is impossibly to determine which 
strategy is more efficient. 

Conclusion: An efficient strategy would be to put a substantial 
part cf the revenues into domestic investments, and 
a certain balance in foreign investments. 

This conclusion should have been more clearly specified if the 

total revenues were not high enough.  In that cas  the optimum tradeoff 

between domestic and foreign investment would be reached at a level 

lower than the absorption capacity of domestic investments.  But in fact 

the revenues in all the alternatives are so high that such a distribution 

of funds between domestic and foreign investments allocates an invest- 

ment in the domestic economy that is greater than the economy can absorb. 

It follows, therefore, that the efficient strategy should be to 

use all productive opportunities for domestic investments and to invest 

the balance In foreign countries. 

This conclusion can be interpreted both in a normative and in a 

positive sense.  In the normative sense it constitutes a guideline for 

Investment strategy. And indeed, this is how it was derived here.  In 

the positive sense, however. It constitutes a hypothesis of expected 

actual behavior and there arc significant indications that this Is the 

actual policy pursued by Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia. 
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The absorption capacity of ^^   ^^ ^   ^ ^ ^ 

determine  the ma9n,tUde ^ ^   ™  that  .M,  be  invc5ted   in the 

econoni«.     The  factors   that   detern,,',,«  this  constrain, 
mis conitramt  are enumerated 

here: 

I.     Thf»  total   labor   force   i •,   \ ImitmM   i. 
Arabia and the other  S countries.       ""^   partku,ar,y   '"  Saudi 

2.     The  specialized   labor   force   (tr*in„< 

'« '-Itedeven in counts itr^r"5.30' Pr0fe5sionals) 
straint can be relaxed by I^^J? K Potions. This con- 
time. y   ,nvestment   In traming.   but   it   takes 

3-     A  special   constraint   is  th»  cm.ii 

».     Harket constrarnn  exist       It   i.  . 
end  to develop merket ino'.i.HH..^".*''''  t0 *»•'•» markets 
abroad for any „ew <^IT^IXT" """"'" " h<me - 

'•    -.it^r £ Zfc —"".^.ron,   schoo„.  hospita|s, 
constraint  can be  related.   ' "   ",v",«'><»   '" these,   this 

-nv o,  .hc above constrdint5 cän ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^iM ^ 

ei9n COrPOrati'J"5   '" '•'-   —     -e   idea,  pet.ern o,  coopera- 
tion  from  ti.e point of view nf  ih. 

»I« of  the coontr.es   involved «old be  for  the 

""' COrPOrjti0n5  ,° ~ '-  —o-.   'oreign markets  and 
-..,„, .n. dl5.r,butio„ ^^   ^ ,  ^  _t ^ ^^ 

•»I»,  managerial   skihs.  a„d rtm#d  |abor 

0" Glance  there -ill   remain „.jor consIraint5 „„ ^^^   ^^ 

"'"'• P",C V - '^ '-« - ~c ^astr^pr. that can 
not be solved overnight by join, ventures  Internal I 

lures.  internal investment wiII 

involve significant time IA^ 
I*- 'ags.  ntrepreneurshipwil, present no real 

-W- 
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problem.  The countries are awash with their own and foreign suggestions 

for projects.  In light of the constraints, projects can be expected to 

be capital-intensive because of the relative supply of capital to labor 

and the resulting low opportunity cost of capital  A large inv»stnent 

in education has priority together with other investments in the economic 

infrastructure. 

- TT--. ■ W      —p. -w,- 
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Chapter VI 

THE FRAMEWORK OF ECONOMIC 

GROWTH AND FOREIGN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION 

The purpose of the chapter is to set the framework in which we 

make our orojections and to .,Kecify the assumptions that underlie the 

input of the formal mode), which incorporates the process of domestic 

investments economic growth and capital accumulation by the Middle 

East oil producing countries. 

A.  The Model 

The accumulation of foreign investments comes from the surplus of 

total reso.-rces that form the Gross National Income (GNI) over the 

domestic jses of these resources.  The formal structure will be as 

follows: 

I.  The Rgsources 

(1)  GNI  - GDP ♦A + rk 
t     t   t    t 

where t denotes the year; A is the total revenue from oil (in royalties, 

taxes, and other forms); K is the accumulated stock of foreign Invest- 

ments, i.e.. the total capital invested abroad; r is the average rate 

of return on the foreign capital; GOP is the Gross Domestic Product. 

T^.e GDP Includes part of the value added of the oil production Industry 

which is not in the form of revenues paid to the government; GNI is the 

Gross National Income. I.e., national income and depreciation. 

2.  The Uses 

(2)  GNP - C +  I  ♦ OSP ♦ X  ■ M 
1   t    t      t    t   t 

;"■—»■ 

ihSCXDlNQ Päßg 

-inliT. mm, . 
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C-^.c„„sumotl.on,  ^.^^^^^ 

-"'.  P'>.«. ^ pub,ic:  osp        , "  '0'al *—«'«   inv„,- 

""«W ,„ othll. "O" .P«H»I«,..   ,...   s„n(fi 
othir uses such ^«i 'v   ■ ^utn as  ronsp CUOLK." ^« 

-«"« -ov...^... .,    J     —■- - ^.pro. 
ry exPendituresf and efr • y • 

"—'-lolhergoodsand --^nt).p,us 

"v.«rs,   and  M   Je   tnt*i   t 
E^^'on   (!)   canbe   ., t0ta'   ""*>"*- 

■•.•-...™.. ,...,::;•;:■•"•■"•■■•"•-■•• ".-i. 

- ■••-- - -....zzr:": ■••• - * 
foreign  countries. ^ net '"^tment In 

3'  I!^^i^^Jj2vesi^^ 

SJnce GNI and GNP are M  . . 
Uon(3)I,esiaoi(sJ--^-ltio„,t.,dent,tyin_ 

from motion   (|) and (2) . 
(3)  GOP + A. + rk   r 

1  •  rkt " ct - 't - OSPt . x 
Equation (3) c,n .  . t   t 

^ "" be '"terpreted in two ways- t   I 
^-■eign countries  I "^ investment in 

•• '••• . the annual net   in,.. 
-•—■ (b).,. surplü5 of tota;:t "•—"•-o —o-fo.ign 

We shall denote either • 
eitner «nterpretat?on by Mk. , 

SürP'"«".  NSf constitutes th • ^ ^ ^^ «t ^ "-I 

^«■plus before the n« *    t     *'   US St ls the ^ the non-product(.ve sppnd| 

th^ -Id be invested abroad if COnSDj """^ Sürp,- 

"•  Äoü.LSÄUaL^    , ÜOüS SPend,n9 is füNy —• 

^^"^—-^•"9 financial capita, ^  folIow,ng p,ltern: 
Cap,ta, over time thus r.as 

-^•^ •^-'«*■*'■••»«. '■■< 
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W Kt+1 " kt + NSt * 0SPt 

This process of financial capital accumulation is different from 

the traditional way by which such accumulation is described in many 

publications, where it is simply presented as the accumulation of oil 

revenues, i.e., the sum total of A .  It may very well happen that with 

large domestic capital investment and "other spending", the accumula- 

tion of capital will be positive only for a certain period of time and 

then becomes negative.  Above all, one should ,>ot disregard the return 

on this capital, which is another source of inccme and of a further 

accumulation of capital. 

In order to present alternative possibiIit'es of economic growth 

and foreign capital accumulation computer programming techniques were 

applied to the above nodel and a large number of runs were made under 

vaious combinations of assumptions with regard to each of the above 

variables.  These runs incorporate data for the following countries: 

11an, Libya, Iraq. Saud! Arabia, Kuwait and the other Arab sheikdoms. 

5-  Net Import 

Net iirvct is a balance between the GDP and the total domestic 

uses.  It Is calculated as follows: 

(9)  NM - GOP  - Ct - !  - 05Pt 

It provides an estimate of the net effect of the oil revenue on 

international trade.  Since it indicates the increase of the net export 

from the oiI-importIng countries to the oil-producing one^. It consti- 

tutes a quantitative estimate for evaluating the oil revenue effect on 

the real economic sectors of the oi1-importing countries. 
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I^e AssumQM.-^ 

'•     £LL_Re venues 

*<*" alternative   flows of oi 

th« market  analysis of Part   I       TK '  Pr,CeS ^  reVenUeS  from 

n hese  avenues  varv K  . 

"-«' »5 — - .. ^ an üpper f, 
ary bet"""— 

*3U   ÜII|,0n   p 

'our alternatives   tn A-tc 
T^.  alternative A    as. ^ assumPt'ons 

A'   assumes  that  revenues will     r, 
S70bHlion   in   lW until   rl. r's« gradual |y  from 

U'   they  reach $100  in   l«7«      *, 
^—s  a constant   f low of $75 b: , n 

A'ternative    A, 
r^       ■ 575 b:||l0n.     Alternative A 

— -'— cesinthene.tfewyearsand " ^ — 

in ^^  —-e Period.    AUrV:0f,t,nü0üSfnCreaSe 

fa,,by,976
---tan1.owreven     7 ^^^^ '<JW revenue  flow  ->f, 

••«•nwtly, flows o' , "ft.rwaro.    The f 

'■   """"" "■<""  In   rab.e  27 
0f ' -- —.   -He cou„trles   „  .      t 

- *• -^ f ^ „h „70.$ pr 
0t COnit'"' °*" - — 

r '^/O s proportion.  Th*f *. 
Arabia and the oth-r ^,nS that Saudi 

e other sbeikdoms ("S" r«..«. "—-0 „Jl;,r'9roü',-ii1'-"- 
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TABLE 27 

OIL REVENUES I972-I985 ALTERNATIVE ASSUMPTIONS ($106) 

Year Al A2 A3 kH 
1972 10.220 10.220 10.220 10.2 0 
1973 16,000 16,000 16.000 16,000 
197^ 70.000 75,000 60.000 60.000 
1975 80.000 75,000 50.000 ^40.000 
197* 90,000 75,000 '♦O.OOO 25.000 
1977 100.000 75.000 30,000 25.000 
1978 100,000 75,000 30.000 25.000 
1979 100,000 75,000 30,000 25.000 
I98Ü 100,000 75,000 '♦O.OOO 25,000 
1981 100,000 75,000 ^♦0.000 25.000 
1982 100.000 75.000 '♦O.OOO 25.000 
1983 100,000 75,000 50.000 25,000 
198'« 100,000 75.000 50.000 25,000 
«985 100,000 75.000 50.000 25,000 

TABLE 28 

OIL REVENUES BY GROUP Cl'INTRIES. 1972-1985 (SELECTED YEARS) 

(mi 11 ions of dollars) 

S Al 
A2 A3 A* 

1972 5,373 5.373 5.373 5.373 
197'« 39.900 ^2,750 3^,200 3^.200 
1980 57.000 '«2.750 22.800 IM50 
1985 57.000 ^2.750 28,500 IM50 

La 
1972 2.507 2.507 2,507 2,507 
197^ 12,600 13.500 10,800 lO.iOO 
1980 18,000 13.500 7,200 4.300 
1985 18,00 13,500 9,000 4.500 

1 ran 

1972 2.'«23 2.'•23 2.'•23 2.423 
197'« 17,500 18.750 15.000 15,000 
1930 25.000 18,750 10.000 6.250 
1985 25.000 '8,750 12,500 6.250 
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2.     Return  on   Capi tal 

't  is ntmmi  that   ,h, ,WHt return ^ ^^^ ((!||  ^ 8 ^^^ 

3-      Investments   and   Gross   Domestic   PrmW^ 

THe  rate of g.-^th of GDP .epenos on  the  rate of ,rowth of  labor 

-d capita,  as we,,  as   the  rate of productivity  incre.se.    Assuming an 

a^ate Cobb-Doug,as    production  function with constant  returns  to 

sca,e.  we have  the   fo,   owing growth  reiationship: 

(5)     GDP^.   -  GDP t+1 
GDP, 

't , ALf 

~ 
PR. 

Where:  PC . tota, pri>duc|i„ cap,ta| |(| ^ ^^^ 

L - rate of product Ivl1, increase 

■ - outpul «iMtlcIty c<  capital 

I-« - output elasticity of labor 

Thus eouation (5) slnply states that ^ m ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ 

 " " ,h' '*'" "  •««-«» °' -Pitai and labor ,.,„,« bv the,r 

output elasticity. p,u5 the rate of productivity increase. 

In Particular m  assumed outpu. elasticities of »/J for capital 

- «/J for labor. These ,ates reflect empirical fi„di„95 ,„ ^ 

couotri.s. v. a,50 assum; . 5 percent ^^ ^^ o( ^^^^^^ 

iocrea... The average cap.tal output ratio of these cou„tries in l,7J 

•• ...l-tcd a, ,.8. The ratio be.Ue.„ lh, ncr^ent., ,nve!tnÄnts 
•nd l^r^^ rjtput , ^ hl^r (J ^  üp)  ^^ ^^ 

«Pita, to outpu. ratio resuits -^  the strucure of the gro-th ..de, 

,-•«» 
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we are using   (see bei:**). 

Equation (5) allows us to obtain projections of the rate of growth 

of GOP as a function of the volume of domestic investmer. .t.  Taking the 

annual rate of increase of population at 3 percent and productivity 

rate at 5 percent (a higher e timjte, thus const i tu* i nf, and upper bound 

on the »-esulting rate of grow.h) , equation (5) can  De rewritten as: 

(6) 
AGOP.   I lt 

In the subsequent projections we nade the following assumptions 

with regard to this relationship; 

Annual Rate of Domestic 
Capital Formation  

Year T 
Annual Rate of 
GDP Growth 
 1  

I97W7 
l97S-dO 
1981-85 
1986-90 
1991 + 

21.0 
18.0 
(5.0 
12.0 
10.5 

U.O 
13.0 
12.0 
II.0 
10.5 

Steady state growth is achieved after 1990, with both domestic 

capital and GOP rising at 10.5 percent p.a. This steady state is 

reached by gradual approximation. 

Given the capilal/output ratio for the whole pconomy as of 1975 

(1.8), we derive the annual pattern of the domestic investment, as 

well as the incremental capitaI/output ratio (the ratio between annual 

domestic investment and 'he increase of GDP), as well as the average 

ratio.  The detailed pattern of growth Is shrwn on the following table 

wh'.re th  1973 GDP - 100, and 1973 productive capital stocks - 180. 
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This table summarizes the absorption capacity of the domestic 

investments as a function of the 1973 GDP (=100).  This capacity Is 

limited by the feasible rate of GDP growth, by the technological ratio 

of capital to output, and by the rate of investments in housing and 

economic and social Infrastructure.  Our assumptions aim to provide 

some "reasonable" rates of economic growth and productivity increase. 

They are also consistent with "reasonable" incremental capital tt; out- 

put ratios, which turn out to 1  between 2.7 and 3.8.  These ratios are 

somewhat above the typical rat^  for the more developed countries. 

Another "test" of these assumptions Is the resulting ratio of 

domestic Investment to the GDP. We have here a »-aclo that varies 

between 3!5 percent and kB  percent. These rates are by all means upper 

bound estimates because they are higher than the rates which were found 

In the most rapidly growing economies (31 percent in Japan from 1950 to 

19^5; 2'» percent In Germany In the same period; 30 percent In Israel 

from 1950 to 1970). 

The growth model was also tested for some alternative rates of 

growth: 

(a) Growth rate smaller by 3 percent for each year, I *i., assum- 

ing productivity Increase of only 2 percent per annum. 

(b) GDP growth rate of 12 percent per year associated with capital 

formation rate of 15 percent per year. This Is simply a slower growth, 

with the original 5 percent productivity Increase. 

'< '■..;■■ ' ' 
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This percentage is denoted by . so that: 

(8) 0SPt = (iAt 

a  was tested for 10 percent and for 20 percent, 

C.  Summary 

The above described model provides alternative projections under 

alternative sets of assumptions of the following variables. 

1. Accumulation of foreign capital by the Middle East OPEC 
countries. 

2. The growth of the GNP. 

3. The growth of the Gh'l. 

'♦. The growth of domestic consumption. 

5. The growth of domestic Investments. > 

6. The growth of the net import. 

!n the following chapter we shall ps-cient some of the findings of 

this model. They will be summarized for the basic assumptions with 

regard to productivity, growth, consumption, and return on foreign 

Investment. Finally, a short summary of the sensitivity analysis will 

be presented for the following cases: 

1. Marginal propensity to consume decreases from 80 percent to 
60 percent. 

2. Return In foreign investment rises from 8 percent to 10 percent 
per annum 

3« Rate of grwoth of gross domöitlc product is reduced simul- 
taneously with a appropriate reduction In the domestic capi- 
tal Investment. 

k.    Rate of productivity increase falls from 5 percent to 3 per- 
cent a year. 

. *- 

■»■ay|»y3y^i><,iii.1>?.?'^j'^>Ai^^' 
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Chapter VI I 

PROJECTIONS OF FOREIGN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION 

A.   Introduction 

In this chapter we summarize the main findings from the analysis of 

the model of economic growth described in the previous chapter.  We first 

present the development of the gross domestic product and the gross national 

income and then we describe the pattern of consumption and domestic 

Investment flows.. From this we derive projections of net imports and then 

we present projections of balance of payments surplus and foreign capital 

accumulation. We summarize the above findings under the four assumptions 

of oil revenues.  Finally we summarize the sensitivity analysis with regard 

to the main assumptions underlying the model. 

B.  Summary of Alternative Al 

in this sec Ion w* present a summary of the main outcome of the model 

for alter-atlve Al. This constitutes an Illustrated framework of the model 

output and how It can be presented for each set of assumptions. 

1. Gross Domestic Product and Gross National Income and Their Uses 

The projections of the GDP, GNI and their major uses for consumption, 

Investment and other spending, under the alternative Al of high oil revenues, 

appear In the following table, 

a)GDP and GNI 

The gross domest:c product rises at an annual average rate of 13.2* In 

the aggregate, from $29 billion In 1972 to $U5 In 1^85. The per capita 

GDP rises from $566 to $1920 In that period. 

. ■ '    ■ 

^ 

■^*ia^r-f~ "■v- ■'■^BiirlÜüBniinwi 
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I b
T;;;Ni;-th——egroupsrlsesfrom$,0bmionto 
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«dud,      ,„ 0ra $782 to S''281-    «owever. excluding   the sudden   increa«;* of     •• 
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'S mUCh 9reater in S ^an In Iran simply because the oM v'Y  because the oil revenues per 
"P.taare significantly greater there.- 

b)  Domestic Uses 

-e tah,e presents the Sections of dMW5tlc ma|„ üse5 of _ 

n. .n^ent and other spend,n9.  C^pt.on ,„„_ w|th ^ ^ 

"'"" "^^  t0 ~ ^ •«) - a.so ,s affected hy the 
level of oil revenues (\nt nf     -t 

«nues uo^ of or I revenues are aMo^a^oH ^ 
w allocated to consumption). 
Wh.le the average annual rate of growth of ^i 
p ni 

9   h 0f t0tal consumption is |/,.2% and 
••0* Per capita, it differs among the various groups  Th h, . UU5 groups.  The highest rate 
--„th. conation IsI„the s ^^^^^^ 

^^Opercap.a.^.^,^^^^^^ 

-e a ,e., of $,35„ per cap.ta ,„ ,985 ,s reache, ^ _ ^ 

th'S ^ta"tia— —  " - o.era„ GDP Per caprta 

'        —-^K— 

; ■,    ■.; 

rgpr'^gT—f» 
• ■ ■   . ■ .■ 
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T_AU_ir_ |. 

GROSS  DOMESTIC  PRODUCT,   f.nOSS  NATIONAL 

INCOH:, fi'sD bbH'EsTrr USES, 1972-1985, BY coünm GHOUPS 

(5 106) 

r GNI GDP r. 1 0SP TDS Ntl 'ISUKP 

"3 7? 13.105 7,252 '•.705 1 .'tVj 1.075 7.??5 -27 5,880 

1975 60,205 IO^'I'I 11,521 I»,«I58 V.I 20 25.099 IMSS 35,106 
1980 99.661) 20,376 20.326 9,'.25 51,1.00 '.1,151 20,825 58,512 

1985 1'42,71't 36. HO 32,978 16.210 11,(.oo 60,588 2k,iM 82,126 
Total   Increase 985* 398't 601* 
■Vmual   Increase 20.2/ 13.21, 16.2^ 
»er   Capita: 9.0 

197? 1506 83'i 5'.1 
193'. II ISO 2823 2581 
Tot.   Increase 61t0* 2 39* 377* 

LQ GNI QPF r J_ flS£ TDS NH NSUf>P 

1972 10,021 7,35't 5,^63 1,7^3 251 7,'•57 103 2.56'. 
'975 26,615 10,895 9.«S '.,606 l.'t'.O 15,531 ^,636 11,081. 
'980 '•5.531 20,611 17,618 9,738 1,800 29,156 8,5^5 16,37'. 
'■185 69,010 36.6'i9 30,'•W 16,71(8 1,800 1.8,996 12,3^7 20,01* 
!o{9l   Increase 589»; 390* ItS?« 

j Annual   Increase 17.5* 13.2* I't.i* 
'Per Caplt«: 10.0 
1      1972 821 603 MiB 

1     I9B5 3855 20^7 1701 
Tot.   Increase 370* 239* 280* 

I  IJJIO GNI GDI» c _L flSF. TDS NM N5URP 

1972 17.063 Id,^ 11,888 3.387 2.2 15.517 1.037 \,Skb 

1975 '»2,615 21 .'t53 19,22^ 9,055 2,030 30.279 8,826 12.336 
■ 980 72,80') itO^ 35,039 19,H5 2,5)0 56,67'. 16.090 16,130 
1-385 HI.''75 72,161 60,290 32.927 2,500 95,717 23,557 15.758 
Total   Increase 553* 398* '•07* 

,Annual   Increase 15.5* 13.2* 13.3* 
"er  Capita: 11.0 

1972 559 '•75 390 
'985 21488 16)1 IJW 
Tot.   Increase m% 239* 21.5* 

U'l-'J GNI GUI' (. 1 O'.i' Hi', IIH HMIHI' 

1972 'lO,l89 29.086 22,056 6,575 1,568 30.199 1,113 9,990 
'975 129.'135 '•3.092 '•0,230 18,119 12,560 70,909 27,817 60,190 
1980    . 217,999 81.521 72,973 38,308 15.700 126,981 1.5. ^O 91.016 
1985 323,199 l'iM50 123.716 65.885 15.700 205,301 60,352 117.898 
Total   Incrcse 70M 398» 461Ü! 
Annual   Increase I7.'t* 13.2* \u.n 
Per Caplla: 9.6 

1972 782 566 '•29 
1985 '.28! 1920 1639 
Tot.   Increase kktl 239* 282* 

-, 

'T^yyywgBt* -^ Mpill.nMiiuaiiii IRIII, 

mm ^ 
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is much smaller   in   Iran  m,     • 

for  the  S  group   !„   ,985 „ $550 for   ^ 

«sume similar aqqrea^.        ^ S.nee we 

P^CUW...    h
produ;t,onfün",o"s-'----of 

_ina; ;:re;    fd_lcinvestmenttoGDpisthe 

asUpPerbounds.       ^     ^ — h"— -  5hould be „„ 

«"her spending   is assumed  ,0 cpnstitu.e 20* of  ,h ie *u* or   the revennpc   fr,  ..L    ^ 
group and  ,0*  ,„ the other 

°"r.v.nu.s.    This „ a , ^ " ~ '-bout  ,M of tota, 

-f.cti„geithert 
UeSSanditCaneaSnyb-h— ^out n9 either the consümpt,on ^   ^^^^ ^^^ 

Other spending will only affect  the . , 
«cumulation of foreign capital 

»"« the total net imports. 

2-     Net   Imports 

Due to the effect of «-h» * 

- -eater than the total CDP  Thl        
0nSUmPtl0" a"d '—« 

-le of activities th  h       S ^ ^^ "'^ th» '—e in the 

00. starts to atl00fth,S9aPaSa—- starts to decline after I980  Thr* 
iyoo. This gap constitutes „«♦• • 

the Mid East countries th^ POrtS by ncries that can be relatoH f« *i. f •-.~...»....,^,„,jri:;:,':"::; ■-••■-•.■ 
the net   Imports      Thu.  ^ , r  ,ncreas'n9 

H        *    irhus  the net   Imports of the MMHI     C 

-^-^*^=>^..f5eob : ;a7:untr,"ara 
""on.    The model  projects a 

t 
SB 'J',, T    ■".•' 
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net import level of $28 billion as of 1975.  One should realize that it 

may not be possible to materialize the projected high level of net imports 

so quickly.  However, this projection is a direct result of the assumptions 

concerning domestic investment and other spending.  Other spending con- 

stitutes almost 1/2 of net imports in 1S75 and only 25^ in 1985.  Thus 

the net imports in 1975 ore indeed very sensitive to the level of other 

spend ing. 

It should be also emphasized that the S group accounts for more than 

50* of the net imports in 1975, but its share declines to ^0% in I985. 

On the other hand Iran accounts for less than one-third of the net Imports 

in 1975, but its share rises to almost k0%  in 1985. These different 

trends result from the fact that other spending in the S group Is much 

greater than In Iran, and since this item depends on oil revenues,which 

do not rise as fast as other domestic uses, the rate of growth of total 

uses In Iran Is greater than In the S group. 

3-  The Balance of Payments Surplus 

Total domestic spending Is smaller than the GN1 In every year. The 

difference In these two quantities appears as a surplus of the balance of 

payments and It is accumuiated in different forms of foreign Investment. 

This surplus, which was $10 billion in 1972, rises to almost $60 billion 

In 1975, and In the case of high oil revenues It will rise to $90 billion 

In I9B0 and $120 billion In 1985, despite the fact that the oil revenues 

are assumed to remain constant as of 1977. The growth of the return.on 

Investment and of the GDP are the causes of this Increased surplus. 

• 

'_ ^  '        ' ,  .. '   '  ''-■'"^'-Vy:./' 
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This surplus will accumulate to an aggregate sum of about $500 

billion in 1980-8 and to almost $1,000 billion in 1985.  About Ml 

of these revenues will be accumulated by the S group.  The remaining will 

be equally distributed between Iran and the LQ group (182; each). 

The pattern of the annual accumulation of foreign capital by the 

three groups under the four alternative levels of revenues is discussed 

in the.following section. 

k.     Foreign Capital Accumulation 

Tht following table show that foreign capital will be accumulated to 

a large extent under all four alternative levels of revenues.  In alternative 

Äv where the revenues will sharply decline, the projected accumulation 

for 1980 Is $160 billion and for 1985 more than $250 billion.  One should 

note a significant pattern with regard to the different groups. As long 

as the revenues are relatively high each of the three groups accumulates 

a steady share of the capital.  But when the oil revenues are lower, as Im 

alternatives A^ and A v a crucial change in the accumulated pattern of 

Iran takes place. Since Iran has the highest domestic investment capital, 

it appears that at the lower levels Iran will invest domestically all 

these revenues.  In fact, It will have to decrease its domestic invest- 

ment if the revenues fall to the lowest alternative. Thus under alterna- 

tives A3 and A^ Iran accumulates relatively insignificant amounts of foreign 

capital (we assume that the foreign capital accumulation will not fall below 

$10 billion), and most of the accumulation is concentrated In the S group. 

The LQ group Is somewhere between the Iran model and the S model. Specifically, 

under alternative A3, the S group will hold 71% of the total capital 

accumulatlot). This rate Is 83%  under alternative A 
V 

Table 3 1 and diagram I 2 snmmarl..e the capital accumulation process 

under the four revenue levels. 

* 
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TABLE 31 

FORZIGN CAPlTAj.^j^HULATjON UNOER VARYING ASSUMPTIONS 1972-1985 
(nii 1 I ions~f dollars)       —"  

A 1 t  Of i I  Of %  Of %  Of 
Year S Tc^al k LQ Total K 1 ran Total K Total K Total K 

1972 6000. 0.60 2000. 0.20 2000. 0.20 10000. 1 .00 
1973 11880. 0.59 4564. 0.23 3546. 0.18 19990. 1.00 
1974. I8981. O.63 7072. 0.24 3995. 0.13 30046. 1.00 
1975 48265. 0.61 16494. 0.21 14530. 0.18 79289. 1.00 
1976 83371. 0.60 27577. 0.20 26866. 0.20 137814. 1 .00 
1977 124640. 0.60 40325. 0.20 40889. 0.20 205854. 1.00 1978 172411. 0.61 54711. 0.19 56417. 0.20 283538. 1 .00 
1979 224152. 0.61 70393. 0.19 73475. 0.20 368020. 1.00 
1980 279228. 0.61 86491. 0.19 90249. 0.19 455968. 1.00 1981 337740. 0.62 102865. 0.19 106379 0.19 546983. 1.00 1982 401618. 0.62 121247. 0.19 525173 0.19 648038. 1.00 
1983 469768. 0.62 140222. 0.19 143747. 0.19 753737. 1 .00 
1984 542388. O.63 159690. 0.18 161793. 0.19 868115. 1.00 
1985 619671 0.64 179516. 0.18 178928. 

—.  

0.18 978115. 1.00 

XT 
Year 

1972 6000. 
1973 11880. 
1974 18981. 
1975 50260. 
1976 83530. 
1977 1188?7. 
1978 156158. 
1979 j96624. 
1980 239523. 
1981 284683. 
1982 334558. 
1983 387368. 
1984 443421. 
1985 502812. 

%  Of 
Total K 

0.63 
0.59 
0.63 
0.60 
0.60 
0.61 
0.62 
0.62 
0.63 
0.63 
0.63 
O.65 
0.65 
0.66 

LQ 

2000. 
4564. 
7072. 
17214. 
27635. 
38228. 
48845. 
60458. 
72161. 
83789. 
97945. 
110484. 
123972. 
137342. 

%  Of 
Total K 

0.23 
0.23 
0.24 
0.21 
0.20 
0.20 
0.19 
0.19 
0.19 
0.19 
0.19 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 

I ran 

2000. 
3546. 
3992. 
15530. 
26946. 
37975. 
48270. 
59676. 
70347. 
79884. 
91559. 
102444. 
112186. 
120352. 

%  Of 
Total K 

0.20 
0.18 
0.1? 
0.19 
0.20 
0.19 
0.19 
0.19 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
0.17 
0.17 
0.16 

Total K 

10000. 
19990. 
300tß. 
83040. 
138112. 
195030. 
253273. 
316759. 
382031. 
448556. 
523162. 
600296. 
679579. 
76C505. 

%  Of 
Total K 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1-00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

|,-'MW» 
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TABLE 3 I (CONT'D) 

1972 
1973 
197'* 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

1983 
198*4 

1985 

I  

A I*    Year 

6000. 
11880. 
I898I. 

M»275. 
67092. 
87109- 
1039^7. 
122281. 

1*41277. 
16^813. 
190917. 
218271 
250821 

281*829 

1972 

1973 
197'* 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 

1979 
1980 
1381 
1982 

1983 
1981» 
1985 

0.60 2000. 

0.59 256^. 

0.63 7072. 
0.62 1505'«. 
0.63 21702. 
0.6^ 26780. 

0.67 30002. 
0.68 33628. 

0.71 3670'*. 
0.75. M55. 
0.7A '45205. 
0.76 k3W. 
0.78 5^63. 
0.80 58672. 

%  Of 
Total K 

6000. 
11880. 
18981. 
^275. 
63102. 

9083'* • 
10612'». 

121833. 
137828. 

155789. 
i7W. 
ISB^OS. 
2128'48. 

LQ 

0.60 2000. 
0.58 w. 
0.63 7072. 
0.62 1505'*. 
0.63 20262. 
0.66 23065. 
0.68 25270. 
0.72 27797. 
0.75 29687. 
0.77 30716. 

0.79 32527. 
0.80 33605. 
0.82 337'«3. 
0.83 3269'*. 

0.20 

0.23 
0.214 

0.21 
0.20 
0.20 

0.19 
0.19 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 
0.18 

0.17 
0.17 

%  Of 
Total K 

2000, 
35^. 
3992. 
12530. 
18706. 
22087. 

22099 
22'4l2. 
21101. 

19699. 
19559. 
1768'*. 
156'45. 
11088. 

0.20 
0.18 

I ran 

0.20 2000. 

0.23 35^. 

O^ 3992. 
0.21 12530. 
0.20 16706. 
0.20 16916. 

0.19 15526. 
0.18 l'»313. 
0.18 11355. 
0.17 10'427. 
O.16 10713. 
0.15 10273. 
0,\h lO^. 
0J3 10032 

13 
17 
17 
16 

0.1'* 
0.13 

11 

09 
08 
,06 
.05 

0.03 

10000 
19990 
300'46. 

71859. 
107500. 
135965. 
156048. 
178320. 
199082, 

255681 
285'<12 
320930 

35'«589 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1 .00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

Total K 

%  Of 
Total K 

10000. 
19990. 
300'46. 

71859. 
100070. 
116795. 
131630. 
ll»823'4. 
162871*. 
178972. 
199029. 
21822'* 
237621. 

25557^. 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

, 

» 
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DIAGRAM 12 

FOREIGN CAPITAL ACCUMULATION - 1980. 1985 
BASE ASSUMPTIONS 

i05 

$ Bi1 I ions 1980 

500 - tot = S^SS. 0 

koo - IRAN  -   20'/, tot -  $382.C 

IRAN -  185; 
300 -. LQ -   19^ 

LQ -  193; tot = $199.1 

S  -   6U 

200 - 

S - 632 

IRAN - m 

LQ -   18^ 
100 - 

S  -  7\% 

Al A2 A* 
^mm 

tot = $162.9 

IRAN   -  71 

75% 

LQ -  18% 

A4 

  

1000 

900 

800 

700 

600 - 

500 - 

400 _ 

300 _ 

200 

100 

tot - $978.1 

IRAN  -   18% 

LQ -  18?; 

64V, 

Al 
rtfcl ~_n 

' , ■ . ■' 

1985 

tot ■ $760.5 

IRAN -  16% 

LQ -  18% 

S - 66% 

A2 

-   ■        _ ■    ..■—.    ^^.—-> .^.tiiii imam mff/frnqm 

t-n *« $354.6 

IRAN -  3% 
tot = $255.6 

IRAN - 4% 
LQ 

S - 83% 

■    ■ 

■ 

■ 

13% 

A4 

V-ViWL>Mi{l4Uff u jiuiLMuiiiiMuuu.wgfiAiav 

I 
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c    National Income and Product Uses Under Different Revenues 

The following four tables duplicate table 3 5 for the four alternative 

oil revenues.  Some of the cindings are summarized In diagrams that follow 

the tables. 

The total gross national income under the four revenue alternatives 

is shown in Diagram i 3 . 

The gross domestic product for each of the country groups, under 

alternatives A| and b^  is presented in Diagram I ^ . 

Since oil revenues constitute a substantial part of GNI under the high 

alternative (Al), GNIfis naturally jreatly sensitive to the oil revenues. 

The greater sensitivity is found of course In the S countries, which have the 

lowest GDP and the highest revenues.  However, GDP is much less sensitive. 

As a matter of fact, in the S and LQ groups GDP is not sensitive at all. 

Only in Iran under the lowest revffnues (A^) there Is a decline of the rate 

of GDP from 123; to ]\%  «nd 10^ o.a.  (In A3 such a decline will start in 1980) 

This decline results from a more apparent change In the level of domestic 

investment In Iran which takes place in the case of lower revenues. Thus 

by 1985 the level of domestic investment Is lower by more than ^03; than the 

maximum capacity. This is the reason why the total Investment by the three 

groups amounts in l?85 to $50 billion in the case of lower revenues, rather 

than $65 billion in the cases ©1 higher revenues (see Diagram 1 5 ). 

The consumption is less sensitive to revenues than Investments, but 

In addition It Is slightly affected by the lower level of the GDP In Iran. 

The total consumption, therefore, reaches $12*» billion In the highest revenues 

and $113 billion In the lowest revenues. 

— ..•■-'  ■  ->—-.---—■—- 
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TABLE 32 (A|) 

GROSS DQHESTir PRODUCT 

^^LJmnLiMjmrnrijs^. 1972-1985 

107 

972 
97S 
980 

1985 
Total Increse 
Annual Increase 
Per Capita: 

972 
1985 
Tot. Increase 
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TABLE ;J3 (/> .1 

CROSS NATIONAL INCOME, CRO SS DOMfSTIC PRODUCT A?;ri nnm cr 1 r-n«r L.<D 

^ 

<.   ■*- —'• 

19/2 
1975 
1980 
1985 
To.al Increase 

GfJI 

13,105 
57,515 
02.237 
Hi.llS 

8C9% 

GOP 
7,7.52 

10,744 
20.326 
36.140 

398>, 

C 
4,705 
il,'36 
13,901 
31,553 

5715; 

1 
~ 1.44b 

4,'.53 
9,425 
I6./M0 

0SP 

'"T,075 
S.'JSO 

0.550 

!   IDS 
",  7,225 

24,244 
36.876 
5S.313 

m 
-7.7 

13,500 
16,551 
20,173 

NS 
5,880 

33,2/1 
45.361 
62,802 

Annual Increase 
1972-1985 'f,.5% 13.23; 15.8% 
1975-1985 7.ex 

Per Capita: 
1972 1506 034 541 
1985 9306 2823 2465 ' 
Tot. Increase 5i(n 238^ iS$% 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 

GNt 
10,021 
25,772 
39.084 
61,136 

GDP 
7,354 
10,895 
20,611 
36,699 

C 

5.463 
9,395 
17,168 
29,998 

1 
l.7'43 
4.606 
9.738 
16,748 

0SP 

isi 
1,350 
1.350 
1,350 

T0S 

7,457 
15,351 
28,256 
48,096 

NH 
103 

4,456 
7,645 

11 448 

MS 
2,564 

10,421 
11.628 
13,040 Total !rxrease 510?; 398% 449% 452t 

Annual Increase 
1972-1985 l't.9? 13.2% 14.0% 
1975-1 85 10.0% 

Per Cap ta; 
1972 821 603 448 
1985 3415 2047 1676 
Tot, Increase 316% 239% 274% 

•• 

Iran 
1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Total Increase 

GNI 

17.063 
k\,kk5 
60.962 
100,539 

489% 

GDP 
14,400 
21,453 
40,584 
72,161 

398% 

C 
11,888 
19,099 
34.404 
59.665 
401% 

1 
37387 
9,055 
19.145 
32,927 

ÜSP 
"242 
1.875 
1.875 
1,875 

TDS 
is.sT) 
30.029 
5C.;24 
94,467 

NM 

1,037 
0,576 
10,840 
22,}07 

NS 
1.546 

11,416 
9,538 
6,071 

' 

Ar.'  1 Increase 
1972-1985 14.6% 13,2% 13.2% 

1 1975-1985 9.3% 
P«r Capita: ! 

1972 554 475 390 
1985 2244 1611 r332 
Tot. Increase 301 239 242% 

Total GNI 

40,189 
124,732 
807,083 
280,790 

599% 

GDP 
29,086 
43,092 
81,521 
144.950 

398% 

C 
22,05'6 
39,730 
70,473 
121.216 

450% 

1 
6". 575 
18,119 
38,308 
65,885 

0SP 
1.568 
1.117 
1,175 
1,175 

TDS 

20,199 
69,624 
20,556 
98,876 

NM 
1,113 

26,532 
39,036 
53,928 

NS 
9,990 

55,108 
66,527 
01,913 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Total Increase 
Aniual Increase 

1972-1985 16.3% 13.2% 14.0% 
1975-1985 8.5% 

J'er Capita: 
■ 1972 

1985 
782 

3719 
566 
1920 

429 
1606 

• 

1 Tot. Increase 376% 239% 274% 

 „,.  

I 
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TABLE   VtjA}) 

CROS"» »AIJCMAI^ I'.CO.'iF.. /•.".OV>  UCMKr. I h:  PKOUIJC r i\in DQMKSflC  U5t3   (3) 

109 

■ 

I 

_ ..... i  am COP c 1 OSP m" NH MS 

197/ 13,105 7,252 9.705 l.'t'iS li ,075 7.725 -27 5,080 
1 1975 '12,736 10,7'i't 9.011 '..'.58 5,700 19,969 9.225 22,877 

1980 5'»,'«28 70.326 16.90C, 9.'.25 '1.560 30.Ö9I 10,566 23.536 
1985 87,'i26 36.1 'i0 30,17.3 16,710 3,700 57.038 15,898 35,388 
Totil   liicrtMic 5673; vm 590% 
Anruj 11   locrea-ic 

19/2-1985 15.7V; 13.2? 15.'i/ 
19/5-1985 ?.Ui 

Per  C.i;ji 1.1: 
19/2 1506 83't 5'4l 
1905 6830 ?.n?i 2 35't 
Tot.   Increase VM tm 335? 

to mi COP j;„ 1 MS. TPi.. m Hi 
1972 10,021 7,35') 5,'.63 \t7k} 251 7,'»57 103 2,56'* 
1975 21,100 10,895 8,9'.5 '.,606 900 l'.,'»51 3.556 6,6'.3 

I 1980                1 30.798 20,611 16.538 9,738 720 26,996 6,385 3,751 
15« 50,3't2 36,6'i9 79.5^8 16,798 900 «17,196 lO^B 3,1'.6 
Tot.il   Incre.isc '•02% 3985! li'in 
Annual   Increase 

19/2-1985 13.2^ 13.2? 13.9? 
1975-1985 9.U 

Per Ciplta: 
1972 821 603 hk8 
1985 281.'? 20'i7 1651 
Tot.   Increase 2'13?; 239? 2693; 

- 

ICAü- GN1 JMP JL 1 OSP TDS NM US. 
1972 17,Ü6J \k,W0 ll.böS 3,387 2'(2 1 5317 1,037 I.S« 
1975 3M55 21,'(53 I8,'.7't 9,055 1,250 28.779 7,326 6.176 
1980 52,272 'i0.58'( 33,529 \9t\k5 !,000 53,67'. 13,090 -1 '<02 
1985 85,5'«8 72,161 59,090 26,3'«2 1.250 86,632 1'1,471 -I08'i 
Total   Increase '•02^ 398% 397* 
Annual   Increase 

1972-1985 13.2% 13.2X 13.U 
1975-1985 3.k% 

Per Capita: 
1972 559 '•75 390 
1985 1909 1611 1318 
Tot.   Increase 2l«2^ 2391 238? 

Total .C N1. GOP S . 1 OSP TpS m Mi. 
1972 'IO,I89 29,086 22.056 6.575 1,568 30,199 1,113 9^0 
1975 98,Bill '•3,092 37.230 18.119 7,850 6:,199 20l,0'»7 35,6«»l 
1980                                     :137.'t'»8 81,521 66.973 38.308 6,280 1,561 30f0'»l 25,885 
1985                       ^23,316 IM,950 118.716 59.300 7,850 18;,, 866 '«o.gi? 37,'•50 
Total   Increase wt 398* km 
Annual   Increase 

1972-I9B5 \it.n 13.2% 13.8% 
1^75-1985 8.5» 

Per Uplta: - 
1972 782 566 '<29 {■ 

1985 2958 1920 1572 '   '      ' 

Tot.   Increase 278% -239% 266% 

' ^ -—^ r—: -:T- . ;       !— 
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TABLE  IS   (A,.) 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Tot..»I   Inci'nasQ 
Annual Increa^o 

1972-1985 
1975-1985 

Per C.ipl to: 
1972 
1935 
Tot. Increase 

CM I 

3,105 
7.086 
'*.322 
7,'»18 

'. I «tf 

I 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Total Increase 
Annual Increase 

1972-1985 
1975-1985 

Per Caplta: 
1972 
1985 
Tot. Increase 

1506 
3^63 
1 m 

 fiOP_ 

7,252 
10.7V( 

70,326 
36 ,1 'i0 

390?, 

13.2% 

83') 
2823 
238^ 

Iran 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Total Incre-ise 
Annual Increase 

1972 1985 
1975-1985 

Per Capita: 
1972 
1935 
Tot. Increase 

GN£ 

10,021 
19,300 
2/.'.86 
i»3r76<. 

337^ 

12.0% 
8.5% 

821 
2^*5 
198?; 

Total 

1972 
1975 
1980 
1985 
Total Increase 
Annual Increase 

1972-1985 
1975-1985 

Per Capita: 
1972 
1985 
Tot. Increase 

75 M7 
3^2* 

12.9% 
8.8% 

559 
5893 
95^ 

GNI 

^0,189 
83,S^l 
119,550 
186.619 

36^ 

12.61 
7.7* 

782 
2^72 
216% 

GOP 

7,35') 
10,895 
20,611 
36.699 

398% 

13.2% 

603 
20')7 
239% 

fififL 
l'),')8o 
21,«(53 
')0.58') 
68,389 

3/2% 

12.7% 

k75 
53')3 
1025% 

GDP 

29,086 
'•3.092 
81,521 
1^1,173 

3851 

12.9» 

566 
1870 
230% 

'1,705 

I'1.9% 

5') I 
22')2 
31«)% 

5,')63 
8.765 
16,268 
29.098 

'»33% 

13.7% 

m 
1626 
263% 

11,888 
18,22') 
33,15') 
55.39') 

366% 

12.6% 

3% 
')328 
1010% 

22.056 
36,230 
65.')73 
113.195 

\3M 

l,'i')5 
M58 
9.'»25 
16,210 

1,7')3 
'»,606 
9,738 
16.7')8 

3,387 
9,055 

1').891 
18.7'(0 

6.575 
18.119 
3'). 059 
51.698 

'»29 
1V99 
2')9% - 

OSP 

18,259 
2(3,326 
''/,/63 

0SP TDS 

7,')57 
I'(,091 
26,'(56 
'•6,296 

Ißi 
15,517 
28.279 
'i8,670 
7'). 759 

91L 
1.568 
6.260 
3,925 
3.925 

TDS 

30.199 
60,629 
103,')52 
168.818 

NM 

NM 

1.113 
17.537 
21.932 
27,696 

NS 
5,880 
10,827 
15,995 
19.655 

NS 

NS 

9.990 
28,211 
16,098 
17,800 

**■■ 

i 

I 
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GNI Index, 
1972 = 100 
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DIAGRAM 13 

GROSS NATIONAL INCOME 
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$  Billions 
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DIAGRAM   ]li 

GROSS  DOMi'STIC  PRODUCT  -  Al.  A^ 
BA:F ASSUMPTIONS     ' 

Al 

tot = $i»3. I 

IRAN - 50?, 

LQ - 25* 

25% 

1975 

tot = $i»3.i 

IRAN - SOI 

LQ - 259; 

S - 25* 

1975 

tot = $81.5 

IRAN - 50* 

LQ - 25* 

S - 25* 

1980 

A4 

tot » $81.5 

IRAN • 50* 

LQ - 25* 

S - 25* 

1980 
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S " 25* 

1985 
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DIAGRAM 15 

DOMESTIC INVESTMENT - Al, A^. 
BASE ASSUMPTIONS 

Al 

tot - $18. 

IRAN - 50?, 

LQ - 253; 

S - 15% 

1975 

1975 

tot = $38.3 

IRAN - 50? 

LQ - 25% 

S - 273i 

1980 

1980 
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tot - :'35.9 

IRAN - 36? 

LQ - 25% 

S - 25% 

1985 

■ ■ , tot = $51.7 

M 
• ■ 

. 
IRAN - 363; 

■ tot «- $3'«.l 
i 

IRAN - kk% LQ - 33% 

■ 

tot = $18J 

IRAN - 503; LQ - 29% 

s - 31% 
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S -   27% 
S - 253; 

1985 
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Other spending changes proportionately with the revenues.  As a result, 

total spending falls from $205 billion to less than $170 billion  i.e., by 

about 175;.   Thus we can conclude that the total spending for consumption 

is slightly sensitive to the revenues. 

Net imports, however, are largely sensitive since they constitute a 

net balance between total spending and GDP.  In fact, net Imports in the 

lowest revenues are about 509; lower than in the highest revenues, and the 

magnitude of this relative decline rises with time. The greatest decline 

in net imports takes place in Iran (1980 - from $16 billion to $8 billion 

in the lowest revenues; 1985 - from $2^ billion to $6 billion). The net 

imports of the S group are also affected greatly, simply bacause oil revenues 

constitute a great share of the total GNI.  In LQ countries the decline 

of the net Imports is the smallast.  (See Diagram 16). 

Net surplus is the most sensitive factor with regard to changes in the 

net revenue.  From the highest (A,) to the lowest (A^) revenue alternatives 

it falls from $90 billion to $16 billlc. in IS80 and from $120 billion to 

$18 billion in 1985.  In Iran it actually becomes negative as of 1980 

and total capital accumulation declines.  In LQ countries this process 

starts in 1985- 

0.   Foreign Capital Accumulation and Net Imports under Various Alternatives 

The accumulation of capital is affected by many of the assumptions made 

In the above presentation.  In order to reveal the nature and magnitude of.the 

impact on capital accumulation of some of the assumptions, we have made 

sensitivity analyses with regard to the following cases [See tables 36 to 39 

and Diagram 17]. 

;'T.J^ •"q.,,'?1:"" *.u{.'-'»i ■■-'. ■ 
"".  ^:^l. --r-lV-—- 
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DI AGRAM 16 

NET IMPOPTS - 1975. 1980. 1985 
BASE ASSUMPTIONS 
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tOt o $60.^ 

tot = $A5.5 IRAN  -  39^ 
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i•  MPC decreased from .8 to .6 

In this eise the domesttc saving rises, increasing the foreign capital 

accumuSation while the net imports decline.  The greatest relative effect 

is on Iran because of its greater population and GDP magnitude.  In fact, 

this makes it possible for Iran to retain the maximum capacity of domestic 

investment and economic growth even when revenues are lowest, AA, and also 

accumulate foreign capital amounting to almost $30 billion in 1980 and close 

to $hS  billion in I985.  The reduction in the net imports takes place in 

S and LQ countries consistently at all four levels of revenues.  In Iran 

the decline in net imports when revenues are high is much greater.  But when 

revenues are lower there is an increase in imports to Iran because of the 

ability to restore domestic investment to the highest capacity. 

2•  Increase in returns on foreign investment From 8'/, to 10^  " 

According to the assumptions made, such an increase (or alternatively, 

a decline) in the rate of return on foreign investment has no effect on 

domestic spending and therefore neither on net Imports."  It only affects 

the rate and level of accumulaiion of foreign capital. When revenues are higher 

the magnitude of this effect ib larger because the greater returns are 

caused by larger accumulations of foreign capital.  In any case this effect 

on capital accumulation is not very significant.  Thus, total foreign capital 

accumulation for each group under Al (i.e., when the returns are maximized) 

increases from $920 billion with an 8% return to $1100 billion at a 10^ return, 

a 203; Increase. 

Except In Iran, under alternative M,  where the higher return provides 
some additional sources to finance Investment.  The net increase of Investment 
in GNP ?s however Insignificant. 

"'**".''*-'*?" "^^ Tf^^^ßS**$*'IK' 
gSPSBffMI1    \ f 
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3.  Declir^in the Rate of GDP Growth 

In this case domestic investment is lower.  Net imports, therefore, 

are lower aftj) foreign capital accumulation is greater.  The total sum of 

these differences is quite constant at various revenue levels.  Thus a 

decline of \t   in the rate of growth results in an additional accumulation 

as of 1980 of about $8 billion for S, $9 billion for LQ, and $17 billion 

for Iran, bringing the total change to $3^« billion. 

1*.     Change in Productivity Rate 

A decline in productivity will have an effect on the real GDP figures, 

but the impact on the accumulation of capital and net imports is very 

insignificant.  This is because such a decline in productivity Js asso- 

ciated with a smaller rate of growth of GDP, these two factors neutral- 

izing each other to a great extent.  If domestic investment were increased 

in order to maki up for the lower productivity and retain the rate of GDP 

growth, it would have results in a smaller accumulation of capital. 

This, however, is very unlikely to occur because investment at the highest 

level of domestic capacity was assumed. 

-■ 

E.   Shifting Revenues Among Countries 

The above findings were made separately for the three groups of countries 

under the assumption that each group's share In the total revenue will remain 

constant. This may not necessarily be the case for various reasons.  If the 

output of oil by one group increases more than by the other, Its share In the 

■ \£t**in~-rA.-f< mmm^ammKmtmilKKftlltKfnm mm m layw^waarMw*» 
:>^f    •*^^-"F?'«>|   „-j^.fy 

«■■I ■rfMi 
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TABLE (2) 

r0P.[ IGN  CAM TAI   ACr.IIHUI.A1 [ON  AN() 

NET   IMPORTS   IINDfR  VAf'.IOllS  ASSUHPTIQUV-•'.   COUNTKIFS 

($   I06) 

A   1 

Al l ein.it i vc 

I'orcIgn C.i iit.il  Accumulation   . 

1<)B0       1    1<*85     ' 

Ne 1   Imports , 

IW       ' 1975 I98O 1985 

I.   -R.ibe 
1 

'i8,26'(        I 
i i 

oi-i.c/o l't.355 20,836 2't,'.98 
?.   HPCI   -   .6 «18,918       | 2B/,'J82 65'),019 ' 13.657 18,211 18,670 
3. g - .10' 'ty.o^i 295,'! 18 693.813 l'),355 20,826 2'i,'.'.8 
't.   pr  "   .IB,   pc  " 13' «19.290 286,079 62'..73') ■ 13.587 19,92'. 27,381 
5.   pc -   . 1 ^,   (>c  " .12 !.0,23n 29't.3?8 657,63/ 12,885 17,660 20,773 
6.  pc »   .18,  pc ■ 12 'icJ,2't2 285,318 621,15^ , 13.6'.2 -'0,188 28,156 
7.   Prciducl 1 vi ty   «■ i<b,\?o r/C.g't") 609,?-') 3 l'),520 21,609 26,579 

A  7 

1.   -Uase 50,259 2 39,^22 502,811 1 3,'00 16,551 20,173 
2.   HI'CI   •■   .(> 50,913       | ?M,?-/7 537,160 12,P^1 13,936 l'),395 
3. g -  .10 51,0't6 25'i,727 567,382 13,500 16,551 20,173 
'i.  pc       . 10,  pc = .13 51,285 2'if.,3/'i 50/,R80 12,73? 15,6'.9 23,106 
S.  pc  -   . I!J,  pc  -j .12 52,?8r. 25'..62 3 5')0,778 1?,.')30 13,385 16,998 
6.  pc -   .18,  pc • .12 51.237 2'i5.M3 50'i,297 12,787 15,913 23.881 
7.  I'foluct ivi ty = 

-n 
50.115 23/,2'i't ')92,383 13.665 17,33^ 22.30') 

A 3 

1.   -Bo-.c 'i't.Z/S 1M.277 28'i,828 9,225 10,566 15,893 
2.   MI'CI   '•   .(> 't'i,028 150,031 319.17/ 8,527 7,951 10,120 
3.  <i '   .10 'i5.061 152,'i65 325.010 9,225 10,566 15,893 
'j.  pc B  . IR, pc " .13 '15.300 l'iR,l?8 289,807 B,')57 9,66'i 18,831 
5. pc -  .\'j, pc «• . 12 '(f., 300 150.377 322,795 1,755 7,')00 12.22 3 
6.  pc ■-  .1(1,  pc !' .12 'i5,257 I'i7,3f»7 286,31') .ri.5l2 9,928 11.600 

7.  Productivity B 

-2i 
hk ,130 I38,y99 27Moo 9,390 11.3')9 18,029 

A i* 

1.  -B.-1SC M.r/l 121,832 21?,8'i/ 7,515 8,001 i 1,623 
2.  HI'CI   >-   .f. '4'(,928 130,587 2't71196 6,817 5,386 5,e,.5 
3. g "  .10 »15,061 132,05') 2'i8,020 7.515 8,001 11,62 3 
k.  pc '•   .18,  i^c ■ .13 'i5,300 1  128,f.B'i 217,916 6,7'. 7 7,099 l'i,55f 
5.  pc  •  .15, pc ■ .12 '16, ^00 HO.933 280,81'! 6,0'. 5 M35 7.?M 
6.  pc ■  .'8,  pc " .1? '15,25? 127/123 21'., 333 6,8U2 7,363 15,331 
7.  Proclucl Wi'./ r- '•'.,130 110,55') 202,'ilf) 7,680 J, 70'. 13.75') 

-21 

-, _....  _ ..   .         ...», .            ,    „ , .                         ... : •      .     ■• 

1 • ..,.,    ... 

i'ft 

t| dfbicjn.itc;,   rate of  »jrowlh of  CD". 

pc dcslgnnlf'5 roti. of growth of productive capttftl.; 

n1, 1» '»i 1 ■>;.. i'.»» 
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TABLE  3I3  Ct) 

rOREIGN CAPITAL  Ar.':.^ULATIOH AND 
NET  IMPORTS UHOER VARIOUS ASSUriPTIONS-LIBYA.   IRAH (LQ) 

(S  I06) 

A  I 
Al tarnatlve 

1 . 
2. 
3. 
I*. 
5 
6. 
7. 

Base 
HI'CI   -   .6 
g -   .10* 
pc •  .18, pc 
pc - .15, pc 
pc -  .18, pc 
Productivity 
-« 

.I3Ä 

.12 

.12 

Foreltjn Capital  Acctwulatlon 

1221. 

A 2 
Base 
MPCI - .6 
g - .10 
pc - .18, pc - 
pc - .15. PC - 
pc - .18, pc - 

7. Productivity " 
-2?, 

A 3 
1. Base 
2. MPCI - .6 
3. g - .10 
it. pc - .18, pc - 
5 pc - .15, pc " 
A DC - .18,, PC - 

.13 

.12 

.12 

.13 

.12 

.12 
7. Productivity ■ 

-2* 

A 't 
1. Base 
2. MPCI - .6 
3. 9 " .10 
k.  pc - .18, pc » .13 
5. pc - .15, pc - .12 
6. pc - .18, pc - .13 
7. Productivity ■ 

-2« 

16,1(93 
17,156 
\(>.m 
17,55't 
18,588 
17,505 
16,3*17 

Jll0- 

r/.2i3 
17.876 
17.509 
18,27'* 
19,308 
18,225 
17,067 

86 .^O 
95,367 
91.762 
93,583 

103,121 
92,812 
8M80 

15,053 
15,716 
IS^'t't 
16,m 
17,IW 
16,065 
1 ^907 

72,161 
81,038 
77,078 
79.25'* 
87.791 
78,^82 
69,850 

15.053 
15,716 

16,lH 
17.1« 
16,065 
1M07 

36,70ii 
'•5.581 
'tO,170 
^3,797 
52.33'i 
^3.026 
3'i,393 

29,686 
38,563 
32,80^ 
36,779 
^5.317 
36,008 
27,376 

JiSL 

179.516 
21'i,31t7 
202,«.Og 
189,797 
218,856 
181,163 
168,9'tl 

Net   Imports 

1975 

137.3^1 
17^.172 
156,859 
l'i2,623 
176,682 
138.989 
126,766 

58,671 
93.502 
69.677 
63,953 
98,012 
60.319 
^8,097 

32,693 
67,525 
41,602 
37,975 
72.03'i 
3'!,3'il 
22,119 

g designates rate of growth of GOP. 

**pc designates rate of growth of productive capital, 

^.636 
3.978 
'(.636 
3,81.1 
3.111. 
3.897 
^.803 

l?B0 

8,5'!5 
5.8^1. 
a.s'ts 
7.608 
5.265 
7.877 
9.339 

1985 

M56 
3.7'.8 
't. 1.55 
3.661 
2.93'! 
3.717 
'.,623 

7,6115 
't,99't 
7,61.5 
6.708 
'.,365 
6,977 
8,^39 

laj'tB 
6.1.89 
nj'.s 
15.376 
8.533 

16,162 
u.soa 

3,556 
2.8't8 
3.556 
2,761 
2,03'! 
2,817 
3,723 

3.196 
2,'t88 
3,196 
2,1101 
1,67'. 
2,^57 
3,363 

6.385 
3,73^ 
6,385 
5.'!'!8 
3,015 
5.717 
7.179 

5.505 
IK'.'.S 
l'.,'t76 
7.633 
15,262 
13,609 

5,845 
3.19'i 
5,845 
4,908 
2,565 
5,177 
6,539 

10,548 
4,689 
10,548 
13,576 
6,733 

14,362 
12.709 

9.648 
3.789 
9,648 

12.676 
5,833 

13.462 
11,809 

. 
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total revenue will increase.  How does this affect the c.erall results? For 

one thing it changes the structure of distribution of foreign capital, which 

is obvious.  However, in case of lower revenues it has additional, more 

important effects.  Let us take case M under which Iran is unable to reach 

its highest domestic investment capacity.  If revenues are shifted from the 

other countries, especially fro. Saudi Arabia, to Iran, the other countries- 

accumulation will decline accordingly; but Iran will not accumulate this 

capital but will invest it domestically. This will enhance the rate of 

growth of Iran's GDP without hampering the respective rates of the other 

countries, and it will show itself also in an increase of net Imports and 

an equivalent decrease in capital accumulation. 

The relative magnitude of this effect was analyzed.  It was found that 

if a certain sum of revenues were shifted from the S group to Iran and this 

shift were distributed over the period in constant annual amounts, the total 

accumulation of capital would be smaller by 85^ of the total revenues shifted. 

For example, if $1 billion is shifted annually during 197^ to 1985. from S 

to Iran (totalling $12 billion), the total accumulation of foreign capital 

as of 1985 will be smaller by $10 billion. 

This effect will work until Iran reaches the highest capacity of domestic 

investmen';. Therefore, this effect will have large magnitudes only if the 

revenues are low - in fact, only if they are lower than A*». 

.. 
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PART   THREE:       INVESTMENT   STRATEGIES   0^   OIL   REVENUES 

In  the previous  chapter we have developed alternative forecasts of 
foreign capital  accumu'lation by  the Middle East  countries as a  result 
of   increased oil   prices.     The purpose of Part  Three  Is  to discuss some 
possible  investment   strategies   that may be  implemented  by   the Middle 
East  countries and  to explore  the   implications  to  the world economic, 
monetary,  and  financial   structure. 

Chapter 8 sets   the  framework of possible  investment  strategies. 
Chapter 9 discusses   the   implications  for  the world economy.     Chapter  10 
concludes  this study. 

  :.-^n ,,„„■'     ■  ■       " .■:>"• '■ 
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CHAPTER VII I 

STRATEGIES FOR EXTERNAL INVESTMENT OF OIL REVENUE 

One of t:|-<e findings in chapter 7 referred to the accumulation 

of capital for foreign investment of the Middle Eastern countries.  It 

was projected to reach a levfil between $150 and $520 billion in 1980 

and $2i«0 and $1000 billion in I985, the exact level depending on the 

various assumptions.  This chapter discusses the strategies for Invest- 

ment and suggests a possible investment structure.  It then presents 

some initial indication of actual foreign Investments and commitments 

as of summer IS?'*. 

A.  Investment Criteria 

As in the case of domestic versus foreign Investment, our method 

is to suggest an investment strategy based on a list of goals. The 

underlying assumption is that the Investors have either an explicit 

or an implicit list of goals which they try to fulfill.  They do this by 

choosing an investment strategy that subjectively maximizes the level of 

achievement.  We suggest a list of goals which follows.  They ar« consistant 

with tha goals stated In chapter 5 concerning domestic versus foreign 

investment. Some of them, however, are specified differently in order 

to make them adjusted to the specific subject, namely the types if 

foreign investments to be selected The goals are: 

1. To increase the expected rate of return on the investments. 

2. To reduce the business risk 

3. To reduce the political risk 

A. To increase the contribution of the investments to the 
nationl security. 

■o 
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5. To increase the contribution of the investments to the 
country's political power In the world. 

6. To increase the contribution of the investment to the stability 
or the current regime. 

7. To make investments that are more manageable within the 
limits of skilled manpower 

8. To adjust the investments to the psychological prjferences and 
constraints of the investors. 

These criteria have been stated in a comparative form because most 

of them are not measurable in a cardinal sense.  With multiple goals it 

will not be possible to devise an Investment set that will always be 

superior on each and every criteria. For example, a set which is 

better than another with respect to expected rate of return need not 

be better with respect to political. risk of investment confiscation and a 

set that is better than another with respect to national security need not 

necessarily be better with respect to business risk nor with respect to 

expected rate of return. 

We will define an investment strategy as a set of specific invest- 

ments in certain proportions.  In fact, it is an Investment porfolio. 

Any investment strtegy will achieve s certain level of each of the 

above goals.  If one set of Investments achieves a certain level for 

each goal which is less than the respective level achieved by a second 

set of investments, then the first set Is clearly inefficient and should 

be deleted. We therefore have to exclude all such inefficient strategies 

and retain the so-called efficient strategies, An efficient strategy can 

thus be defined as a set of investments that for any given level of 

achievement of any seven of the goals 
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has   the highest   level   of  achievement of  the  remaining  goal.     This 

process of selecting efficient   investment strategies   is objective 

though  it   is difficult  because we use only a comparative scale of  the 

goa1s. 

But  this  is not   th. end of  the process.    The efficient strategies 

are characterized by  the  fact   that each one  is better  than some others 

with  respect  to one goal   and worse with respect  to some other goals. 

Thus,   the selection of one optimal   strategy form  the efficient set 

is a subjective process  that depends on the preferences of  the policy 

maker with  respect  to  the different,  competing goals.     It should be 

noted  that we always  speak of a mix of  Investments  because we assume no 

slnglp  Investment  form could satisfy all  the criteria better than some 

mixture of forms. 

We turn now to  list  the    specific classes of foreign  Investments, 

and  their relative contribution  to each of the goals we shall   later  in- 

dicate. 

B.       Classes of Foreign  Investment Forms 

The fc!lowing are the general  classes of investment available to 

the oil  producing countries; within each class  Investment normally 

takes several  specific  forms: 

1. Short  term flnanclail   investment  In the money markets of  the 
developed countries. 

2. Long term financial   Investment  In the securities markets or 
the developed countries; 

3-    Direct  investment  in underdeveloped countries;   the term "direct 
Investment"   Is used  In distinction to "financial   Investment" 
(or "portfolio  Investment")  and  Implies  that the supplier of 
capital   retains and  is expected to exercise some degree of 
control. 
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1.  Short-term instruments 

I.A.  Suitable for passive use or as part of a strategy: 

I.Al  Demand deposits in U.S. banks (no interest paid by law) 

I.A2 Demand deposits in Eurocurrency banks (interest paid) 

I.A3 Three month and six month notes issued directly by the U.S. 
and European governments (Treasury bills ) 

1.A4 Negotiable certificates of deposits (C.O.'s) issued by major 
U.S. and foreign banks (U.S. minimum is 30 days) 

l.B  Suitable only as part of a strategy 

I.B1 Notes issued by rpajor non-bank financial corporations 
(finance company commerical paper) 

1.B2 Notes issued by industrial corporations guaranteed by a 
major bank (banker's acceptances and some commercial paper) 

1.83 Notes issued by industrial corporations without third party 
guarantees (industrial or "dealer" commercial paper) 

Long-term lending instruments 

2.1 Bonds of major governments 

2.2 Bonds of major corporations 

2.3 Bonds of international institutions 

2.^ Special oil payment arrangements particularly for developing 
countries at low interest rates but requiring guarantees of 
international Institutions or of developed countries. 

2.5 Long-term loans to the U.S. or other developed countries 
or to international Institutions with special provisions, 
particularly protection from Inflation 

3   Stocks held as a portfolio investment (no participation in 
control) 

Direct investments in equity capital for  control 

i.l Stocks held for minority control 

k.2    Stocks held for majority control 

•■""" '■,■■■■..'» '»i ';,.—-——->-r———TS; ?;T7^ y^-. rrr" u'    ' ■ i. ■ ■ mt 
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4.3 Joint ventures with foreign corporations in the home country 
of the corporation or anywhere else outside of the country 
of the investor. 

- industrial projects 

- services, particularly related to tourism 

- real estate 

k.k    Direct investment for sole ownership 

- industrial projects (unlikely) 

- services 

- real estate 

S-     Investment in the energy industry 

(oil, gas, coal, nucleac, oil substitutes) (sole ownership, joint 
ventures, corporate mi nority investment) 

5.1 Exploration (probably joint venture) 

5.2 Production (probably joint venture) 

5-3 Transportation (probably sole ownership) 

5.^ Kefining (sole and joint ownership) 

5-5 Marketing (probably sole ownership) 

5.6 Distribution 

5.7 Development of synthetic fuel. 

Investment in the development of neighboring countries 

6.1 Joint ventures with the local country 

6.2 Joint ventures with multinational corporations 

7. Investment in non-neighboring developing countries 

7.1 Joint ventures with the local country 

7.2 Joint ventures with multinational corporations 

* 

"T**y.'y '"^ }**'' 
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lnVeStment forms '"to fourteen main groups. 

Despite the subjective nature of M,- 
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".-iTCir •'•--■"" ■---■'- ey Pr0v,de neater political benefit ««H ^ 

""^ ~ e the,r büslness characterIst  'I'   they are ^ 
differ f "ensues do not necessarily 
differ from commerical bonds. 

(3) A stock porfolio is less A^r. .: 
in all h> ,ess ^tractive than institutional bonds ln a" but one goal. 

(**)     Sole ownership in apnar^i   « 
P in 9eneral is somewhat less attractive 'han 

Joint ventures due to business rUu 
655 rIsk' ^nagability. and political dis- 

■"•«• It Is «pec.ed that sole ownership wl 11 be a II»,!f.. , 
vestments. 'Wted form of i„- 

(5) The Investments In the neighboring countries and , H . 
countries have politic», „ untrl« ^d underdeveloped 

Pol.t.ca, advantages and business - re.ated drawback. 

Short-term investments are relatlvely safe and .nagable but 

"  "^ ^""^ "'th regard to the other goals. 

(7)  Investment in enerov has hn,i, .. , 
Without S ne" and P01"1"1 "»■"Its. 
Without recourse to a vigorous analysis the foliow. 

(1) Hioh , f-llow.ng conclusions emerge: 

(,) ""•""- "ale of attractiveness are institutiona, bonds 
— joint ventures, and institutional bonds. w.th short-term 
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^•_ f^^m r>f investment during 
inveswnti induded a. =n obvious au,oma.,c for» 

iransi tion periods. 

(2)  ,nve5,ments in n^hbonn, countries and underdevHo^d 

C0üntr,.5 are aurac.weonw for poUUca, reasons and «.U be ..Ued 

to the required political extent. 

,3,  stoc. .najoritv and sole o«nersb,p are far down on the scale 

•►  ir aftractive for pure business 
of attractiveness, while stock m.nor.ty U attract.ve 

consideration. 
L.     u k. = rertain mix of investments 

Thus any efficient strategy should be a certa.n 

of the followin, forms, short-term assets, Institutiona, bonds, stoc. 

minority, ioln. ventures, energy, and nei9hbor,ng and other developed 

.ountries.  On the basis of .bis conclusion „e bave classified tbe 

in.est^nt forms into six groups, and presented for eacb group its 

indicative share in tbe invests portfolio. Tbc groups are: 

(1) Short-term financial Investments. 

(2) long-term institutional and commercial bonds 

(3) ...eu.rar investments (stoc. portfolio, services, and real 

estate) 

(k)     Energy 

(6) .,ulrec,. investments (stoc. minority, joint ventures in mdus- 

(6) "itical" investments (neigbboring countries, underdeve.oped 

countries) 

\A  hP. ro split the investments among the 
A reasonable strategy would be to spilt 

c i.  ...  <;hnrt-term--10-15 percent; 
six groups approximately as follows:  Short 

>    neu,ral-10-15 Percent; energy--l5-20 percent; 
long-term-2.0-25 percent; neutral     O P 
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direct-20-25 percent; and pol i t ica I-!0-15 percent.  This structure will be 

reached by gradual approximation.  It will take some ten years until it 

emerges in such a form.  The process of development and adjustment is 

not predictable. However, some observations can be made.  The main 

factor is that most of the investment forms can be made only after 

a Period of investigation, evaluation of opportunities, and execution of 

complicated procedures.  They also require high levels of sophistication 

and skills.  Thus, these forms of investments will constitute a small 

proportion of the portfoifo in the first years, but will become more 

prominent towards the end of the period under review; until the long- 

term porfolio structure Is attained.  These considerations bring us 

to the following conclusions: 

(1)  Short-term assets will be held in order to provide liquidity 

and ability to shift Investment strategies. At first It will be main 

because of passive automatic characteristic.  But In a relatively short 

time (I to 3 years) most of these short-term Investments wl11 be trans- 

formed Into long-term holdings.  This the ratio of the capital held In 

short-term form to the total capital Is expected to decrease and be 

maintained in the following ranges 

1975 - 60 percent 

1980 - -80 percent 

1985 - 10 percent 

(2)  Institutional bonds (and other forms of bonds) will Increase 

In the ratio to total capital In the next 2 to k  years.  Size of holdings 

after k  years will Increase slowly so that their proportion may decline 

S-2what. Thus their pattern over time may be: 

I ,■»-'■-»V-Lj;>Jl"'f  .m.w, 
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'975 - 25 ppfcent 

'980 - 30 percent 

'^S " 25 percent 

-llr,ses„me„hatta.ard5      8 VPanod, 

"«line,   ,„  th0  1980,s. "IS^"-=."^PoSS,6lyso„e 

-1=:;;::: ;:;::",n bemade "—-«--• 
^     0ir-i"~ts„il,Haveapatter„sim„arto 

'-«tmen,s,6utthetotal   ,„„„,,,   reac. , ""^ 

-"e Wept  ,«. but effect,ve = '««I of venues 

5trat
The f0"O,,n9 t8b,e ~—" Patterns of Investment 

strategy: 
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TABLE   I* 3 

lHEI[Hi{fI^TRyCTURE -  1975.   1^0,   Lftc 
(percentages) 

r 
Short-Terrn Credl 

Bonds 

Neutral 

Energy 

Direct 

Political 

Total 

rt 

L 

1975 

60 

?S 

5 

0 

0 

10 

100 

. 

1980" 

20 

30' 

15 

10 

15 

10 

100 

\3$5 
10 

3^ 

15 

15 

25 

10 

100 
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The pattern fnat emerges is that in the early years most uf the 

investments will be in financial assets.  By 1980 the proportion of the 

short-term investment will drop sharply and total financial investments 

in short-term assets and bonds will amount to about 50 percent of the 

total investments.  This proportion will further decline to about 1/3 

by I985.  Direct investment will steadily increase from 0 percent 

at present to 15 percent in 1980 and 25 percent in I985, thus becoming 

a major form of business involvement In the international economy.  Energy 

will constitute a major single area of investment, while neutral and 

political investments will maintain a steady proportion of 15 percent 

and 10 percent respectively. 

This pattern of investment strategy is only indicative.  Some 

deviations from it may be demonstrated.  Yet some underlying principles 

seem to be common to any possible outcome. 

(1) Business opportunities and the return/risk trade-off will 

constitute a significant factor in any investment strategy. Money 

gravitates lo opportunity. 

(2) These opportunities will be utilized subject to political, and 

psycholoqlcal and managerial considerations. 

(3) The resulting mixed strategy as defined should not be far from 

an efficient one and will fairly represent ehe relative subjective 

priorities of the ruling sector and policymaker of each country. 

(M There may be a difference in subjective priorities In different 

countries.  Therefore any difference In distribution of ownership of 

capital may change the mix of the Investment strategy. 

.■• 
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SUMMARY 

UNDER ALTERNATIV 

TABLE '* 't 

OF INVESTMENT PORTFOLIOS 

80. 1935 E OIL REVENUES - 1975, 19 

(mi 1 lions of dollars) 

Year Short-Term Bonds Neutral Energy Direct Foreign Total 

Al: 
1975 
198c 
1985 

I48 
91 
98 

20 
127 
245 

4 
68 
147 

0 
46 
147 

0 
68 
245 

8 
46 
98 

80 
456 
98O 

A2: 
1975 
1980 
1985 

50 
76 
76 

21 
115 
190 

4 
57 
114 

0 
38 
114 

0 
57 
190 

8 
38 
76 

83 
381 
760 

A3: 
1975 
1980 
1985 

A*»: 
1975 
1980 
1985 

^3 
40 
35 

43 
33 
26 

18 
60 
89 

18 
49 
64 

4 
30 
53 

4 
24 
38 

0 
20 
53 

0 
30 
89 

7 
20 
35 

72 
200 
354 

0 
16 
38 

0 
24 
64 

7 
16 
26 

72 
162 
256 

4:   | 1, ^^^ .iiiri.ii.i,, , ,,_IMI,„lt. IL,„^,,, m^—f-r WWWHpWiBgHi'**'*^ 
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The followinq table summarizes the specific patterns of investments 

in terms of financial magnitudes that may be accumulated under the 

four major oil revenue alternatives. 

E.  Foreign Investments of Commitments (as of August I97M 

The oil-producing countries have invested the recently increased 

inflow of oil revenues in a number of external and domestic projects and 

opportunities.  There is no accurate list of the investn;nts in the 

portfolios of the oil-producing countries at any given time, but by using 

the widespread, though often undocumented reports in a variety of pub- 

lications (though taking them with a grain of salt), it is possible to 

obtain indications of the composition of the portfolios.  Listed below 

is a sampling of report dealing with foreign Investments, broken 

down Into docjmented and undocumented sources. 

Foreign Investment 

| .  Documen t ed Investments on Conimi tment s 

The following reports summarized by the New York Times. April 25» 197^ 

Indicated that probably under $100 million has been committed for external 

Investments: 

(1) The Shah of Iran through his Pahlevi Foundation bought 6^2 
Fifth Avenue, New York, for an undisclosed sum; 

(2) A Kuwait group invested $10 million for one-half the equity in 
an Atlanta, Georgia, Hilton Hotel and shopping center to be 

bulIt, 

(3) A Kuwait group paid $17.'i million to byy a Charleston. S.C. , is- 

land site for a resort hotel 

CO A Kuwait group paid $2/ tiulllon for a Champs Elysees, Paris 
site for a luxury office building and bank; 

 ■ 
"" 
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(SJ    Adnan Khashaggl. a Saudi living In Beirut, bought a 50 percent 

Crlll    C    ?f
tW0.Smai, banks and ^ finance"company tn Walnut 

Creek, Cal, forma for an undisclosed sum and also paid $1 
million for undeveloped land H -" ?• 

In July Iran agreed to buy a 25 percent interest in Krupp Steel 

in West Germany and to set up a development company with Krupp. Business 

Week (July 20. 197*0  estimated the market value of the stock purchase 

at $60 million although no purchase figure was released. 

By August the number of reports had increased but the largest 

investments reported were in government loans and bo.ds. suggesting that 

an intermediate investment is required while plans for longer term 

investments proceed.  The following were summarize^ In MEMO (Middle 

East Money). August 3, I97ij. 

(1) In the first seven months of 197^ Iran cowiited $110 billion 
m loan«, to foreign countries; " onuon 

(2) Iran has agreed to buy $1.2 billion In bonds from the British 
government and $1.0 bl 11 Ion from the French; 

(3) govlrnme'nt!3 Wi,, ^ $12'0 bi,Ii0n in b0nds from the U-S- 

(i0 anTsE S'hm^ $J'0 bii
m0n '" bonds from the US- government and 51.0 billion from the British; 

(5)  Egypt Is entering Into a $700 million trade agreement with 

on' Tu'"9 r05' tra^0rS' ferrles' and housi"9 construc- t on.  It Is workmg on a $1 billion loan from Saudla Arabia 
It has received a $100 million loan from a Western and Arab 

goTw'nrbrI a $25 I1 ,,l?n trade ,0an ^-"a a^andn
A
e

r
a
ab
Iy goal will be increased nuclear power electric generating 

capacity. * 

2.  Undocumented Reports 

(1) The Mellon Family will sell a block of Gulf ON Stock to 
Saudi Arabia; 

(2) The Shah of Iran has bought Ashland Oil; 

. 

•^.■«"•"»t .;"l,"'l^lj_ij», j .... 
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(3)  Kuwait and nthfr  M:W^I  r 

rea.  es raupte, "1o ^ "L" r^? T'''   '"^   '""■*■ 
" tans  ,hrog<,h EncirHoM  ^^or 'hTdT5 ^ S200 m'U'°" 

53« mlino^l^NloDon'Tr?   'n JfPanc-s« «purities  starting with 

We concur that   tH.  Ulr9e    aTOUnls of  foreIgn  ^^^^ ^^^ 

--— '——HeH^eEast„tlproducUgnatlonsare 

-VC.  ,„.„ the developed countr,es ^^ ^^^^ ^^^  ^ 

- «o a   ,esser degree to un<lerdeve)op<!d ^ n<!ighboring ^^^^ 

"  inV"tmC"tS 0f 0,h" '-«■  -" - Purch.5es of rea|  estate 

- -to.s.     This  ref,ects  the Ku„ait pol icy of foreign  ,__ ^^  ^ 

Pas.  three .ears.    rho number 0f such  ,nve5tTO„ts has ^ ^^^^ 

^,UttHedoMar_n,5have„otbae„substantial_     ^ ^  ^ 

true plctüre of ,he '-— '-^vfo st,n9 the Iar;e 5ums 

^^^-'A-aa.^^^^^^^^^^ 
has not yet been revealed  If ^m  ^ 

",ed.  It will undoubtedly be some time before 

this strategy becomes apparent. 

•     "   -T""  '^     •-■ "^^ ^ ■^—-~~        ^ -—--y 
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Chapter IX 

ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS 

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the possible effects of an 

increase in oil prices on the world economy, both in the short run and 

long run.  This subject has recently been widely discussed in current 

literature, where a wide range of different views among experts is de- 

tected.  Our objective is to put some order in the analysis, simplify It 

somewhat, and thereby explain the source of the differences among experts. 

On this basis we shall be able to indicate some possible alternative 

economic outcomes. 

We will start hy presenting three "pure" processes which constitute 

the basic elements of the complex economic scene.  We shall discuss each 

of these elements separately v)r-id|then''.w^''shal I show that the actual 

economic scene (in an analytical sense) is a certain combination of these 

three. 

We first discuss the above under a very simplified assumption—that 

there is no friction in the adjustment process.  That means we shall com- 

pare the initial and final equilibrium points (comparative ststics). 

Later we will introduce the probable frictions that are expected to dis- 

turb the adjustment process, and try to evaluate their Implication. 

A.  The Pure Economic £1ements 

The analysis of the effects of the increased oil prices and revenues 

on the world economy can be based on the following three pure elements: 

(1) The pure financial (and monetary) effect; 

(2) The pure real economic effect in the Importing countries; 

(3) The pure real economic effect on the oil exporting countries. 

'■ W| M.|^ »»1, F.i;«l »mMIM)  _,, 
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1 .  The Pure Financial Effect 

,n o^7^7eal exduslv^Jy with the pure financial effect, we make 

the working assumption (which will oe dropped In the later stage) that the 

outcome of the increase in oil revenues will be limited to a transfer of 

funds with perfect recycling. We thus assume here that there will be no 

change in the total consumpticn and Investments, either in the importing 

countries or in the exporting countries.  Therefore, there will be no 

change in world trade. 

As a result, the only change that will take place is in ownership 

of assets located in the importing countries.  The oil exporting countries 

will replace the oil imputing countries as owners of sor* of these 

assets. Thus the payment for the oil Is made simply by transfer of owner- 

ship of certcin assets. 

2. Purejeaj   Effect in the Importing Countries 

The second pure element is a real change In c.nsumptlon and tnvest- 

ment of the oil importing countries. The common argument is as follows: 

An importing country pays a greater price for the same oil import. There- 

fore the -ea! income available to consumers and population as a whole Is 

smaller by the additional oil bill. As a result the total consumption 

in the economy declines by the marginal propensity to consume.  In order 

to prevent unemployment (at a rate determined by the Keyneslan multiplier) 

fiscal and monetär«/ action will be undertaken. 

Under the "no frictions" assumption, a new equiIIbrium wi11 be 

reached at a lower consumption level. This will be partly compensated for 

by either a greater Investment level or a greater level of government ex- 

penditure.  The real level of the GNP thus falls by an amount equal to 

■ .-- ■ -^-^-^ ^~r-^ 
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the   increased oil   bill,   but   full  employment   is   retained.     For example,* 

suppose   the   increase   in  the oil  bill   is  $1   billion  per year and  the 

marginal   propensity   to consume   is  0.80.     Consumption will   thus   fall   by 

$800 million  and  domestic   investment   (or government expenditure)  will   in- 

crease by   the same  sum.     However,   the balance of  payments deficit   increases 

by  $1   billion,  which  by definition means  that   investment abroad  falls  by 

$1  billion.     Thus   total   national   investments   fall   by  $200 million. 

Savings also  fall   by  $200 million  (since  real   income  falls by $1  billion 

and consumption  falls  by  $800 million).    The   increase  in the current 

account  deficit   in  the balance of payments of  $1   billion  is  financed by 

perfect  recycling.     As a  result,   the oil  exporting countries own  $1  billion 

assets   in  the  importing countries.     Since  total   domestic real  assets   in- 

creased by  $800 million due to  Increased  Investments,   the net decline  In 

asset ownership by   local  citizens   is  $200 million,   that  is,   it exactly 

equals  the decline   In   their savlngs- 

In summary  there will  be no change  In  international   trade and oil 

exporting countries  becoming holders of assets   like  in the pure financial 

case.    However,   there  is a real  change  in the  importing countries  toward 

lower  consumption   level and greater  investment   levels.     In order to be  in 

equilibrium this   requires a decline   in  interest  rates. 

3-     Pure  Real   Effect   in  the Oil   Producing  Countries 

The  third pure element  is a real  change  In  the consumption and  invest- 

ment of  the oil  producing countries combined with a perfect real  adjustment 

!n  the economies of  the oil   Importing countries.     More specifically, 

Increases  in oil   revenues  raise  the GNP of the oil  exporting countries. 

See Appendix  3 for a detailed example. 

/i*T^r'*r .'**?' '^m'*^" 
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This will cause an   increase in the consumption of the oil exporting 

countries and in their domestic investment.  Assuming that they were at 

full employment, the total increase of their consumption and investment 

is made possible by an increase of their imports from the oil consuming 

countries. 

For example.' suppose again that a certain oil producing country 

has an increase of $1 billion per year from oil revenue which is fully 

spent on increased domestic consumption and investment and is therefore 

reflected by an increase ir. Its net imports of $1 billion. This means 

that the oil consuming countries Increased their exports by the same $1 

billion.  To make this possible In a new equilibrium, the oil consuming 

countries musr have reduced their consumption and investment by $1 

billion (assuming they were at full employment).  This reduction results 

from the decline In the real national Income due to the oil price Increase 

as well as from complementary fiscal and monetary measures to close the 

gaps between total domestic demand and supply for consumption and Invest- 

ment. 

(t is not expected that this last pure process will take place at a 

size equal to the total oil bill.  On the other hand, some Increase in 

investment and consumption of the oil producing countries is expected to 

take place.  Some estimates are summarized in Chapter 7.  in the case of 

high revenues, increased imports will reach $28 billion in 1975 when oil 

revenues increase by $80 billion.  In the case of low revenues the in- 

creased Import will be $18 billion when oil revenues Increase by $«0 billion. 

See Appendix 3. 

■ 
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h.      Intügr.itinq the Pure Elements--No Frictions 

The above three pure elements help to simplify the complexity of the 

actual economic scene. We conceive this complexity as a simple combina- 

tion of the three pure elements. The no-friction assumption makes it 

possible to clarify this concept. We shall assume that the increased oil 

revenues are divided into two parts. One part is used to finance the in- 

creased imports by the oil producing countries (element 3) and the böiance 

is invested abroad.  In addition we conceive of the decline in the real 

gross national income of the oil importing countries (which is exactly 

equal to the increased revenues of the oil producing countries) as being 

divided into two parts. The first is a decline in aggregate domestic 

spending (element 2). The second is the balance.  By assuming that the 

value of increased imports of the oil producing countries is equal to the 

value of the increased exports of the oil consuming countries we can com- 

bine the two processes into one sys,v,en. The emerging net increase in 

the current account deficit of the batlance of payments of the oil con- 

suming countries is that part of the system which Is subject to the pure 

financial effect (element 3). 

By inserting certain proportions of the Increased oil revenues to 

element 3 (i.e., increased Imports by the oil producing countries as a 

proportion of increased oil revenues) as well as to element 2 (i.e., 

reduced spending in the oil importing countries as a proportion of the 

increased oil costs), we can solve for the new equilibrium and find the 

implications to changes in consumption. Investment, the deficit in balance 

of payments, and the magnitude of financial recycling. 

■ 

■ . 
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The   foiling example aims   to clarify   this  process.     Using Appendix 

3.   let  us assure   that   the marginal   propensity   to consume   is  0.80.   and   let 

us  "trace"  the  "pure" effects of a  $1   billion   increase   in oil   revenues   in 

the   following   three  cases: 

(1) A  $1   billion   increase   in  of I   revenues   finances   increased 
exports   from  the oil   consuming   to   the  oil   producing  countries. 

(2) $1   billion  of   increased oil   costs   leads   to   increased domestic 
nvestments  by  $800 billion   fo compensate   for  the  reduceT 

consumption,   and  to  retaJn   full   employment. 

(3) $1   billion  of   increased oil   costs   leads   to   increased govern- 

Ze  Z   Z\:: PUS,iC C0"™yU0"  ^   ^ billion   to compen- sate   for   the   reduced consumption« and employment. 

These   three cases are summarized  In  the  following table   (taken  from 

Appendix  3. 

TABLE  >>ii 

NET CHANGES IN REAI ECONOMIC MAGNITUDES 
"PURE" CASES"""'" ~- 

(Per $1  bill, of Oil   Bill) 

TTT" 
EXPORT 

I 

Real  National   Income 

import 

Export 

Consumption 

Domestic   Investments 

Foreign   Investment* 

Total   Investments 

National   Savings 

-1.0 

+ 1.0 

+  .8 

- .8 

0 

- .2 

- .2 

- .2 

~T2l— 
INVESTMENT 

-1.0 

+ 1.0 

0 

- .8 

+  .8 

-1.0 

- .2 

- .2 

m— 
GOVERNMENT 
CONSUMPTION 

-1.0 

+ 1.0 

0 

0 

0 

-1.0 

-1.0 

-1.0 

nh/s  is  the   increased deficit   (or  reduced surplus)   in  the 

current account of the balance of payments.     This  amount   is 

subject  to the  financia!  recycling. 

i^-; *fi» ■■■*>*%-• 
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The actual economic scene is a simple combination of these three 

cases, weighted by their relative magnitudes.  In the following table we 

summarize the overall economic outcomes for the oil importing countries 

using three selected weights, where the total increase in the oil costs 

Is low. The weights as a fraction of the total oil bill are as follows: 

Increased  Increased   Increased 
Exports    Domestic    Public 

A 
B 
C 

These weights give the following results: 

TABLE '< 5 

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OF INCREASED OIL PRICE 
 TO FRICTIONS CASE 

1/3 1/3 1/3 
1/2 IA \/k 
1/3 1/2 1/6 

Real GNI (increase of oil bill) 

Imports 
Exports 
Consumption 
Domestic Investments 
Foreign Investments 
Total National Investments 
Total National Savings  

-100 
+ 100 

+26-2/3 
-53-1/3 
+26-2/3 
-73-1/3 
-l»6-2/3 
-'♦6-2/3 

"F 

-100 
+100 
+'♦0 
-60 
+20 
-60 
-'♦O 

-100 
+ 100 
+26-2/3 
-66-2/3 
+^♦0 
-73-1/3 
-33-1/3 
-33-1/3 

From the table we see the following outcomes for the oil consuming 

countries 

(1) Real gross national income falls by the total amount of the 

Increase in the oil bill. 

(2) Imports rise by the same amount. 

(3) Consumption and total national savings fall by an amount equal 

to the increased oil bill. 

(1»)  Domestic investment rises, but foreign investment (i.e., increase 
of deficit In the current account of the balance of payments or 
a decline in its surplus) falls by a greater amount. 

gSg^ggsgll^   -:   ■■   ...      ■     - ""■ .,:''~r     '       ■■—.■■■:..-'.tg-r- 
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(5)     The  amount  of   the  required  financial   recycling   is equal   to 
the  decline   in   foreign   investments. 

Case  B   indicates  quite a   reasonable  case   for   the  new equilibrium 

that may be   reached   in   two or  three years.      In   this  case exports   rise by 

M percent  of   the  oil   bill,   domestic   investments  by  20 percent,  consumption 

by 60 percent,   and   the magnitude of   required   recycling   is 60 percent of 

the   required   increase   in  oil   revenues. 

The  outcomes  are  net   changes   resulting merely  from  the   increased  oil 

bills.     Other  simultaneous economic developments  such as   increased pro- 

ductivity,   unemployment,   real   growth,   inflation,   and  resulting nominal 

changes   in   the economic magnitudes will   make   it  difficult   to detect 

empirically direct effects of  the  increased oil   revenues. 

Moreover,   these effects are derived under  the "no friction" assump- 

tion.     Such  frictions will  distort  the  simplicity of  the  results.     Finally, 

the parameters assumed  in  the above  Illustration will  be different  for 

the various  countries.     Thus  the direct   impact on each country will   differ 

in magnitude,  even   in   the "no friction" case. 

In   the  next  section of   this chapter we  shall   discuss  some expected 

frictions which may  disturb  the economic development   in  Its movement 

toward  the new equilibrium. 

: 

B.       Frictions   in  the Adjustment Process 

We divide  the discussions on  the possible  frictions   in the adjustment 

process   into two main sections:    the  frictions   in  the financial  sector and 

it 
In   fact,  whenever we say  that a certain  factor   (x) will  decline 

(or  increase)  we actually mean  that "the   level  of  (the x factor) .will   be 
lower  (or higher)   than   it would have been   in case  the oiT prices  remained 
low," or  that "this   (factor x)  does not  grow as   it would have at  low oil 
prices." 

w 
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and the frictions in the real sector. 

• 

I. Frictions in the Financial System 

a)  Frictions within One Country 

The pure recycling process involves a transfer of ownership of 

financial assets from owners residing in the oil Importing countries to 

the hands of the oil exporting countries.  The specific payment process 

can be described by the following steps. 

(1) An importer pays to the exporter for the oil and the exporter 
retains the payment as a demand deposit In the äütM» bank from 
which it wis drawn.  (The Importer does not pay on a bank 
outside its country.) 

(2) The importer sells the oil to customers in his country.  His 
deposit is restored to the original level (plus profits).  The 
customers' deposits decline by the amount of the purchase. 

(3) The foreign exporter transfers the deposits to another local 
bank with which he works. 

Up to this point the country has not lost foreign exchange but Its 

total foreign exchange credit Increased by the amount of the Import. 

Public demand deposits declined and foreigners' deposits Increased by 

the same amount. 

Assuming (at this stage only) that no transfer of capital outside 

the country takes place, the principal effect will be the transfers from 

the consumers' banks to the exporters' local banks. The oil exporters 

deal essentially only with money market banks while consumers deal with 

these and also with other, smaller, banks. The latter group of banks will 

lose deposits to the larger banks reducfng  the reserves available to 

make loans to their customers. The larger banks will increase reserves 

but may be unable to usefully employ them If they are viewed as unstable 

—% \w^-''--me3mmmmmmmmm IMM MII 
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deposits, that is, if the banks do not feel they can estimate the time 

they will have the deposits. 

This, of course, is not the end of the process.  On the one hand the 

public seeks to replenish its demand deposits needed for transactions and 

on the other hand the foreign holders of the deposits will seek to put a 

substantial part of their new deposits into some financial assets which 

provide return.  Both processes can take place in various ways, but in 

the case of perfect recycling within the country they will end as follows: 

(A) The foreign holders will increase their holdings of financial 

assets while their demand deposits will go down. 

(B) The increased oil bill is paid partly by the business sector 

(corporations) and partly by the household sector.  The households bear 

that part that is shifted on them by increase of prices.  Assuming no 

change in real consumption and investment (which is the case under dis- 

cussion here), the household sector will finance its greater nominal ex- 

penses (resulting from the increased prices) by reducing its holding of 

assets.  The balance of the oil bill, which is carried by the business 

sector (by reduced profits), causes a reduction in .the sector's net cash 

flow resulting in an increase in its total liabilities.  The total of 

the reduced assets of the household sector and the Increased liabilities 

of the business sector exactly equals the increase in the oil bill.  (The 

proportion of each represents the relative, distribution of the burden 

between the two sectors.) 

Thus, if the foreign oil exporters put all of their Increased oil 

revenues In local financial assets it will exactly equal the sum of 
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the household  financial  assets  sold and corporate   liabilities created. 

Given  this  process,   the  following  frictions  are expected   to occur within 

one country, 

(1)    While   the   total   increase   in assets  held  by   foreigners   is equal 

to the  total  sales of assets and  increased  liabilities of domestic sectors, 

the composition of each does not necessarily match.     The  result  is an 

excess demand of some  forms of assets and an excess  supply of other 

assets.    The excess  demand and excess supply will  change  the  return struc- 

ture of  the various   financial  assets   in  the market.     The  return on assets 

with excess demand will  go down and the  return on  those  in excess supply 

will  go up.    The  real location of  returns may create problems as some 

sectors of  the  local  economy no  longer can  raise capital  at  traditional 

costs.     Requests   for government  regulation of  returns may  result  in  inter- 

ventions  that will   distort  the  rate structure,   create erratic  interest  rate 

fluctuations,  and   increase uncertainty and  instability of  the  financial 

markets. 

(2)    Transfer of  reserves  from a wide range of banks  to a small 

number of big banks will   increase concentration   in  the banking system. 

ft may clso create  scarcity of credit  in  regions and sectors  relying on 

smaller and medium size banks,   resulting  In  increased borrowing  rates  for 

these sectors.    On   the other hand  it will  create an excess supply of 

liquidity at  the big banks, which will  not be used to Its  full  capacity 

to replenish credits,  due  to the  risk  that  large  deposits might be with- 

drawn on too short a notice.     Thus  the banking credit  system may be 

bound to instability which will  have disturbing  implications  for business 

production and trade. 
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(3)     Faced with  such   disturbances   the  central  monetary  authorities 

(the central   banks)  will   feel   obliged   to   intervene   in order   to adjust   the 

banks'   reserves and assure   the   required credit  capacity.     However,   it   is 

unlikely   that   the central   banks will   be able   to make a  perfect adjustment 

at  all   times.     This may show   itself   in   relatively more erratic shifts 

from excess  supply of  credit   to  tight  money and back. 

b)      Friction  Among   Counltios 

What   is  perhaps   the most  serious   financial   friction  may occur when 

the exporters   transfer  their  deposits   from one   importing  country   to 

another,   thus  distributing   their holdings of  deposits  and   financial   assets 

among  the countries   in proportions which do not  correspond with  the 

increased  imports of oil   in   those countries.    This  process  adds  to the 

above mentioned "or,e country"   frictions  a  "set" of other,   possibly serious 

frictions.     The   implications  of   these shifts   in deposits   on   the   importing 

country  that   loses   the  deposits   (say,   Italy)   differ  from  the   implications 

for  the country  that  receives  the deposits   (say,   the  U.S.). 

Italy  loses  foreign exchange  reserves,  and bank  reserves  and  total 

demand deposits also,  decline by  the same amount.     In order  to replenish 

the money supply,   the central   bank has   to provide  reserves  to the  commer- 

cial  banks,  which  in  turn   increase  their  !oans  to the publ'.c  thereby  re- 

plenishing  the demand deposits.     Thus  total   liabilities of  the public 

sector  (including both businesses and households)   increase by  the amount 

transferred  from the country and total  money supply  remains  as   it was 

before  the  transaction  took place.     Yet  the central  bank   loses  the foreign 

exchange  reserve and  H order  to continue  iniernatlonal   transactions,   the 

country must  increase  its  borrowing  from foreign countries. 

•■ 
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In the U.S. foreign deposits with the domestic banks increase as 

do their reserves.  Foreign exchange reserves with the Federal keserve 

also increase.  In order to neutralize the expansionary monetary effect, 

the Federal Reserve has to take steps to reduce bank reserves to their 

original level. 

Assuming that this takes place, there is still an excess demand for 

financial assets created by the foreign capital that was transferred to 

the U.S. This will affect the structure of interest rates on the finan- 

cial assets of the U.S. to an even greater extent than happens in Italy, 

because the public does not reduce its demand for assets nor does it 

increase its supply of liabilities, since this shift of capital (from 

Italy) did not involve the burden of increased oil expenditures. 

The U.S. domestic public deposits decrease and the public must look 

for other sources to replenish its deposits. At the same time the foreign 

depositors look for opportunities to invest their money in earning assets. 

The sum of domestic and foreign owned deposits is the same as before; the 

difference is that foreigners hold a greater amount of local assets while 

the public reduces its holdings of assets In order to replenish Its demand 

deoosits that were first cut down due to the action of the Feideral Reserve. 

Thus the difference between the case of an importing country and the 

case of a deposit receiving country Is as follows:  In the Importing 

country the public had to pay a greater bill for the oil by reducing Its 

holdNg of assets and Increasing its liabilities.  The total Is equal to 

the Incrsased assets held by the oil exporters.  In the receiving countries 

the public does not pay for the oil and In order to cause a decrease Its 

asset holdings and an Increase In Its liabilities In order to match the 
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foreign invcstmonts. the central bank reduce bank reserves, thus forcing 

the banks to reduce their loans to the public.  This process adds to the 

instability of the financial system. 

Another net effect is that the importing country (Italy) loses 

foreign exchange reserves and the receiving country (U.S.) gains foreign 

exchange reserves.  Perfect recycling requires that the receiving country 

lends these gained foreign exchange reserves to the importing country that 

has lost it.  This results in another form of international credit.  If 

this is done among central banks it has no further effect on the banking 

system and the process should repeat itself as long as the importing 

country loses reserves. 

To believe that such recycling among countries takes pUce smoothly 

is. however, a heroic assumption.  If it does not take place, serious 

frictions will appear because certain countries lose their international 

creditworthiness.  This is apt to be particularly true in underdeveloped 

ountries and may very well apply to some developed countries.  If this 

friction occurs, it will cause changes in interest rates and exchange 

ra_tes_.  Interest rates in an importing country will rise in order to at- 

tract international credit.  Its exchange rate will decline in order to 

reduce its imports, increase its exports and thereby replenish its net 

supply of foreign exchange. (The exporting country will see also interest 

rates and exchange rates move in the opposite direction.)  Moreover, the 

importing countries will be forced to take special monetary and fiscal 

measures that may have a recessionary effect on their economy. 

The international recycling process, however, would work much more 

perfectly if Internationa) monetary reforms are made which increase the 
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liquidity available   to  the  depressed countries.     The essence cf such a 

reform  is   the pooling of all   of  the  surpluses of  the   receiving countries 

into an   international   fund which would be  used  to finance   the  needs  of 

the other   importing countries. 

This   improves   the   recycling process   for  the   following   reasons. 

First,   it  stabilizes   the process  of   recycling and assures   its  more complete 

implementation.     Second,   the   international   fund can  create   loans   to de- 

pressed countries,   thereby adjusting  for  the required   international 

liquidity.     And  third,   this   fund pools   together  the default   risk of   the 

international  credit   (especially  to developing countries),  and  thereby  it 

shares   the burden with  the  financing countries at a predetermined propor- 

tion,   thus   reducing  ^heir uncertainty. 

it is highly improbable that such a reform will take place in the 

near future, though some partial reform may occur gradually. Thus the 

international   recycling problem seems  to be a  real  one. 

It   is expected  that   the exporting countries will   shift  their holdings 

to countries   that have  the  following characteristics: 

(1) a  relatively more  stable economy; 

(2) relatively slight prospects  for high  rates of  Inflation; 

(3) a  relatively small   probability of d-valuation; 

W    oVtÄLT"  UnfaVOrable '"«' 0f  '—" °"   -venues 
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Given  these criteria,   the U.S.   rates   the highest profile and  Is expected 

therefore  to  receive a  relatively   large share  in  the  flow of money. 

Because  they are oil   importing countries  that are bound  to  lose  reserves. 
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France, Germany, Japan and the U.K. are second in the rating.  They may 

receive deposits approximately equal to the sum required to finance their 

increased oil bill, though deviations from this "equi1ibriur" may easily 

occur.  Other European countries may fall in this category or in the third 

category which is the one that loses deposits and suffers from imperfect 

recycling.  Most of the developing countries certainly fail into this third 

category. 

In conclusion, frictions in the financial sector are bound to occur 

in various forms.  They will be reflected in size and concantratio;- of 

financial institutions, in the level and structure of borrowing interest 

rates, in excess demand and supply of various financial assets, and of 

course in crr-d i twor thines* of some countries.  Perfect recycling among 

countries is not enough to avoid such frictions, and as we have seen in 

the "one country" case international recycling may not occur perfectly 

due to the lack of an efficient international monetary system.  This may 

have implications reaching beyond the financial sector, into the rea! 

sector:  employment, trade, and economic growth.  We shall refer to the 

real sector in the following section, 

2.  Real Ecunornic Frictions in the Oil Importing Countries 

We shall deal with real economic frictions in two sub-sections: 

first, with regard to that part of the increased oil bill that is not 

used to increase imports to the oil producing countries (OPC) and 

second, with regard to ..ne other part that finances such an increase of 

imports. 

■ 
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a) iio   Increase in Import by Oil Producing Countries 

In a frictlonless world discussed in the. preceding chapter, we have 

concluded that in order to achieve a new full employment economic equili- 

rium, at the lower real national income, the oil importing countries 

should increase their domestic Investments by 80 percent of their in- 

creased oil bill. (Eighty percent is just an example.  Actually it is the 

marginal propensity to consume and spend.) This closes the deflationary 

gap created by the reduced domestic consumption and spending which results 

from the decline in the real national income. The friction arises from 

the simple fact that there are no Indigenous incentives to increase the 

domestic investment at such a high rate. With the gloomy expectations, 

investment may well go down rather than Increase. As a result, the 

deflationary gap will create greater unemployment and further reduction 

of output. 

In order to prevent this serious unfavorable development, the 

aggregate demand of the economy should be Increased.  This Is achieved 

in two ways. 

(1) A decline in the interest rates which may encourage Investment 

and private consumption.  However, historical experience shows that In 

periods of gloomy expectations, declining Interest rates have a limited 

effect (If any) on aggregate demand. 

(2) An Increase of government expenditures on Investment and on 

public consumption to make up for the deflationary gap (a case which we 

Investigated In Appendix 3, and incorpov-ated into Table '(5). This can 

be accompanied also by a reduction of taxes. 

!   i 
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T.3kinq viqorous steps by '.he governments to reduce the deflationary 

gap and prevent an increase of unemploytnenl is a very difficult political 

problem in a period of cost-push inflation that persists today in many 

countries.  We have here an unfortunate combination of unemployment with 

inflation which is enhanceH h« the increased deflationary gap.  If the 

government follows an expansionary fiscal and monetary policy in order to 

reduce the inflationary gap they may succeed in preventing a significant 

increase in unemployment but much increase the rate of inflation.  While 

the increased inflation will be easily detected to the government expan- 

sionary policy, the success in preventing a further increase in unemploy- 

ment will not be politically appreciated simply because this avoidance does 

not become obvious.  Moreover, when some unemployment already exists 

for other reasons the governments may be incorrectly blamed for crediting 

inflation while not succeeding in reducing unemployment while in (cjct they 

ight have succeeded in preventing a further increase in unemployment. 

But this is not recognized.  On the other hand, lack of vigorous steps 

against the inflationary gap may result in increased unemployment, which 

again, will be held against the government policies.  Being caught in 

such a "flation trap," governments may switch quite erratically from one 

policy to its reverse, neutralizing its own actions and contributing 

mere!;? to increase economic instability.  Meanwhile the economies will 

face a combination of inflation and unemployment. Thus, the net effect 

of the increased oil bill will be split between some upward push of 

inflation and some downward push of employment. One should also note 

that these problems are bound to develop under the assumption that the 

process of recycling the capital will work perfectly.  If it does not, 

it will add further frictions to the real economic sectors as discussed 

above. 
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b)  jno^te^Jn^orts by the O'l Producing Countries. 

The increase in consumption and investment in the oil exporting 

countries means an increase in the imports from the rest of the world, 

which entails an increase in the exports of the oil exporting countries. 

As we have seen, in this case the decline in domestic consumption and 

spending in the oil impo-ting countries releases reserves for export to 

the oil producing countries.  In a frictionless world this is the most 

favorable case because it will exactly neutralize the frictions of 

aggregate imbalance we have seen above in the real sectors of the import- 

ing countries.  However, even this case is subject to frictions which 

result mainly from the following factors: 

(a) The commodity composition of the increased demand of the oil 

producing countries is not identical to that of the reduced demand to the 

oil importing countries (OIC).  Thus in order to match it. structural 

changes in the economy of the OIC are required before a stable equilib- 

rium is received. 

(b) The distribution of the increased demand for imports to the oil 

producing countries from the OIC does not necessarily match the decline 

in demand within the OIC on a country by country basis. This is shown 

in the following table: 

Country £J      &2 O  
TOTAL 

Reduced domestic 
aggregate demand -I 

Increased export       +3 

Net change in aggregate 

-2 

+ 1 

demand +2 

-3 

+2 

-1 

-6 

+6 

■ 
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^■  Conelusions: 

(1)  Accumulation of capital in excess of domestic uses will continue 

to take place even if prices decline.  At 1^ prices capital accumulation 

will be concentrated mainly in the hands of Saudi Arabia and the other 

Arab sheikdoms.  Net surpluses, i.e.. positive accumulation at any price 

level will continue well into the future despite the economic growth and 

the increasing absorption capacity of the oJl producing countries.  However, 

the magnitude of the accumulation depends on the price level.  Thus, the 

recycling process will take place over a long period of time. 

(2) Perfect recycling by transfer of asset ownership and creation 

of financial liabilities will not solve the whole economic problem.  The 

decline in real Income will reduce aggregate consumption and spending and 

create a deflationary gap.  Rather than helping to cut the Inflation (cost 

push inflation) it will increase unemployment. 

(3) Perfect recycling among countries may not work well because of 

the inefficient monetary system. 

(4) Even if the perfect recycling among countries does work well, 

internal financial frictions are expected. 

(a) Due to movement of funds from small to large financial 
institutions; 

(b) Due to erratic changes In the borrowing rate structure; 

(c) Due to rapid changes .-> the demand structure for financial 
assets. 

(5) Combining imperfect recycling among nations and financial fric- 

tions within countries, it Is not Improbable that the financial system will 

face dramatic problems, such as bank failures and deterioration of the 

system's credibiIity. 
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(6) A prudent monetary and financial policy under international co- 

operation can technically prevent this crisis.  It is questionable, how- 

ever, whether such cooperation will be achieved. 

(7) Governments face "flat ion traps" where cost inflation and un- 

employment simultaneously exist.  Flat ion traps are compounded by in- 

creased oil prices.  It is questionable whether governments will succeed 

in dealing successfully with this dilemma. 

(8) Due to the increased imports to the oil producing countries, 

there will be an increase in the volume of international trade that will 

constitute In the next 2-3 years some 35 percent of their oil revenues, 

while this development facilitates the recycling process, it creates prob- 

lems of adjustment in the real sectors.  Some countries may face excess 

demand for exports, and the recycling among the oil importing countries 

will be required in increasing magnitudes. 

(9) The process of international adjustment will require changes in 

exchange rates (devaluation and revaluation).  The system of floating 

exchange rates is more efficient than some system of fixed rates in 

dealing with this process. 

(10) There will be a trend toward a decline in the real interest 

rates, but due to inflation the nominal rates may remain high. 

It should be emphasized that these problems are objective Implications 

of the increased oil prices.  They are expected to develop even If the 

oil producing countries cooperate with the western world by smoothing 

the recycling process and avoiding the use of financial power to 

threaten the economic world. 
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Appendix 1 

THE PRICE ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY IN THE NORMAL ^8 

In recent years several attempts have been made to estimate the 

price elasticity of supply in oil and gas. 

i 

A- Fisher's Estimates 

The first extensive study was made by Frar.HIln M. Fisher. 

I. OM 

Oil supply elasticity Is the sum of three partial elasticities; 

A. The price elasticity of wildcat drilling. 
B. Th« price elasticity of fie success ratio. 
C. The price elasticity of the average size of discovery. 

Since total discovery Is a product of the rate of wildcat drilling, 

the rate of success ratio and the average size of discovery, the 

overall supply elasticity is the sum total of these three partial 

effects.  Fisher's estimates are given below. 

SUPPLY OF RESERVES; OIL AND GAS 

Estimate Estimate Estimate 

— —  I—2___J_ 
A. Price elasticity of wildcat drilling: +2.85    +2.^5    +2 27 
B. Price elasticity of success ratios:   -.36    -.39 
C. Price elasticity of average size In 

productive discoveries: -2.16    -I.63 

The resulting price elasticity of supply Is: 

H 
•36 - 1.63 - .86 Highest estimate:  n 

Lowest estimate: 

2.85 

2.27 .39 - 2.16 - -.32 

AF. M. Fisher, Supply and Costs In the U.S. Petroleum Industry, 
Resources for the Future,. BalHmnr», MH  i»L u^.,^ Prr- jjrf ^ 

35. 
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• ui«  Therefore, the estimate Is 
The negative estimate Is InconceWabU. 

between 0 and +.86. 

2. Natural Gas^ 
 " U a io.nt prodoct, «Uh oU. of drlUlos and 
Natural gas is a joint v 

■  .  »UsMcities of wildcat drilling 
di5cover,. Therefore, the price ..as.Ult 

(~r  aUo to gas. The price 
and success ratio mentioned above refer aiso 

n. .ize of gas discovery per productive 
elasticity of the average s.ze ot g 

wildcat drilling was estimated. 

Estimate 1:  -2•0, 

Estimate 2:  -1-55 
.the lowest elasticities of gas supply 

Accordingly, the highest and the lowest 

were: 

Highest:  ns - Z.ö^  o 

n
H - 2.27 - -39 " 2.01 "  -•13 
s 

Hence, the ranga Is; 0 - +.9,♦. 

3    Pi Cher's Conclusion 

F,5her concludes that the best estLat.s are: 

Oil:     +.3 

»u iqc;05 the estimates should be 
Since these fadings refer to the 1950s. 

«i»^^ fh«> 1970s and 1980s, adjusted downward to reflect the 19/u 

A  cram's Estimates 
B  Frlckson and Spam s tst_ „        ft cleuftl.ls 
 " A.  hv Erlckson on the basis of Fisher s 

Another study was made by Erlckso 

sults were re-evaluated and adjusted accordingly, 
findings, whose results were 

i 
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Erickson revised Fisher's elasticity of supply from  an estimate of +.3 

to an estimate of +.91• 

Further elaboration of these analysfi were made by Erickson and 

JL 

Spann, whose own estimates were as follows: 

i. on 

A. Wildcat Drilling: +1.'«8 
B. Success Ratio:     -.23 
C. Average Discovery Size:  -.^2 

n    = 1.^8 - .23 - .^2 = +.83 
s(oil) 

2. G« 

A. Wllöcat Drilling: +.35 
B. Success Ratio: +.01 
C. Average Discovery Size: +.33 

n ,  v- +.69 
s(gas) 

With respect to gas, Erickson and Spann modified their estimates 

of elasticities from +.69 to .5 (p. 117 Ibid.). 

3- Cross Elasticities 

Erickson and Spann also calculated cross-elastic!cles as 

follows: 

Cross-elasticity of oil supply with respect to natural gas 

price: +1.07. Thus a one percent Increase In the price of gas 

was found to be associated with a 1.07 percent Increase In oil 

discovery. However, gas cross-elasticity of supply with respect 

to oil price was found to be negatlve'(-.25)• Thus a one percent 

Increase In the price of oil was associated with a .25 percent 

decline In gas discovery. 

^Erickson, E. W., and Spann, R. M., "Price, Regulations and the Supply 
of Natural Gas In the U.S., " In Resources for the Future, Keith Brown, ed. 
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C. Mancke's Estimates 

A study by Mancke  presented another method of estimating the 

price elasticity of supply. This method, however, provides results 

which are very sensitive to certain strong assumptions.  Mancke found 

that the price elasticity of supply in the A8 must be far greater than 

+1.0.  In particular, he concludes that ehe expected long-run real cost 

of oi1 was: 

(1) Some unknown quantity of "lower kQ"  oil:  $2.51/bbl 
(2) Off-shore: $\.k2/bb]. ^ ^ /  .. 
(3) The remaining oil:  less than $2.51/bbl. 

To reflect 137^ prices, the above must be increased by 50 percent. 

0. Conclusion 

While these studies leave a wide range of estimated price elasticities 

of supply for oil and natural gas. all Indicate a greater-than-zero elas- 

tic! tiy. From these estimates, the most reasonable conclusions are: 

For oil:  between .3 and ,8 
For gas:  .5 

However, these data refer to normal sources of oil in the 48 states dur- 

ing the 19505 and therefore are based on price fluctuations In the low 

range (i.e., between $1 and $3 per barrel of oil).  Had these findings 

been applied indiscriminately to the 1970s and 1980s, a reduction of 

the elcätlclty estimates would have been required. But at prices higher 

than $Vbbl.. there Is a greater incentive for exploration, so that the 

above estimates may be relevant to the higher price levels. Consequently 

thP i! üanC"eA J-M-'"Jhe Long-Run Supply Curve of Crude CM Produced In 
the U'S''  Antitrust Bunetinr Winter 1970, pp. 727-56. 

- 

' l" . ' \''^i ■ ,'.  
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the following conclusion  is made: 

At a price of $3/bbl., output declines by 2 percent of the 1973 

output.  At higher prices, output increases from the lower base, reflect- 

ing price elasticity of +.3. 

"'''- ■ \   r    r'-:~~ • • ' ■■ •;--;--j-^^y-...-.- ^ , _  
"—(—rt-TT 
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Appendix 2 

THE METHODOLOGY OF ESTIMATING THE ENERGY DEMAND FUNCTION FOR I98O 

A.  Price Effect and Incorie Effect 

In order to project energy consumption in 1980, estimates of the 

following variables are required:  (1)  the change in income from (973 to 

1980- (2) the change in prices during that period; and, (3) price and 

income elasticities of the demand for energy. 

The sum total of energy consumption in 1973 is defined by C,,.  Con- 

sumption in 1980 (Cn ) at constant prices is defined as the sum of Con- go  1  

sumption in 1970 plus the change in I98O consumption attributable to 

changes in income, ACy.  Thus 

(0   Cj0 - C73 * 4Cy 

Consumption in '380 at actual prices (C„ ) is defined as the sum of C1 

 c   80 80 

and the change in 1980 consumption attributable to changes in prices, 

ACp. 

Hence: 

(2)   c|jo » C80 + ACp - C7, + ACy + ACp 
"73 

Therefore: 

(3)   C80 " C60 - ACP 

The price effect, Cp, comprises two components, respectively 

ACPI:  the price effect of the consumption level of 1973. 

and ACP2:  the price effect on the increase in consumption resulting from 
the increase in income over the period. Thus, ACP2 is the 
price effect on ACy. Therefore, 

ACP! is independent of Income elasticity, while ACP2 is a function 

of the income elasticity. 

■ 

mi J^'.\c.^0-:- ■■' 
. 

. • thi. —    ■_          M^-^.^V..^ 
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B • Alternative Demand Models 

The elasticities of income and price which were estimated from 

empirical studies re'er  to past fluctuations in prices.  They are all 

based, therefore, on relatively low and declinlnq prices, and reflect 

only that section of the demand curve.  Estimating the demand at higher 

prices requires certain assumptions, notably the manner in which the price- 

elasticity changes along the demand curve. Two methods were opried in 

the investigation of price elasticity. One assumed that the arc-elasticity 

in the section between the low and high prices is equal to the empirically 

derived elasticity estimates. The second assumes that the demand 

curve is a combination of a fixed, minimum demand and a quantity that does 

depend on prices, whose elasticity is constant and equal to the empirical 

estimates. We shall Investigate In detail these two demand .nodels. 

I • The Arc-Elasticity Demand Model 

Arc elasticity Is defined as: 

Np 

Ql -% 
Qi + % 
pi - Po 
Pl + po 

. 

where P = price and Q ■ amount demanded. 

This formulation provides a measure of the elasticity, for a change In the 

price from PQ to Pj associated with a change In the  consumption from QQ 

to Q); thus It Is a measure of the average elasticlty for the section of 

the demand curve between point ü and point I.  Applying this formula 

to the consumption of energy lii 1980, we have 

"v *■• -1^   .'-L*ZZ'r~~i * 
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CO    Np 

ACp 

^1 80 

AP 
P0+ P, 

This can be  rewritten to yield 

Np 
ACp P80  +  3 

C73  + ACy + C73 + ACy + ACp       p80   -  3 

Where PQ =   3  and p2 ■ P8o- 

Finally, 

(5) Np ACp •  P80 +   3 
2C73 + 2ACy + ACp   •  pfl0   -  3 

If  it  Is  asiumed  that  income tjrows at a  rate of k percent per year, 

then  income   in  1980 will equal   (1.04)7,  or  1.316 more than the  Income  in 

1973.   I.e.,  y8o -  I.3l6y73. 

The  income elasticity of  the demand  for energy  is defined as 

(6) AC^ AC^. 

Ny 
'73 

y73 

73 

r3Tr 

This  last equation becomes 

(7) ACy -  .316  • Ny  .  C73 

Substituting in equation (5) and assigning a base of 100 to C73, yields: 

(8) Nn ACp       Pfln * 3 
Np " 200 + 2(jl.6)Ny + ACp * p^ - 3 

80 

Solving for the price effect, we obtain t.'e expression; 

(9) 
ACp ■ 

NP(200 + 63.2Ny) 

■ 

Np 

pt*T *. "■'.."?  nu'.m,--!'1 
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Assuming p80= 9, Np = -.2 and Ny = 1.25, the perr.entage increase in 

1980 consumption can be calculated by adding the income and price effects 

together.  From equation (7), the income effect (in percentage terms) is: 

ACy = .316(1.25)100 - 39.S 

The price effect (equation (9)) in percentage terms is: 

-.2(200 + 63.2(1.25))  -.2(279) 
ACp im- ^ 272 * -25.^ 

Summing the combined price and income effects on consumption yields a 

l^.l percent increase in consumption in 1980. 

Furthermore, the price effect can be subdivided into Its two components 

as follows: 

From „   Np(200 + 63.2Ny) ACp - ~^—;-j. 
r " Np 

( 

p80 
p80 

Obtain 

ACp 
200NP    + 63.2 • Ny • Np 

ACp. ACp, 

In thr abctve example 

200K1), -,8.2 ACp 2.7 

anH  Afn    63.2(1 . 25) (" ■ 2) ^ 7 , 
and ACp«   2-(- 2)    7.2 

Confimlng that ACp ■ ACp. + ACp« 

by -25.^ - (-18.2) + (-7.2) 

Percentage changes In 1980 consumption, divided Into Its price and 

income effect components, were calcula' d for the following combinations 

■-'■ 
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of Ny, Np, and 1980 prices. 

Ny - .5, .75, I, 1.25, 1.5 
Np = -.1, -.2. 0.35. -.5 
PS0= 3, 6, 9, 12 

2.   The  Fix^d Minimum Demand Model 

Now assume  that   the demand curve   for energy   is  as   follows; 

DIAGRAM   1 

It is assumed here that a minimum demand of Q. is essential to any given 

economy.  It is further assumed that such a minimum demand is independent 

of the level and movement of prices. Even if prices reach extraordinarily 

high levels, demarid will not faP below Q   However, should prices decline 
H 

the consumption will   increase  from QM up,   in such a manner that  the elas- 

ticity of  the demand curve  in  the section  to the  right of QM is constant 

and equal   to the empirically derived estimates of elasticity. 

This  demand function can  then be  rewritten as   follows: 

In order to specify  the  function,  estimates of  the parameters QM and K 

need to be obtained.     For  this purpot,?. empirical  estimates of the price 

elasticity,  Np,  are used. 

* 

, 

■ 

■ 

■ 
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f'J     „p..,,.   Q,, f"""'oo   is.. 

"   f°"owS   t/,at 
r 

Letting 

Q =  C73  =   '00.   then 

QM =   0   -  Np)l00 

^ 'S a «'•"nt.ae of .. 

^"- -—>, Np. ,f ;
c act-' —.o„, .Mch ,s d 

th!! "«"»M fu„ct,on_ 
P * K 

,   ^%- 

Fo    , ^    ^ " ^ - OH, . PQNp 

Hence.   for  ^, PP0Se "p = . 2     . 0'   ^'s exa^,e th -^   't  foll^  that ^ 
P .      60 the de^nd fUnctf 

th^ K - 60. 
r--3?r "  'S sPecff,-ed, 

^ "n  therefore D,0, 

a-eJasUc(.ty  f     ^ " ^ ^'ne.   rdther  ^ ^ ™ ^u1ate 
C,ty  for  the entlr Sett,e  for a 

COn^n9  the ab "^ 0ra-stant 

h'ch  '* shown  fn  .K    , ^       80'  and we der/. 
—^_ ^ f0"*"ng tab,e 

derUe demand 

NP « |QTT~^    ;—- 
4      p2     QB   ^ 

"llQM 
•^& 

■'V^ .-'"T'/^:;:^-- -rvf- -... 

--y-^wv "^'^"'r-a a -H .II •*;.* 
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TABU. I 

PRICE, P QUANTITY 1 PRICE ELASTICITY 

3 100 -.2 
i» 95 -.157895 
5 92 -.130^35 
6 90 -.111111 
7 88-4/7 -.09677'« 8 87.5 -.0857^3 
9 86-2/3 -.076923 
10 86 -.0697675 
11 85-5/11 -.0638298 

l  12 85 -.0588236 

As can be noted in this example, the price elasticity which was estimated 

empirically at low prices, falls gradually with the increase in prices. 

In fact, It approaches zero as demand, Q, approaches the indispensable 

demand, QM (80 In this example). This demand model was applied to the 

same combinations of income and price elasticities descr'bed above. 

C.  Selecting the Demand Mode!c- 

On the basis of the above models, twenty different demand curves 

were simulated, each represent one of twenty combinat.ons of four price 

elasticities and five income elasticities.  Each of the twenty demand 

curves from the first model was compared with Its counterpart from the 

second model.  The typical relationship is Illustrated In the following 

table. 

TABLE 2 

p Q| ^2 

3 131.6 131.6 
6 115.1 118.4 
9 107.1 11'». 1 

12 103.4 111.9 

■ 

. -• 
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thiS   tab'e'   '^  ^ ■— -hedules are predicated 

--—„incomeeIast,c,tyofi '— — e!astlcity 

'»O. -d the rate of t ■    COnSU""1-  '"  1973 is sat at of 9ro„th of .„^   |s 

^ «-fference 6e.Keen  ehese  ^ „ ^ ' Per"nt "" ^ 
Lnese   wo demand schedulAc   n 

— ion of the price ela5t,c| 
,UJU|"   ""  -  the  ,„ter. 

increases, reaching -.06 at  fh« M  I 
Point of p = ei?   /     . y        D at  the highest price 

5,2   (and  aching 2ero at Verv hinh       .       , 
Our         i     •     • Prices). 

«*1.  esp«.aHy since  the 1127^ ^  ^ ""^ ^ "" SeCOnd demand 

empirical  estimates of  th 
™-Us,y  refer  to  the  low price ^ «•» P-e e,ast,cItle5 

-P"tthathl9herprice5wllM ■      "S em,ne"t,>' r^sonable ,0 

'"creases.     Hence     rh«       • ^        ve  to additional  price 

a»t.pweeI„;;:::;r,cee,as,,ci-f------.creaSe 

D-   I^S5!ä2^^!2n^che™ii£^t^^ 

^ ,0"0K,n9 '"= ""ies present seated      • 
— de^nd sch.du,es.    They are f " P0'ntS ""  «* ^ 

ey are  followed by  fiwp Hi^ 
twenty demand curves   (nm* , d,agrams of these 

S   (n0te a9a,n  that  the  tables and ^    ., 

P^sed  in percentage where  th a9ramS are e'<- 9    Where  the consumption   in   107, a,      . 

therefore constitute a basis  to d    l " ^^^^   T^ 

■■"•■• ...........:::::::r:; ;■••""''— i 

■ 
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TABLE 3 

SCHEMATIC DEMAND SCHEDULES 

2. 1 Income Elasticity = .50 

Quantity 
Price np= -.10 np- -.20 np« -.35 np = -.50 

3 115.8 115.8 115.8 115.8 
6 110.0 104.2 95.5 86.9 
9 108.1 100.4 88.8 77.2 

12 107.1 98.4 85.4 72.4 
Highest 

(QM) 'lO^ 92.6 75.3 57.9 

2.2  Inctvne Elasticity = .75 

Price np ■ -.1 np= -.2 np«= -.35 np» -.5 

3 123.7 123.7 123.7 123.7 
6 117.5 111.3 102.1 ?2.8 
9 115.5 107.2 94.8 82.5 

12 114.4 105.2 91.2 77.3 
Highest 

(QM) 111.3 99.0 80.4 61.8 

. 

u 

: 

. 
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2.3  Income Elasticity = 1.0 

Price 

3 
6 

9 
12 

Highest 

(QM) 

np* ".10_ _n£= 

131.6 
125.0 
122.8 
121.7 

118.4 105.3 

-.20 ! np= -.35 I np= -.50 

131.6 131.6 
( 

!       131.6 
118.4 108.6 98.7 
114.1 100.9 i         87.7 
111.9 97.1 82.3 

85.5 65.8 

2.4  Income Elasticity = 1.25 

Price J.np= -.10 np= -.20 np- -.35 | 'ip3 -.50 

3 
6 
9 

12 
Highest 

(QM) 

i:»9.5 
132.5 
130.2 
129.0 

125.5 

139.5 
125.6 
120.9 
118.6 

111.6 

139.5 
115.1 
107.0 
102.9 

90.7 

139.5 
104.6 
93.0 
87.2 

69.7 

I 

Price 

3 
6 

9 
12 

Highest 

(QM) 

2.5  Income Elasticity = 1.5 

np" -.10  np= -.20 

147.4 
140.0 
137.6 
136.4 

132.7 

147.4 
132.7 
127.8 
125.3 

117.9 

ÜEÜ: "-35   I np= -.50 

147.4 
121.6 
113.0 
108.7 

95.8 

147.4 
110.6 
98.3 
92.1 

73.7 

.::r/'':;:v: :';■". I;^; ■":.■■■;■."■; :,;>.'".-^-.,V-:1:!.'J- r''^'■'■'':^t3^ft#^J 

■ ■ 

■-iw'Wfv^ir; n,1« "'•?'•—^c,*. 
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The preceding tabIes and diagrams illustrate expected consumption in I980 

(•973=100). given certain elasticity assumptions.  Notably, even with a 

low price elasticity, consumption in I98n will not rise significantly if 

the income elasticity is .m.,,.  Furthermore, if the ;3rice remains at $9 

and if the income and price eIasticities ^  ^ ^ .^.^ ^^ ^ ^ 

current estimate, then total consumption in I98O will be between 10 and 

20 percent higher than in I973. 

The three following graphs show, for three different price levels 

($6. $9 and $12). the expected demand for I980 at all combinations of 

income and price elasticity.  The upper line (for nP = 0) actually 

represents the expected demand for I98O at the original price level of §3. 

The diagrams show, for example, that at P=$9. 1980 consumption will 

remain at the 1971 l*>uoi if «-K« 
1973 level if the pr.ce elasticity is -.2 aod the income 

elasticity is abo^-t 0.7; o, i» shows th*r   if m 
/.   •. snows that if the price elösticity is -.35, 

then the inc^ e.as.icUy Is about 1.3, and so on for any other cognation 

of this type. The diagram shows further that a. P.$|2, ,98o consumption 

will not be greater than ,973  consumption, as long as the Income elas- 

ticity is not greater than one, and the price elasticity is not smaller 

than -.2.  Thus „e need to haye a high income elasticity combined with 

a low price elasticity to see any substantial increase in demand, at 

high prices. 

■ 

■ 

—'f  >* M.^ Wj > n'Mpi  ,i^.i 
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DIAGRAM 9 
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Some of  the  preceding  20 demand curves  are  based on   two extreme 

values of elasticities.     Thus   in  the study we eliminate  the 8 demand 

functions where   income elasticities are  .50 and   1.50.     In addition we 

eliminated  the   remaining   three  functions where  the price elasticity » -.50. 

We   incorporated   into  the  study  the  remaining  nine   functions where Ny=0.75, 

1.00,   1.25 and Np=-.10,  -.20,  and -.35. 

5.     The Empirical   Demand  Functions 

The nine demand  functions  for world energy and for U.S.  energy that 

we use  in  the study appear   in  the following  table.    This   includes  the 

specific parameters   for  1980 demand.    The  tables  and diagrams of these 

functions appear  in  the  text. 

TABLE AP2-^ 

WORLD AND U.S.   ESTIMATED DEMAND  FUNCTIONS  FOR  1980 

Income Price 
Elasticity    Elasticity 

.75 -.10 

.75 -.20 

.75 -.35 

1.00 -.10 

|    ' • 00 -.20 

i     1.00 
■ ■ ■;■ 

-.35 

1.25 -.10 

1.25 -.20 

1.25 -.35 

World Demand U.S.  Demand 

Q = 34.17 + 11.39 - 
P 

Q = 30,38 + 22.78 - 
P 

Q = 24.68 + 39.87 - 
P 

Q = 36.36 + 12.12 - 
P 

Q = 32.32 + 24.24 - 
P 

Q = 26.26 + 42.42 - 
P 

Q = 38.54 + 12.85 - 
P 

Q = 34.26 + 25.70 - 
P 

Q = 28.84 + 44.97 - 

Q = 14.03 + 4.67 

0. = 12.47 + 9.35 

Q = 10.13 + 16.37 

Q = 14.92 + 4.97 

Q = 13.27 + 9.95 

Q = 10.78 + 17.41 

Q = 15.82 + 5.27 

Q = 14.06 + 10.55 

Q -  11.43 + 18.46 

P I n 

—e+'jiilf'•*** ••'ir-"*T.$;-ii.tr* 
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APPENDIX 3 

REAL ECONOMIC  EFFECT ON OIL   IMPORTING COUNTRIES 
(No Frictions) 

Take an economy under equilibrium with  full  employment before the 

oil  price  rise.     Its  aggregate >i>mand   (E)  as a function of the  GNP   (y) 

is  shown by the  E0  line.     The marginal  propensity to consume   (mpc)   is 

given by the slope of the  E  line.     (For simplicity,  all  other marginal 

propensities  to spend are assumed to be zero).    The  full  employment 

real  national   income  is  Yp  (point M). 

Assume  the  increase of oil  price entails a greater burden of pay- 

ments  abroad of $1  billion.     This means that the  real   domestic national 

income of full  employment declines  by  $1   billion,  from yp to ypA- 

DIAGRAM I 
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nor bv   $ 8 billion   (AB).     Imports 
,f  .00=   .80,   then at V     E  «^  smaller bv   5-« 

P u-f.    .HP  E     line downwards by  $1 
j u    <\   hiHion.    This  shifts  the t0  n ne 

have  increased by  $1   billion. 

bl Hion to El . f 

,  •  .he first place is a deflationary gap of 
Thus, the net result In the first p 

$  8 bi11 ion   (CO). 
F    has  to be  increased to E2.    This can 

,n order to close  the gap  E,  has 
. .   af!on 0f    the following three 

.   L      „„„ nf    or  a  combination oi,   t"» 
occur through either one of. or 

actions : uv/  < R 

b i11i on. 
ch.ll  have the following end  results: 

|n  this  case we shall  have cne 

imports  increased by $1  billion. 

Exports  increased by  $.8 billion. 

Dericit  in the balance of payments  increased by $.2 b. 

Real  domestic GNPaeclined by  $.8 b. 

i u    <i •> h   (domestic  investment did 
Total   investment declined by  $.2 b   (dornest 

not  change but foreign  investments went down). . 

National  savings declined by  $.2 b. 

f ct  recycle    the balance of payments deficit w.U 
If  there  is a perfect  recycle. . „v 

f. a bv tracer of OPSC fund, of 5.2 b..othei™Port,ng country 
be  financed by tranbic 

and purchases of assets there at this anount. 

2.    Increase .n dottle .nvest^ent by. $.8 bUUon. 

The results will   be: 

Import:      + ^ 

Export:      no change 

Balance of payment deficit: + I 

1 

/ 

'*i 

 ': 
rwj^/in^-^i ■-...«.■ 
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1 

{ 

is 

Real  Domestic GNP:     -| 

Consumption:    -.8 

Total   investment:   -.2 

(Domestic   invesfm*»nf-•  4.    0    1-      , 
nvestment.  + .8,  Foreign   investment:  -1.0). 

National  savings:  -.2 

'n a perfect  recycling,   the balance of paints  deficit will  be 

financed by a  transfer of OPEC  funds of $1  b    ^      • 
"nas or $1  b.   to the   importing country 

and purchase of assets  ther^ af-  -k: a=«=eis  cnere at  this amount. 

3-    inerte >„ gove t5pend,ng:    5imilartocase2_    ^^ 

-y -Car spent on pub,ic co„sumption „^ ^  ^^ ^ 

-"  ^ a $,   ,eS5  incrcase of dMestic ^^  ^  5|   ^^ ^ 

dine of national  savings. 

.„,._THese thrM poss.b.e outers are su™^ in  the folloKing tab|?. 

TABLE I 

(Per $1  bllirSTöTl  Dill) 

"••I  National   Income 

•rtport 

Export 

Comumption 

Oomestic Investments 

foreign  Investment* 

Total   Investments 
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